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Starting from the kinetic equation for phonons in superfluid helium, expressions for the rates
of three-phonon scattering in isotropic and anisotropic phonon systems are obtained for
different pressures. These expressions are valid in the whole range of energies where three-
phonon processes are allowed. Limiting cases are analyzed and compared with the results
of previous theoretical investigations. The obtained pressure and angular dependence of three
phonon scattering rate allows one to explain the experimental data on interaction of
phonon pulses. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943527#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The dispersion relation of superfluid helium~He II! has
an important role in determining the interactions in its ph
non systems. The dispersion relation can be written as

«~p!5cp~11c~p!!, ~1!

where« is the phonon energy,p is its momentum,c is the
sound velocity in He II,c(p)!1 is the deviation of the
spectrum from linearity, which is small but neverthele
completely determines the mechanisms of phonon inte
tions. We note that, as well as atp50, there is a critical
momentumpc at which the functionc(p) is zero:

c~0!5c~pc!50. ~2!

Whenp,pc the functionc.0 ~anomalous dispersion!.
In this case the conservation laws of energy and momen
allow processes which do not conserve the numbers
phonons. The fastest of these processes is the three-ph
process in which one phonon decays into two or two int
acting phonons combine into one phonon. This paper is
voted to the consideration of such processes.

When p.pc the functionc,0. In this case the disper
sion is normal and three-phonon processes are prohibite
the conservation laws of energy and momentum. Then
fastest processes are four-phonon processes.

Phonon systems can be isotropic or anisotropic, depe
ing on whether or not there is a special direction in mom
4591063-777X/2005/31(6)/11/$26.00
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tum space. Isotropic phonon systems can be easily cre
experimentally by heating a volume of fluid He II. Thes
systems have been intensively investigated theoretically o
several decades. Anisotropic phonon systems are a relat
new area of low-temperatures physics. In experiments t
are created by a plane heater which injects a pulse
phonons into superfluid He II~see, for example, Refs. 1–3!.

The stimulus for carrying out this investigation were t
experiments of Refs. 4 and 5, where the interaction of p
non pulses was observed. These experiments have sh
that pulses interact at pressures from 0 to 12 bar, and w
the pressure is higher, for example, at 18 bar, there is
interaction. Also in these experiments the dependence of
interaction on the angle between the axes of the pulses
investigated. It was found that pulses interact strongly if
angle between their axes is 8.8°, but at 46° there is no
teraction.

The purpose of this paper is to calculate the rate of thr
phonon processes in isotropic and anisotropic phonon
tems of superfluid helium at different pressures and to co
pare the results of the calculations with experimental data4,5

2. THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE-PHONON
PROCESSES

The dispersion relation~1! is very important for studying
three-phonon processes. As the behavior at different p
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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sures will be considered in this paper, it is necessary to t
into account the pressure dependence of the paramete
expression~1!.

For calculations in this paper we use a simple analyt
approximation of the functionc, which nevertheless de
scribes all the available experimental data~see, for example
Refs. 6 and 7! rather well:

c~p,P!54cmax~P!
p2

pc
2~P! S 12

p2

pc
2~P! D , ~3!

wherepc(P) is the critical value of momentum, which de
pends on pressureP, andcmax(P) is the maximum value of
the functionc(p,P), which is reached whenp5pc /&. The
expression for the functioncmax(P) can be written as

cmax~P!54.551•102225.537•1023P12.155•1024P2

22.415•1026P3. ~4!

Expression~4! is obtained from an analysis of Refs. 6, 8 a
9.

Expression~3! is valid in the regionp,pc for any pres-
sures up toP519 bar, the pressure at which the dispers
becomes normal. To calculate the rate of three phonon
cesses in isotropic and anisotropic phonon systems at di
ent pressures, it is necessary to have the dependencesc(P)
and p̃c(P)5c(P)pc(P)/kB , which can be written as

c~P!5102~238.317.33146P20.09141P2!, ~5!

p̃c~P!51020.20915P20.01669P2. ~6!

Expressions~5! and ~6! are obtained from analysis of th
experimental data of Ref. 10 and Refs. 7–9, 11, 12, resp
tively. Here and below, values of the variables are given
CGS units except thatp̃c is in kelvin and pressure in bar.

We write out the dependences of the densityr(P) and
the Grüneisen constantu5(r/c)(]c/]r) on pressure, as
they will be necessary for our further calculations:

r~P!50.1451310.00171P23.7661•1025P215.2994

•1027P3, ~7!

u~P!52.8420.05537P10.00201P223.24998

•1025P3. ~8!

These dependences were found from experimental dat
Ref. 10 as well as expression~5!.

It has long been realized that three-phonon proces
cannot take place all the way to the critical momentumpc .
From the conservation laws of momentum and energy wh
must apply in such processes:

p81p95p. ~9!

«~p8!1«~p8!5«~p!, ~10!

and also from expression~1! we obtain restrictions on the
momenta of the interacting phonons. Starting from~1!, ~9!
and~10!, we calculate the angles between phonons with m
mentap8,p9 andp,p8. As a result we have:

zp8p95
p81p9

p8p9
@~p81p9!c~p81p9!2p8c~p8!

2p9c~p9!#, ~11!
ke
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zpp85
p2p8

pp8
@pc~p!2p8c~p8!2~p2p8!c~p2p8!#,

~12!

where zp8p9512cosup8p9 , zpp8512cosupp8 and up8p9 ,
upp8 are the angles betweenp8,p9 andp,p8, respectively.

The valueszp8p9 and zpp8 should be greater than o
equal to zero, in order that three-phonon processes be
lowed by the conservation laws~9! and ~10!. Having put
quantitieszp8p9 andzpp8 equal to zero, we obtain the bound
aries of the regions in which three-phonon processes can
place.

Substituting~3! into ~12! and equating the resulting ex
pression to zero, we obtain an equation in the fourth pow
of p8(p). Its solutions are

p68 ~p!5
1

2
~p6)Apmax

2 2p2!, p8~p!5p, ~13!

where

pmax5A4

5
pc . ~14!

Only three solutions of the quartic equation are writt
because the solutionp8(p)5p is a 2-fold root.

Having equated expression~11! to zero, after substitut-
ing relation~3! in it, we have an equation of the fourth powe
in p8(p9). The solutions of this equation are:

p68 ~p9!5
1

2
~2p96)Apmax

2 2p92!, p8~p9!52p9.

~15!

Here the solutionp8(p9)52p9 is also a 2-fold root. We
note that the only physical solution in this case isp18 (p9)
because other solutions have one or both momenta
negative values.

Relations~13!–~15! determine the boundaries of region
where three-phonon processes are allowed. In Figs. 1
based on~13! and ~15!, the area where three-phonon pr
cesses are allowed is shown shaded. As we have used
dimensionless variable normalized topc , the specified area
does not depend on pressure.

From relations~13!–~15! ~see Fig. 1! it follows that val-
ues of the momentum of phonons participating in thre
phonon processes can vary in the ranges:

0,~p8,p9!,A3

5
pc5pmin , ~16!

0,p,pmax. ~17!

At saturated vapor pressure we havep̃min57.7 K and
p̃max58.9 K.

We note thatpmin andpmax can be expressed in terms o
the functionc and its first derivative. From the conservatio
laws ~9! and~10! it follows that whenp8→pmin , p9→0. As
a result of the fact thatp9→0, we find from~9! that p85p
and consequentlyzpp850. Then, taking into account thatp
→pmin1p9, we expand expression~12! as a series inp9,
with the result

$c1pdc/dp%up5pmin
50. ~18!
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FIG. 1. The restrictions on the momenta of phonons participating in three-phonon processes. Three-phonon processes are allowed in the shade
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Taking into account expression~3!, we have

pmin5A3

5
pc , ~19!

as obtained above.
The maximum value of the momentum of a phononp

which is created as a result of combining phononsp8 andp9,
in accordance with Ref. 13, is defined by the equality

c~pmax/2!5c~pmax!, ~20!

from which, taking into account~3!, we obtain relation~14!.
Boundary values of the momenta of phonons particip

ing in three-phonon processes were studied in Refs. 7
14–17; however, except in Ref. 16, the regions of mome
where three-phonon processes are allowed~see Fig. 1! were
not obtained. In Ref. 16 an area similar to that shown in F
1a was shown. Nevertheless it has some difference with
1a, apparently because a less adequate approximation t
phonon spectrum was used for the computer evaluations
Refs. 7 and 14–17 analytical relations for the boundaries
the areas and the expression~18! for the boundary momen
tum of phononp8 expressed in terms of the functionc and
its first derivative were not obtained.

The probability density of three-phonon process, acco
ing to Ref. 18, can be written as

W~pup8p9!5
pc

p\
pp8p9~u11!2dp81p9,p . ~21!

From ~21! it is clear that the probability density does n
depend on the angles between the momenta of the intera
phonons as long as such processes are allowed by the
servation laws~9! and ~10!. It follows from ~21! that the
most probable process is when

«85«95«/2. ~22!

Starting from relation~11!, we calculate the angle be
tween phonons with momentap8 andp9 as function ofp and
the relation between the momenta of phononsp8 andp9. For
that we need the dependences ofp8 and p9 on p and m
5p8/p9, which, taking into account~10!, can be written, in
the zeroth approximation ofc, as

p85
m

m11
p, ~23!
t-
nd
ta

.
g.
the
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of

-

ing
on-

p95
1

m11
p. ~24!

Substituting~3! into ~11!, taking into account~23! and ~24!,
and expanding the resulting expressionzp8p9 as a series in
the small parameterup8p9 up to second-order terms, we ge

up8p95A8cmax

p2

pc
2 F325

p2

pc
2 S 12

m

~m11!2D G . ~25!

From ~25!, it follows that when the value ofm is fixed, the
function up8p9 reaches the maximum value

up8p9~p'pu max!53~m11!A 2cmax

5~m21m11!
~26!

at

pu max5A 3

10

m11

Am21m11
pc . ~27!

In accordance with~26!, the functionup8p9 reaches the maxi-
mum value atm51, i.e., when the requirement~22! is satis-
fied. We note that atm51

pu max5A2

5
pc ~28!

and

up8p9 max5A24

5
cmax. ~29!

In Fig. 2 we show the dependence of the relati
up8p9 /up8p9 max on p/pc , for different relations between th
momenta of phononsp8 and p9, which we get from~25!.
Hereup8p9 max is the maximum angle between the momen
of the phonons participating in the three-phonon proce
which is defined by Eq.~29!. We note that in the chose
variables, the form of this curve does not depend on pr
sure.

In Table I, numerical values of the angleup8p9 max and
the critical momentump̃c are given for different pressure
which correspond to the experimental conditions of Ref.

It can be seen from Table I that the maximum angle
three-phonon processes decreases with increasing pres
From ~29! this can be explained ascmax decreasing with
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increasing pressure. Also when the value of pressure
creases, the value ofpc , which determines the maximum
values of the momenta of phonons which can participate
three-phonon interactions, decreases. These two factors
to a reduction of the volume of momentum space in wh
three-phonon processes are allowed by the conservation
of energy and momentum.

3. THE RATES OF THREE-PHONON PROCESSES IN
ISOTROPIC PHONON SYSTEMS

The rates of three phonon processes in isotropic pho
systems, at the saturated vapor pressure, were calculat
Ref. 18. Experiments4 were carried out at pressures of 0,
12 and 18 bar, so in this work we investigate the rates
different pressures. Besides this the expression obtaine
Ref. 18 for the rate of three-phonon processes is valid onl
the range 0,p,pmin . Here we shall carry out a detaile
analysis of the rate of three-phonon processes in the rang
momentapmin,p,pmax in which the rate of three-phono
processes changes from the maximum value to zero. S
results of this section were reported on International Con
ence Phonons 2004~see Ref. 19! and were partly published
in Ref. 20.

We follow the scheme of the Ref. 18 to calculate the r
of three phonon processes, starting from the kinetic equat

FIG. 2. The dependence of the angleup8p9 between phonons with moment
p8 andp9, on the momentum of the decay phononp for different ratios of
the momenta of the created phononsm5p8/p9.

TABLE I. The pressure dependences of the maximum angleup8p9 max @see
Eq. ~29!# between two phonons created in a 3pp decay process and th
critical momentump̃c ~see Eq.~6!!.
n-

in
ad

h
ws

n
in
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n:

dn1

dt
5

1

2 E W~p1up2p3!

~2p\!3 @n2n3~11n1!2n1~11n2!~11n3!#

3d@«~p1!2«~p2!2«~p3!#d~p12p22p3!d3p2d3p3

1E W~p3up1p2!

~2p\!3 @n3~11n1!~11n2!2n1n2~11n3!#

3d@«~p3!2«~p1!2«~p2#d~p32p12p2!d3p2d3p3 ,

~30!

whereni5n(pi) is the number of phonons in the given qua
tum state, andW(p3up1p2) is the probability density of tran-
sitions in phase space, which is defined by expression~21!.

To calculate the typical rate of three-phonon processe
isotropic phonon systems, we follow Refs. 18 and substit
in Eq. ~30!:

n15n101dn, n25n20, n35n30, ~31!

where the subscript ‘‘0’’ specifies an equilibrium distributio

n0~p!5$exp@«~p!/kBT#21%21, ~32!

and dn is the deviation of the distribution function from
equilibrium.

The typical rate of three-phonon processesn3pp is natu-
rally defined by the equation

n3pp~p1!52
1

dn

ddn

dt
. ~33!

Starting from expressions~21! and ~30!–~33!, we have

n3pp~p1!5
~u11!2

4pr\4 H 1

2
J1~p1!1J2~p1!J , ~34!

where

J1~p1!5
cp1

n10
E

0

p1
dp2E

0

2

dz12p2
3up12p2un0~p2!n0~p12p2!

3d~«~p1!2«~p2!2«~ up12p2u!!, ~35!

J2~p1!5cp1E
p1

pmax
dp3E

0

2

dz13p3
3up32p1u$n0~p32p1!

2n0~p3!%d@«~p3!2«~p1!2«~ up32p1u!#. ~36!

Here

z12512
p1p2

p1p2
, ~37!

z13512
p1p3

p1p3
. ~38!

Doing the integration onz12 andz13 with the help of the
d functions in Eqs.~35! and ~36!, we obtain forn3pp(p1)
from ~34! the following relation:

n3pp~p&1!5
~u11!2

4pr\4 S kB

c D 5H 1

2
j~ p̃1!1b~ p̃1!J , ~39!

wherep̃i5cpi /kB ,
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FIG. 3. The dependence of the relaxation rate in isotropic phonon systemsn3pp on momentump1 . In panel~a! curves1–5 are for pressures 0, 5, 10, 12, 1
bar, respectively, atT51 K. In panel~b! curves1–6 are for temperatures 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 K, respectively, at the saturated vapor pressure.
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j~ p̃1!5E
0

p̃1
dp̃2p̃2

2~ p̃12 p̃2!2~1

12ñ0~ p̃2!!h~z~ p̃1 ,p̃2!!, ~40!

b~ p̃1!5E
p̃1

p̃max
dp̃3p̃3

2~ p̃32 p̃1!2$ñ0~ p̃32 p̃1!

2ñ0~ p̃3!%h~z~ p̃3 ,p̃1!!. ~41!

Here

ñ0~ p̃!5@exp~ p̃/T!21#21, ~42!

z~ p̃i ,p̃ j !5
p̃i2 p̃ j

p̃i p̃ j
~ p̃ic~kBp̃i /c!2 p̃ jc~kBp̃j /c!

2~ p̃i2 p̃ j !c~kB~ p̃i2 p̃ j !/c!! ~43!

and

h~x!5H 1, x>0,

0, x,0.
~44!

Expression~39!, together with~40!–~44!, completely de-
termines the typical rate of three-phonon relaxation in iso
pic phonon systems. We underline the fact that the final
sult ~39! contains parameters that describe the nonlinearit
the phonon spectrum of He II. Mathematically this fact
expressed by the appearance ofh functions which restrict the
integration range. The rates represented in Ref. 18 do
contain theseh functions. We note that theseh functions
cause the rapid decrease of the rates near the boundary
mentumpmax.

Starting from expression~39!, we get an analytical ex
pression for rate of a three-phonon scattering in the c
pmin,p1,pmax. When p1.pmin the termb( p̃1) is equal to
zero because phonons with momentump1.pmin cannot par-
ticipate in combining processes~see Fig. 1b!. In this case
expression~39! will have only the first termj( p̃1), which is
defined by expression~40!. It corresponds to the decay of
phonon with momentump1 . We note that the termj( p̃1)
describes the stimulated decay of a phonon with momen
p1 which corresponds to the term with the Bose function,
the brackets of the integrand of~40!, and spontaneous deca
of a phonon with momentump1 which corresponds to the
first term, unity, in the brackets. In our casepmin,p1,pmax
-
-
f

ot

o-

se

m

we do not take into account stimulated decay, because its
is much smaller than the rate of spontaneous decay. If
momentum of one of the phonons created as a result of de
is small, then the contribution of such decay processes
expression~40! is small, too. Also when the momenta o
both phonons are significant, the term with the Bose funct
is much smaller than unity. As a result, we can neglect
term that contains the Bose function in the brackets of
integrand~40!. On integrating we have:

n3pp5
~u11!2

240pr\4)Apmax
2 2p1

2~9p1
4214p1

2pmin
2 16pmin

4 !,

~45!

Expression~45!, in the rangep1→pmax, decreases rap
idly and goes to zero atp15pmax due to the radicand going
to zero. The expression in the brackets increases but ten
a finite value equal to 1.2pc

4 . As a result, the rate decreas
from a maximum to zero in a small range of momenta~see
Fig. 3!. The change of the rate is determined by a comp
tion between the expression under square root, which
creases asp1→pmax, and the factor in the brackets. As
result of the competition, expression~45! reaches a maxi-
mum value atp1'0.84pc , and atp1'0.89pc it is equal to
zero. Therefore the rate changes from the maximum valu
zero in a small momentum range.

We now consider the typical time of three-phonon pr
cesses. Equation~39! can be interpreted as the reciproc
lifetime of a phonon with momentump1 in an equilibrium
field of thermal phonons with temperatureT. Let us consider
the limiting cases which follow from Eq.~39!. First, we con-
sider the hypersound limit, whenp̃1 /T@1. Thus

b~ p̃1!'0 ~46!

and

j~ p̃1!'E
0

p̃1
dp̃2p̃2

2~ p̃12 p̃2!25
p̄1

5

30
. ~47!

Substitution of relations~46! and ~47! in ~39! gives

n3pp
~`! ~p1!5

~u11!2

240pr\4 p1
5. ~48!
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This expression was obtained in Ref. 21 for the fi
time. From relations~46! and~47! it is clear that this limiting
case corresponds only to decay processes asp1→p21p3 . It
is should be noted that formula~48! has actually a rathe
restricted area of application. This is because two requ
ments must be satisfied:p̃1 /T@1 andp̃1, p̃min ; therefore it
can be used for numerical evaluations for pressures up t
bar at temperatures up to 1 K, and at lower pressures if
temperature is higher.

The other limiting case isp̃1 /T!1, corresponding to the
absorption of acoustic sound waves by an equilibrium p
non field with temperatureT. In this case

j~ p̃1!'0 ~49!

and

b~ p̃1!'
p̃1

T E
0

` p̃3
4 exp~ p̃3 /T!

~exp~ p̃3 /T!21!2 dp̃35T4
4p4

15
p̃1 . ~50!

Substituting~49! and ~50! into ~39!, we have

n3pp
~0! ~p1!5

p3~u11!2

15r\4 S kB

c D 4

T4p1 , ~51!

and thus we come to the result obtained in Refs. 22 and
We note that in expression~50! we replacep̃max by `. Such
a replacement can be made whenp̃max/T@1. There was no
such requirement in Ref. 18 because the condition is alw
satisfied at the saturated vapor pressure. However, with
creasing pressure it starts to play an important role and
stricts the area of applicability of expression~51!.

In contrast to the process of decay of high-ene
phonons@see~48!#, mentioned above, the limiting case~51!,
which follows from relations~49!, ~50!, corresponds only to
combining processes such asp11p2→p3 . Equation~51! has
been used many times for the description of various re
ation processes in pure He II and also in superfluid mixtu
of 3He-4He ~see Ref. 24!.

It is important to note that equation~39!, with depen-
dences~3!–~8! taken into account, is valid for any pressure
which the dispersion is anomalous. In Fig. 3, rates for thr
phonon processes are shown for different pressures and
peratures. In Fig. 3a it can be seen that with increasing p
sure, the rate begins to decrease. This is caused by
decreasing of valuepc , and by the change in the paramete
u, r, andc of superfluid helium. As pressure increases fro
0 up to 12, at fixed value ofpc , the rates decrease by a
proximately 5 times, and as the pressure is further increa
up to 18, the rate decreases by approximately 2 times.
other cause of decreasing rates with increasing pressu
the decreasing momentum range in which three-phonon
cesses are allowed. This is due to the decreasing value opc ,
which leads to a reduction of the phase volume in the in
gration.

We note that the decreasing of the rates, which is c
nected with the decreasing ofpc , has a strong temperatur
dependence: at temperaturesT;1 K, the decrease ofpc with
growth of pressure from 0 to 12 bar, at fixed parametersu, r,
andc, leads to the rates decreasing by up to 2 times, and
a further increase of pressure to 18 bar, the rate decreas
to 300 times. At temperaturesT,0.1 K, the decreasing ofpc

with growth of pressure from 0 to 18 bar does not affect
t
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rates of three-phonon relaxation, which in this case are in
enced only by the change in the parameters of liquid heliu
Such a temperature dependence can be explained by
ence of the Bose-Einstein functions which contain the
pression exp(p̃/T) in the integrands.

The temperature dependence of the rate,n3pp , in the
limiting cases~48! and ~51!, as one can see in Fig. 3b, is a
follows: at small values ofp1 , n3pp'T4, and at large values
of p1 , n3pp has practically no temperature dependence.

4. PHONON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF AN ANISOTROPIC
PHONON SYSTEM

Systems with an anisotropic distribution of phonons
momentum space are created in experiments~see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 1–5! using a heater immersed in superfluid h
lium 4He, which is at such a low temperature that the eff
of thermal excitations can be neglected. The heater is a m
film evaporated onto glass. When current flows through
metal film, phonons are created in the superfluid heli
within a narrow cone with a solid angleVp!1 and with an
axis perpendicular to the surface of the heater. The dim
sions in coordinate space of this strongly anisotropic pho
system are defined by the area of the heater and the dur
of the thermal pulse.

Such anisotropic phonon systems can be described
a help of approximate quasi-equilibrium distribution functio
~see, for example, Refs. 25–28!, which can be written as

np~p!5h~up2u!@exp~«/kBTp!21#21. ~52!

This distribution function has simple physical meani
and includes all the necessary parameters of anisotropic
non systems: the temperatureTp and the value of anisotropy
given by the angleup . The approximation~52! has allowed
the successful solution of a number of problems.20,25–28

However, this function does not make the three-phon
collision integral equal to zero. The exact equilibrium dist
bution function of phonons in anisotropic phonon systems
accordance with Ref. 29, is

nu~p!5H expS «2p"u

kBT D21J 21

, ~53!

where

u5Nc~12x!, ~54!

is the drift velocity,N is the unit vector directed along th
total momentum of the phonon system, which defines
axis of anisotropy of phonon system, andx is the parameter
of anisotropy. It is obvious that function~53! makes the
three-phonon collision integral equal to zero. In order to d
rive the further results we use exact equilibrium distributi
function ~53!.

In a weakly anisotropic case the parameterx is close to
unity. In our case, which corresponds to the experiments
Refs. 4 and 5, the phonon pulses are strongly anisotro
phonon systems, andx!1.

The expression~53!, taking into account~1! and ~54!,
can be written as
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nu~p,z!5H expS cp

kBT
~c1x1z2zx! D21J 21

, ~55!

wherez512p"N/p.
The values of the parameter of anisotropyx and tem-

peratureT, which are contained in the distribution functio
~55!, can be related to the values of the parametersup andTp

of the approximate distribution functions~52!, which have a
clear physical meaning. Starting from the equality of en
gies and momenta of anisotropic phonon systems, calcul
with the help of distribution functions~52! and~55!, we have
a system of two equations which connects the parameterup

andTp with the parametersx andT:

E «npd3p5E «nud3p, ~56!

E pnpd3p5E pnud3p. ~57!

This system can be solved numerically, relating the
rameters x and T, to values of the parameterszp51
2cosup andTp . In the following calculations we always us
the relation

zp5cmax/2, ~58!

which is a good approximation to the real situation and r
resents a pressure dependence ofzp . Values of parametersx
and T which correspond to parameterszp and Tp can be
obtained by solving the combined equations~56!, ~57!. These
values will be used in our further calculations and are p
sented in Table II. We note that the choice of pressures in
paper corresponds to the choice of pressures in the ex
ments of Ref. 4.

The valuê p̃& given in Table II corresponds to the ave
age momentum of phonons in a pulse and is determined
the expression

^ p̃&5
* p̃nud3p

*nud3p
~59!

andueff is an angle between the two interacting phonons w
momenta^ p̃& which is defined by conservation laws of e
ergy and momentum.

5. RELAXATION IN ANISOTROPIC PHONON SYSTEMS,
CAUSED BY THREE-PHONON PROCESSES

The expression for the rate of three-phonon processe
anisotropic phonon systems can be obtained from the kin
equation~30! in a way similar to obtaining expression~39!
for the rate of three-phonon processes in isotropic pho
systems:

n3pp~ p̃1 ,z1!5
~u11!2

4pr\4 S kB

c D 5H 1

2
ja~ p̃1 ,z1!

1ba~ p̃1 ,z1!J , ~60!
-
ed
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-
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where

ja~ p̃1 ,z1!5E
0

p̃1
dp̃2p̃2

2~ p̃12 p̃2!2h~z~ p̃1 ,p̃2!!

3S 11
2

p E
z1,22

z1,21

dz2nu~kBp̃2 /c,z2!$~z1,212z2!

3~z22z1,22!%21/2D , ~61!

TABLE II. The relation between parameterszp , Tp of the approximate
distribution function~51! and the parametersx, T of the local equilibrium
distribution function~54! at different pressures. The dependence of the
erage momentum̂p̃& on the parametersx, T and the angleueff at which two
phonons combine with momenta^ p̃&.
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FIG. 4. The relaxation ratesn3pp in anisotropic phonon systems. Panel~a! presents the dependence ofn3pp on u1 at different pressures. Curves1–5 are for
pressures 0, 5, 10, 12, and 18 bar, respectively, atTp51 K and values ofzp which were defined from Eq.~57! ~see Table II!. The momentump̃1 was
considered to be equal to the average value of the momentum^ p̃& of the phonons in a pulse. Panel~b! shows the dependence ofn3pp on u1 at different
temperatures. Curves1–6 are for temperatures of 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5 K, respectively, at the saturated vapor pressure and whenp̃15^ p̃& ~see Table
II ! at zp50.023. Panels~c! and~d! show the dependence ofn3pp on p̃1 , at the angle corresponding to the maximum of the curves in panels~a! and~b!. The
value ofzp was defined from equality~57!. Panel~c! shows the effect of different pressures~0, 5, 10, 12, and 18 bar! at Tp51 K and panel~d! shows the effect
of different temperatures~1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 K! at the saturated vapor pressure.
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ba~ p̃1 ,z1!5E
p̃1

p̃max
dp̃3p̃3

2~ p̃32 p̃1!2h~z~ p̃3 ,p̃1!!~b22b3!.

~62!

Herez i512 p"N/pi ,

b25
1

p E
z1,~3,1!2

z1,~321!1

dz2

nu~kB~ p̃32 p̃1!/c,z2!

A~z1,~321!12z2!~z22z1,~321!2!
,

~63!

b35
1

p E
z3,12

z3,11

dz3

nu~kBp̃3 /c,z3!

A~z3,112z3!~z32z3,12!
, ~64!

z i , j 65z11z~ p̃1 ,p̃ j !2z1z~ p̃i ,p̃ j !

6A~2z12z1
2!@2z~ p̃i ,p̃ j !2z2~ p̃i ,p̃ j !#, ~65!

andz( p̃i ,p̃ j ) is defined by relation~43!.
As in the isotropic case, the first term in expression~60!

corresponds to the decay of a phonon with momentump1 ,
and the second to the combining of a phonon with mom
tum p1 with phonons of the anisotropic phonon system. T
relation for the rate of three-phonon processes in the an
tropic case differs from the isotropic case only by the dep
dence of phonon distribution function on the anglez. As a
consequence, the integration cannot now be done ana
cally. We note that if we substitute the distribution functio
~55! with the distribution function of phonons in the isotrop
phonon system~32! in expression~60!, then the integration
-
e
o-
-

ti-

over angles can be done, and expression~60! for the rates of
three-phonon processes in anisotropic phonon systems
turn into expression~39!.

Figures can be obtained with the help of expression~60!.
Figure 4a shows the dependence of the relaxation rate
phonon with momentump1 in anisotropic phonon system
on the angleu1 between the axis of anisotropy of phono
systemN and the phonon momentump1 at Tp51 K and
different pressures. Values ofzp corresponding to differen
pressures are calculated with the help of relation~58! ~see
Table II!. The phonon momentump1 is considered to be
equal to the average momentum of phonons in a pulse^p&. It
follows from Fig. 4a that the rates of three-phonon proces
decrease with increasing pressure. This has the same cau
for the isotropic case. We note that with the growth of an
u1 the raten3pp increases, reaching a maximum value, a
then decreases and ceases to depend on an angle. In or
understand such angular dependence of the rates we tu
Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, curve112 is the same as curve1 in Fig. 4a.
It is the sum of curves1 and2, which correspond to the firs
and the second terms of expression~60!, respectively. Curve
1 in Fig. 5 corresponds to the decay of a phonon with m
mentump1 , and curve2, to the combining of a phonon with
momentump1 with a phonon of the anisotropic phonon sy
tem. The increase in the rates, which is represented by c
1 at small values of angle, is caused by stimulated decay
phonon with momentump1 due to the presence of the anis
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tropic phonon system. At greater values of the angle betw
phonon momentum and the axis of anisotropy, the pho
ceases ‘‘to feel’’ the presence of the anisotropic phonon s
tem, and as a result there is no angular dependence. In
case the rate of decay corresponds to the rate of spontan
decay of a phonon. The maximum of curve2 can be ex-
plained in the following way. We replace the anisotrop
phonon system by a monochromatic phonon pulse wh
moves along thez axis. Then the average momentum
phonons in such pulse is equal to 1.581 K~see Table II!. We
calculate the interaction angle of such phonons and see
Table II thatueff518°. This is in good agreement with th
location of the maximum in Fig. 4a. The locations of t
maxima of the other curves in Fig. 4a can be calculated
similar way and they are given in Table II. Figure 4b sho
the effect of different temperatures at the saturated va
pressure andzp50.023. The curves in this case have
angular dependence which is similar to that shown in Fig.
The locations of the maxima in this case are also given
Table II. Figures 4c and 4d show the dependence of the
n3pp on momentump1 at u15ueff(P,T) at different pressures
and temperatures. The value ofzp was defined by expressio
~58! ~see Table II!. We note that the dependences represen
in Fig. 4c and 4d look like the dependences of the rates
momentump1 for relaxation in isotropic systems. Howeve
in this case the rates are smaller.

The dependence of the rate of three-phonon processe
the value of anisotropy of phonon system can be obtained
calculating the rate of three-phonon processes in anisotr
phonon systems with the distribution function~52! instead of
~53!. Calculating the rates in this way makes it possible
see the transition from anisotropic phonon system to iso
pic. This transition is shown in Fig. 6, whereup is the typical
angle that the anisotropic phonon system occupies in
mentum space. When the angle is zero, there is no an
tropic phonon system. In this case this rate correspond
the rate of decay of a phonon with momentump1 originally
obtained in Ref. 21. As the angle increases, the rate begin
increase, reaching the isotropic value whenup'27°. Such a

FIG. 5. The dependence of the three-phonon process rate on the
between the axis of anisotropy and the momentum of the relaxing pho
p̃15^ p̃& at P50 bar,Tp51 K, andzp50.023. Curve1 shows the rate of
decay of a phonon with momentump1 , curve2 shows the rate of combining
of a phonon with momentump1 with a phonon of the anisotropic phono
system, curve112 is the sum of curves1 and2 and corresponds to the ful
relaxation rate of a phonon with momentump1 in the anisotropic phonon
system.
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result is connected with the fact that phonons can inte
with each other if the angle between their momenta does
exceed the maximum angle for three-phonon processes
this case the value of this angle equals 27°.

6. COMPARISON OF THE THEORY WITH EXPERIMENTAL
DATA ON INTERACTION OF PHONON PULSES

In the experiments of Refs. 4 and 5 the interaction of t
phonon pulses was studied. In this connection the problem
calculating of the rate of their interaction is of undoubt
interest. The calculation of these rates is based on the ab
solution of the problem of one phonon relaxing in an anis
tropic phonon system. In Fig. 7 the dependence of the rat
such an interaction on the angle between the axes of an
ropy of the phonon systems is shown. This angle is show
the inset in the right upper corner of Fig. 7a~anisotropic
phonon systems are represented by cones!. This rate was
obtained from relation~60! in the following way: the value
of the relaxing phonon momentum was considered to
equal to the average value of the momentum of phonons
pulse, and the averaging over angle was done in order to
into account that actually we are dealing not with one ph
non but with an anisotropic phonon system. To average o
angles, we took three values of the rate at values of an
uuu82up , uuu8 , uuu81up and calculated their simple ave
age value. We note that such an approach does not take
account spontaneous decays of a phonon with momen
p1 , because anisotropic phonon systems by themselves
in equilibrium. However, it is necessary to take into accou
the decay stimulated by the anisotropic phonon syst
which, as follows from our calculations~see Fig. 5!, gives a
small contribution compared to phonon-combining pr
cesses.

Phonon pulses have enough time to interact if the time
cross the region where the two sheets overlap,tcross, is
greater than the phonon relaxation timen3pp

21 . The expres-
sion for tcross, according to Ref. 29, can be written as

tcross5tp~2 sin2~uuu8/2!!21, ~66!

wheretp is the duration of the thermal pulse that creates
phonon pulse. In this case in the volume where the pu
intersect there is enough time for three-phonon processe
occur and create a new formation, which, following the t
minology of Ref. 5, we call a hot line.

gle
on

FIG. 6. The dependence of the raten3pp on the angleup occupied by the
anisotropic phonon system in momentum space for different values ofp̃1 at
T51 K andP50 bar.
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FIG. 7. The rate of three-phonon processesn3pp as a function of an angle between the axes of the two interacting anisotropic phonon systems. Curv1–6
of each panel are for temperaturesTp51, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5 K. Panels a, b, c, d, and e are for pressures of 0, 5, 10, 12, and 18 bar, respecti
value ofzp is defined by Eq.~57! ~see Table II!.
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The formation of a hot line was experimentally observ
in Refs. 4 and 5, and it was shown that at high pressures
at large values of the angles between pulses, a hot line is
formed. Such a situation can be explained with the help
Fig. 7. At the values of the angleuuu8 in the experiments,4,5

i.e., 8.8°, 26°, and 46°, the timetcrossat tp5100 ns is equal
to 8.531026 s, 9.8831027 s, and 3.2831027 s, respec-
tively. Then, as shown in Fig. 7e, when the pressure is
bar, at all values of angle and temperature, the inequalit

tcross,n3pp
21 ~67!

is satisfied. Thus the pulses have no time to interact and a
line is not formed.

We note also that at the saturated vapor pressure an
an angle equal to 46° andTp50.7 K, the inequality~67! is
satisfied and the hot line does not have time to form. A
temperatureTp of 1 K, the given angle is about 50°~see Fig.
7a!, and again no hot line is formed.

At the saturated vapor pressure, foruuu858.8° and 26°,
for all six values of temperature which are represented
Fig. 7a by curves1–6 the inequality

tcross.n3pp
21 ~68!

is satisfied. In this case pulses have enough time to inte
Our results on the dependence of the interaction of

phonon pulses on the angle between their axes at diffe
values of pressure and temperature are in full agreement
the results of experiments.4,5
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We note that in the experiments4,5 the angle between
pulsesuuu8 and the temperature of the pulses change dur
motion of the pulses from the heater to the detector. An
count of these effects was given in Ref. 29. However,
comparisons carried out above answer the question abou
possibility of pulses interacting under the conditions of t
experiments.4,5

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper three-phonon processes in isotropic and
isotropic phonon systems of superfluid helium at differe
pressures were investigated. The approximate depende
~5!–~8! of He II parameters on pressure were obtained. R
strictions on the momenta of the phonons participating
three-phonon processes~see Fig. 1! were studied, and ana
lytical expressions~13!–~19! for the boundaries of regions in
which three-phonon processes are allowed by the conse
tion laws of energy and momentum were obtained. The
pendence~25! on the angleup8p9 between phonons with mo
mentap8 andp9 created as a result of the decay of a phon
with momentump, using different relations between the m
menta of the created phonons, was obtained. This de
dence is represented on Fig. 2. The maximum angle~29! of
three-phonon processes at different pressures was fo
Also it was shown that this angle decreases as pressur
creases.

Starting from the kinetic equation, the expression~39!
for the rate of three-phonon relaxation in isotropic phon
systems valid for all phonon energies at which three-pho
processes are allowed by conservation laws at different p
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sures was obtained. The results of rates evaluated using~39!
for different pressures and temperatures are shown in Fig
Also the analytical expression~45! which describes the be
havior of rates in the rangepmin,p1,pmax was found. Start-
ing from ~45!, it was shown that the rates of three-phon
processes in a small interval of momentum reach a maxim
value and then rapidly vanish.

The pressure dependence of the rate of three-pho
processes in isotropic phonon systems was investigated
it was shown that the rates decrease with increasing pres
The reasons for this decrease were explained. Starting f
expression~39!, the regions in which the limiting cases~48!
and ~51! are valid were found.

In this paper the relaxation rates~60! in anisotropic pho-
non systems at different pressures were calculated for
first time. Dependences of these rates on the energy
relaxing phonon~Fig. 4c,d! and on the direction of its motion
relative to an axis of anisotropy~Fig. 4a,b! were found. De-
pendences of the rates on the angle between an axis o
isotropy of the phonon system and on the momentum of
relaxing phonon were investigated, and the presence
maximum in this dependence was explained. The terms
responding to combining of a phonon with momentump1

with a phonon of the anisotropic phonon system and to
decay of a phonon with momentump1 ~see Fig. 5! were
compared.

The transition from an anisotropic phonon system to
isotropic one~Fig. 6! was investigated. It was shown tha
starting at some value ofup , the rate of three-phonon pro
cesses becomes saturated.

Based on the solution of a problem of relaxation in a
isotropic phonon system, the rates of two interacting an
tropic phonon systems~see Fig. 7! were calculated and com
pared with experimental data.4,5

In conclusion, we note that three-phonon relaxat
causes the dissipative coefficients of He II and superfl
mixtures of3He-4He ~see, for example, Ref. 24!. The pres-
sure dependence of three-phonon processes rate obt
here allows the determination of the change of this contri
tion with increasing pressure.

We express our gratitude to GFFI of Ukraine~grant
N02.07/000372!, and to EPSRC of the UK~grant EP/
C523199/1! for support of this work.
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Heat capacity of a p -H2 – p -D2 – Ne solid solution: Effect of „p -D2…Ne clusters

M. I. Bagatskii,* I. Ya. Minchina, and V. M. Bagatskii

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering of the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, 47, Lenin Ave., Kharkov 61103, Ukraine
~Submitted October 26, 2004!
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The heat capacity of a solid solution of 1%p-D2 and 0.25% Ne inp-H2 is investigated in the
interval DT50.5– 4 K. An excess heat capacityDCNe of this solution exceeding the heat
capacity of the solution of 1%p-D2 in p-H2 is detected and analyzed. It is found that below
2 K the dominant contribution to the heat capacityDCNe is made by the rotation of the
p-D2 molecules in (p-D2) Ne-type clusters. The number of (p-D2) Ne clusters in the solid sample
is strongly dependent on the conditions of preparation. The splitting of theJ51 level of the
p-D2 molecules in the (p-D2) Ne clusters,D53.2 K, is consistent with the theoretical
estimate. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943528#
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INTRODUCTION

Heavy impurities in quantum crystals of hydrogen is
topes affect the phonon spectrum of the crystal and dis
the zero~quantum! vibrations of the lattice and rotation o
the molecules. Local changes in the lattice structure and
formation of new quantum objects~molecular clusters and
complexes1–8! are also possible in the vicinity of heavy im
purities, which can produce considerable changes in
physical properties of crystals. These phenomena have
cently been a focus of intensive investigations.8,9

The excess heat capacityDCNe of a solution of 2.5%
o-H2 and xNe (x50.5%, 2%! in solid p-H2 due to the
heavy quasi-isotopic Ne impurity introduced into a 2.5
o-H2–p-H2 solid solution was first observed in Ref. 1 atT
52 – 6 K. Near T52 K DCNe is an order of magnitude
larger than the results calculated in the harmonic approxi
tion for DCL,Ne caused by the heavy quasi-isotopic Ne im
purity changing the phonon spectrum of the crystal.

A theory was put forward in Ref. 2 to explain th
anomaly. Along with the anomalous heat capacity of so
H2–Ne solutions attendant upon the change in the pho
spectrum of the crystal, there is an anomaly in the rotatio
component ofCR,Newhich is due to the contribution from th
rotational degrees of freedom of the H2 molecules in the
lowest state with the rotational quantum numberJ51
(o-H2). The strong perturbation of zero~quantum! lattice
vibrations by the Ne atoms in the (o-H2) Ne-type clusters
disturbs the local symmetry of the crystal field,2 causing the
J51 level of theo-H2 molecules to split into two levels
with the degeneraciesg051 andg152 ~see Fig. 1!. When
the (o-H2) Ne cluster is formed, the energy of the subsyst
decreases by 2D/3 ~D is the splitting value!. CR,Ne(T) exhib-
its a Schottky-type anomaly. The equilibrium contents
o-H2–o-H2 and (o-H2) Ne clusters in this system depen
on temperature. As the temperature changes due to qua
diffusion of the angular momentum of theo-H2 molecules,
the number of clusters varies with time~configurational re-
laxation!. The value of the heat capacity is therefore dep
dent on the timetm of the~single! heat capacity measureme
and the temperature prehistory. In Ref. 1 the heat capa
4701063-777X/2005/31(6)/3/$26.00
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was measured above the temperature of theCR,Ne(T) maxi-
mum in the Schottky curve. The splitting 2.5 K,D,5 K of
theJ51 level of theo-H2 molecules in the neighborhood o
the Ne impurity was estimated roughly2 from analysis the
results obtained in Ref. 1.

This study is concentrated on the contribution of the
tational motion of thep-D2 molecules to the heat capacity o
a 1%p-D2–p-H2 solid solution doped with 0.25% Ne in th
intervalDT50.5– 4 K. The choice of impurity concentratio
and the temperature interval was dictated by the follow
considerations. First, quantum diffusion of thep-D2 mol-
ecules is impossible in thep-H2 lattice,10 and conversion of
thep-D2 molecules during the experiment is negligible. Se
ond, with the splittingD.2 K of theJ51 level of thep-D2

molecules in the neighborhood of the Ne impurity the te
perature of the maximum in the Schottky curves enters
temperature region of this investigation. Third, earlier w
investigated the heat capacity of the solution of 1%p-D2 in

FIG. 1. Schematic arrangement of lower energy levels ofo-H2 (p-D2) (J
51) molecules as a function of molecular surroundings~level degeneracy is
indicated in brackets!: ~a! free molecule;~b! twelve p-H2 molecules (J
50) of the first coordination sphere of an hcp lattice~only six molecules are
shown!;15 ~c! two nearest neighboringo-H2 molecules~clustero-H2-o-H2 ,
g50.83 K), p-D2 ~cluster p-D2–p-D2 , g50.95 K) surrounded by the
nearest neighboringp-H2 molecules of the hcp lattice~eight molecules are
shown!;15 ~d! the nearest neighboring Ne atom andp-D2 molecule@(p-D2)
Ne cluster# surrounded by the nearest neighboringp-H2 molecules of the
hcp lattice~eight molecules are shown!.2
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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solid p-H2 using the same calorimeter.10 This permits us to
separate accurately the excess heat capacityDCNe caused by
0.25% Ne introduced into the 1%p-D2–p-H2 solid solution.

EXPERIMENT

The heat capacity of the solid solution of 0.94 mole
p-D2 and 0.06 mole %o-D2 in parahydrogen~below re-
ferred to as 1%p-D2 in p-H2) doped with 0.25% Ne has
been measured using an adiabatic calorimeter11 in the inter-
val DT50.5– 4 K. The gas compositions were H2–99.99%
~99.985% the isotope and 0.015% HD!; D2–99.99%~99.9%
the isotope and 0.1% HD!; Ne–99.99%. The starting ortho
para composition of hydrogen'131022% o-H2 was ob-
tained by keeping hydrogen in catalytic Fe(OH)3 for 24 h at
a constant temperature~the triple point of H2). p-D2 was
obtained in an adsorption column by the technique descr
in Ref. 12. Thep-D2 concentration~94%! in deuterium was
estimated from the thermal conductivity of D2 gas at nitro-
gen temperatures using an analyzer which we made and
brated following the configuration in Ref. 13. Four measu
ment series were performed. Series 1 was made on a sa
prepared in the calorimetric vessel by condensing the
mixture to the solid phase atT'9.5 K. The other series wer
made on solid samples prepared by crystallization from
liquid phase. After each series of measurements, the sa
was melted, kept in the liquid state during a period oft i at
temperatureTi , crystallized, and cooled. Then the next ru
of measurements was performed.

The heat capacities measured atT<4 K are independen
of the temperature prehistory of the sample. The meas
ment error was66% at 0.5 K,62% at 1 K, and61% at
T.2 K.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results on heat capacity per mole
the solution 1%p-D2 and 0.25% Ne in solidp-H2 can be
written as

C5C11DCNe5C11DCL,Ne1CR,Ne. ~1!

Here C1 is the heat capacity of the 1%p-D2–p-H2 solid
solution,10 DCNe is the excess heat capacity of the soluti
1% p-D2 and 0.25% Ne in solidp-H2 over the heat capacity
of the solution 1%p-D2 in solid p-H2 . We assume tha
DCNe5DCL,Ne1CR,Ne, where DCL,Ne is the increment in
the heat capacity of the lattice produced by the quasi-lo
frequencies in the phonon spectrum of hydrogen, which
pear when the heavy quasi-isotopic Ne impurity is int
duced into the lattice ofp-H2 ; CR,Ne is the rotational hea
capacity of thep-D2 molecules caused by the 0.25% N

TABLE I. Time t i during which the sample was kept in the liquid phase n
Ti before its crystallization and the subsequent series of heat capacity
surement.
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impurity introduced into the p-H2– 1%p-D2 solution.
DCL,Ne was calculated in the harmonic approximation usi
the technique developed by Peresadaet al.14

The temperature dependences of the excess heat ca
tiesDCNe(T)5C2C1 taken in series 1–4 are shown in Fi
2. The figure also shows the temperature dependences o
excess heat capacity of solid solution of 1%p-D2 and 0.25%
Ne in p-H2 in comparison with the heat capacity of pu
p-H2 ~series 1!, the excess heat capacityDCp2D2

(T) of the
1% p-D2–p-H2 solid solution in comparison with the hea
capacity of purep-H2 , and the increment in the lattice he
capacityDCL,Ne. Note that atT,2 K the contribution of
DCL,Ne to DCNe is negligible ~see Fig. 2!. Therefore, the
excess heat capacityDCNe is practically determined by the
rotational motion of thep-D2 molecules in the (p-D2) Ne
type clusters. The temperature dependencesCR,Ne(T) and
CR,p2D2

(T) from Ref. 10 (CR,p2D2
is the heat capacity o

the rotational subsystem of the 1%p-D2–p-H2 solution! are
shown in Fig. 3.

The excess heat capacityCR,Ne was analyzed within the
theoretical model of Ref. 2. A number of new phenome
have been observed, which are induced by doping the s
solution of 1%p-D2 in p-H2 with 0.25% Ne.

1. An anomalously high excess heat capacityDCNe is
observed after the addition of 0.25% Ne to the 1
p-D2–p-H2 solid solution. It is found that below 2 K the
dominant contribution (CR,Ne) to the heat capacityDCNe is
made by the rotation of thep-D2 molecules in the (p-D2)
Ne clusters~Fig. 2!.

2. The heat capacityDCNe is strongly dependent on th
method of preparation of a solid sample. Note that the exc
heat capacity of thep-H2-1% p-D2 solid solution over that
of pure p-H2 is independent of the method of solid samp
preparation.

3. At T,3 K the temperature dependence of the exc
heat capacityCR,Ne has the form of the Schottky curve and
described by the theory.2 The splittingD53.260.1 K of the

r
ea-

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of excess heat capacities:~m! is a solu-
tion of 1%p-D2 and 0.25% Ne in solidp-H2 over that of purep-H2 ~series
1!; ~d!, ~1!, ~,!, ~n! are the values for solutions of 1%p-D2 and 0.25%
Ne in solidp-H2 in excess of that for solutions of 1%p-D2 in solid p-H2

~series 1–4, respectively!; ~L! is for solutions of 1%p-D2 in solid p-H2 in
excess of that for purep-H2 ~Ref. 10!; ~3! is DCL,Ne induced by the change
in the phonon spectrum of the crystal due to introduction of heavy qu
isotopic Ne impurity to the lattice ofp-H2 .
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J51 level of thep-D2 molecules in the (p-D2) Ne type
clusters was obtained from the analysis ofCR,Ne(T) and is
consistent with the theoretical estimate.2 The number of
(p-D2) Ne clusters in the samples measured in series 1 a
is 2.8 times larger and 1.25 times smaller than that in
case of randomly distributedp-D2 and Ne impurities~see
Fig. 3!.

The effects observed are evidence in favor of the e
tence of new condensable systems formed by the van
Waals complexes of the Ne(H2)n or Ne(D2)n type.6,7 It has
been found3–7 that mixtures of quantum substances~e.g., he-
lium and hydrogen! with inert elements or simple molecula
substances can form van der Waals complexes which ma
basis for a new type of solids. X-ray investigations of N
containing H2 and D2 polycrystalline samples prepared b
condensation of gas mixtures onto a substrate atT'5 K
show that in addition to the hexagonal and cubic pha
based on the H2 and Ne lattices, the samples contain h
inclusions ~even at the 0.25% Ne concentration6,7! whose
lattices have somewhat larger~by 1.5%–0.7%! volumes than
that of pure Ne. The authors believe that the additional
phase in these systems is formed on the basis of the Ne(2)n

or Ne(D2)n types of van der Waals complexes. We can

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of heat capacities determined by th
tation ofp-D2 molecules. Experiment:~d!, ~1!, ~n!, ~,! are in (p-D2) Ne
clusters, solid solution 1%p-D2 , 0.25% Ne inp-H2 , series 1, 2, 3, 4,
respectively;~L! is in p-D2–p-D2 clusters, solid solution 1%p-D2 in
p-H2 ~Ref. 10!. The curves show the calculated heat capacitiesCR,Ne for
different contents of (p-D2) Ne clusters: curve2 is for a number of clusters
equal toNR for a random distribution of Ne andp-D2 impurities; curve1 is
for a number of clusters 2.8 times larger thanNR ; curve3 is for a number
of clusters 1.25 times smaller thanNR .
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sume that in the solution of 1%p-D2 and 0.25% Ne inp-H2

the solidp-D2 concentration produced by complexes of t
Ne(p-H2)n type and the amount of this phase are stron
dependent on the preparation conditions. This is because
formation of the (p-D2) Ne clusters decreases the energy
the system by 2D/3 and, hence, the total~elastic! energy of
dilatation. In a liquid sample, the phase formed by t
Ne(p-H2)n complexes dissociates rather slowly, which r
duces the number of (p-D2) Ne clusters.

The authors are indebted to A. I. Prokhvatilov and M.
Strzhemechny for helpful discussions. The study was s
ported by the Ukraine Ministry of Education and Scienc
State Foundation for Basic Research~Project No. 02.07/
00391-2004!.
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Multi-echo in phase-separated 3He– 4He solid solutions under NMR conditions
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A pulsed NMR method is used to make the first observation and study of the multi-echo in a phase-
separated3He–4He solid solution. Analysis of the behavior of the second echo under these
conditions in comparison with the results obtained in samples of liquid and solid3He reveals the
presence of a significant amount of liquid3He in a fine-grained3He phase and offers a new
explanation of the origin of the unusual damping of the first echo observed previously under these
conditions. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943529#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the pulsed NMR technique developed by Hann1 a
sample containing nuclei with half-integer spin is placed i
magnetic fieldH0 and acted upon by short radio puls
whose frequency band includes the resonant frequency. H
showed that in the presence of a magnetic-field gradienG
the action of a pair of such pulses separated by an intervt
will produce a spin echo in the sample, with an amplitudeh
given by

h~t!5
1

2
sinQ1~12cosQ2!h0

3expS 2
2t

T2
2

2

3
g2G2t3D D , ~1!

whereQ5gH1tP is the angle of rotation of the magnetiz
tion vector of the sample after the action of a radio pu
with alternating magnetic field amplitudeH1 and durationtP

~g is the gyromagnetic ratio!, T2 is the spin-spin relaxation
time, andD is the spin diffusion coefficient. Hann’s calcula
tions were based on an idealized model under the assum
that the ensemble of nuclei with magnetic momentm is an
ideal paramagnet (mH0!kT) with a negligible degree o
magnetic polarization, that there is no nuclear magnetic o
in it, and that the spin interaction processes are isotropic

The successful use of pulsed NMR in experimen
physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, and geology over
last 50 years has demonstrated the adequacy of the m
proposed by Hann. Nevertheless, it has been shown c
paratively recently that for polarized nuclear paramagn
under conditions of intense spin-spin interaction of the nu
at high magnetic-field gradients, the equations describing
dynamics of the motion of the magnetization of the sam
acquire additional nonlinear terms that can be interprete
a manifestation of additional effective demagnetizing fiel
In this case, instead of the usual spin echo~1!, a sequence o
responses of the nuclear system at the resonant frequ
appears, at times (n11)t (n52,3,...), i.e., a multi-echo, the
amplitude of which is much less than that of an ordina
echo. In particular, the amplitude of the second echon
52; see, e.g., Ref. 2! is
4731063-777X/2005/31(6)/4/$26.00
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h25
1

2
sin2 Q1 sinQ2~12cosQ2!h0b expS 2

7D*

3 D
3S erf~AD* !Ap

2A6 D*
D , ~2!

where b5gm0M0t/AD* and D* 5G2g2t3D. It is seen
from Eq. ~2! that, first, unlike the ordinary echo, the max
mum of which is reached atQ1590° andQ25180°, the
second echo reaches its maximum value atQ25120° sec-
ond, the dependence ofh2 on t, G, andD* is a nonmono-
tonic function with a maximum.

Until recently the multi-echo effect had been studied
solid, liquid, and superfluid helium-3 and in dilute liqui
solutions of helium-3 in helium-4.2–7

In this paper we report the first observation and study
the multi-echo effect in a phase-separated3He–4He solid
solution. In this case investigation of the behavior of t
second echo made it possible to explain the origin of
singularities of the damping of the first echo as being due
the presence of an appreciable amount of liquid3He in a
fine-grained3He phase of the phase-separated solid solu
revealed in Ref. 8.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In this paper we have investigated samples of solid
lium with an initial concentration of 0.54%3He. The samples
were grown by blocking of a capillary in the cell describe
previously.8 The sample cell was in good thermal conta
with the mixing chamber of the refrigerator. The final pre
sure in the homogeneous samples annealed at a subme
temperature was around 31 atm, corresponding to molar
umes Vm520.5560.05 cm3/mole. On cooling below the
phase separation temperature the samples separated int
daughter phases having high and low3He concentrations.
The separated sample consists of fine-grained bcc crysta
almost pure3He, 1–4mm in size,8–11 immersed in a bulk
hcp host crystal of almost pure4He. Under these condition
the molar volume of solid 3He should amount to
24.6 cm3/mole.

The measurements were mainly done after completion
the phase separation at a temperature of 100 mK at a r
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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nance frequency of 9.15 MHz with the use ofQ1–t –Q2

pulse trains. In such a heterophase sample the spin-la
relaxation timeT1B in the3He clusters was around 1 s,12 and
therefore the waiting time between measurements was
sen an order of magnitude greater thanT1B so that the mag-
netization of the sample would have time to reach its eq
librium value. In this case there is no contribution to t
NMR signal from the host~where, according to estimate
T1H should be several orders of magnitude greater thanT1B)
because of its negligibly small3He content.

The multi-echo in the phase-separated sample was
observed in this study after a 90° –t – 180° pair of pulses,
and then the duration of the second pulse was adjuste
obtain the maximum amplitude of the second echo. Figur
shows the form of the echo signals arising after
90° –t – 120° train with t50.82 ms in a phase-separate
solid solution at 100 mK.

As part of this study we also carried out a number
calibration experiments with pure liquid and solid3He at
pressures of 28–37 atm in the temperature range 40–
mK. This permitted a more precise adjustment of the du
tion of the second pulse, since the signal/noise ratio in
case was two orders of magnitude higher.

Figure 2 shows how the amplitudes of the first and s
ond echoes in bulk3He and in the phase-separated solid
lution depended on the duration of the second pulse. A le
squares processing of the experimental results showed
the broad maximum for the first echo corresponds to 6.44ms,
and the sharper maximum for the second echo, to 4.29ms.
The ratio 6.44/4.29 is close to 1.5, and it can therefore
assumed that 6.44ms corresponds to 180° and 4.29ms cor-
responds to 120°.

This result and also the agreement between the resul
measurements made in pure3He and in heterophase sep
rated crystals provide proof of the observation of a mu
echo.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dependence of the amplitudeh2 of the second echo
on t in the calibration experiments is shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 1. Oscilloscope trace of the multi-echo (n51,2,3,4;t50.82 ms,Q2

51208) in a phase-separated3He–4He solid solution atT5100 mK.
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liquid 3He at a pressure of 28 atm and a temperature of
mK the dependenceh2L(t) is well described by expressio
~2! with parametersG514 G/sm andD51.831025 cm2/s
and practically coincides with the data of Ref. 7.

In bulk solid3He with a molar volume of 23.6 cm3/mole
at T5400 mK our results are in good agreement with t
data of Ref. 4, obtained on samples of the same density. H
theh2S(t) curves obtained in both studies are well describ
by expression~2!. Therefore all of our subsequent data pr
cessing was done using formula~2!, which seems to us more
convenient than the functionh2(t) used in Ref. 4.

As is seen in Fig. 3, relation~2! also gives a good de
scription of the data of the calibration experiment for so
3He at Vm524.6 cm3/mole and T5100 mK (D51.25
31027 cm2/s, G514 G/cm).

The dependence of the amplitude of the second echo
t in the phase-separated3He–4He solid solution at 100 mK

FIG. 2. Dependence of the normalized amplitude of the first and sec
echoes on the duration of the second rf pulse~upper scale!. First echo:
n—in bulk liquid 3He, m—in a phase-separated solid solution. Seco
echo:h—in bulk liquid 3He, j—in a phase-separated solid solution. Th
curves show the result of a fitting of the trigonometric factors from formu
~1! and ~2!, respectively~lower scale!.

FIG. 3. Dependence ont of the amplitude of the second echo in bulk3He at
T5100 mK. s—h2L ~liquid helium, P528 atm, G514 G/cm), m—h2S

~solid helium,V524.6 cm3/mole, G55 G/cm). The curves are calculate
according to formula~2! for D51.831025 cm2/s and 1.2531027 cm2/s,
respectively. The amplitudes are normalized to the maximum value ofh2S .
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is presented in Fig. 4. A comparison of the characteri
maximum att,10 ms with the results obtained in expe
ments on pure3He ~see Fig. 3! suggests that it is due to th
presence of both solid and liquid3He in the sample. We
therefore processed the experimental data obtained on
different samples by the least-squares method under the
sumption thath25ah2L1(12a)h2S , where the free param
etera,1 is the liquid fraction contained in the sample.

It should be noted that relations~1! and ~2! for
h(t,D,G) were obtained for the case of unrestricted diff
sive motion, when the length of the diffusion path of an ato
over the measurement time;A2tD is less than the charac
teristic size of the particle in which the diffusion occurs. It
easy to see that in the case of liquid diffusion (D
;1025 cm2/s) in a fine-grained3He phase with a characte
istic particle size;431024 cm ~Ref. 8! the condition of
unrestricted diffusive motion begins to fail att.10 ms. The
transition to the regime of restricted diffusion length leads
an effective decrease of the diffusion coefficient calcula
from the relationh(G) using Eq.~1!, and at sufficiently large
t the diffusion coefficient becomes inversely proportional
t2 ~see, e.g., Ref. 13!. With such a decrease ofD the maxi-
mum of h2L(t) in accordance with Eq.~2! grows and shifts
to larger t. Therefore at longt the values ofh2 were not
processed in this case.

Thus, as a result of our processing of the data show
Fig. 4 we obtained the valuesa50.5 anda50.7.

Such large values ofa are easily explained. To obtai
such a large ratio of liquid to crystal for bulk solid3He on
isochoric cooling along the melting curve it is necessary
reduce the temperature to 0 K.14 However, small inclusions
of 3He surrounded by the4He host, which has a high com
pressibility coefficient, are found more nearly under isoba
than isochoric conditions, and it is therefore easily sho
that the change of their molar volume on melting leads
growth of the pressure in the whole sample,DPX

'DPmeltX3 , whereDPmelt is the change in pressure und
isochoric melting of bulk3He, andX3 is the3He concentra-
tion in the initial solution. Indeed, in our experiments t

FIG. 4. Dependence ont of the amplitude of the second echo in a phas
separated3He–4He solid solution atT5100 mK, obtained for two different
crystals. The curves show the result of a processing of the experimenta
on the assumption thath25ah2L1(12a)h2S . m—a50.5 ~solid curve!;
s—a50.7 ~dashed curve!. The dotted line shows the normalized functio
h2S(t) according to Eq.~2!.
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change of pressure in the samples after phase separatio
not exceed a few hundredths of an atmosphere. Simple
mates show that under conditions of a phase-separated
solution with X350.5% a supercooling of 2–3 mK below
the melting curve of3He is sufficient for complete melting o
the 3He crystallites.

It should be noted that the sample with the lower liqu
content was investigated at 100 mK immediately after
end of the phase separation process, whereas the se
sample after phase separation at 100 mK was cooled to
mK over the course of two hours, and the inclusions of
3He phase could have melted completely in the process.
larger amount of liquid3He observed in the latter agrees wi
the conclusions of Ref. 15 that the crystallization of the l
uid contained in the3He inclusions on heating is more diffi
cult than melting on cooling. This is due in part to the lar
deforming stresses that arise in the crystalline matrix of
dilute phase on account of the appreciable difference of
molar volumes of the liquid and solid phases of3He.

The evidence obtained for the existence of liquid in t
fine-grained3He phase allows us to reexamine afresh
results of Ref. 8. The nonexponential damping of the fi
echo observed in that study was explained a quasi-o
dimensional distribution of3He in the concentrated phase.
the light of what we have said above, one can attemp
explain theh(G2) curves obtained in Ref. 8 by a partia
melting of 3He in the phase-separated solid solution. Here
each sample containing two phases with different diffus
coefficients the damping of the first spin echo is described
a sum of two exponentials:

h~t!5h0F S a expS 2
2t

T2L
2

2

3
g2G2t3DLD

1~12a!expS 2
2t

T2S
2

2

3
g2G2t3DSD G , ~3!

where the subscriptsL and S refer to the liquid and solid
phases, respectively. Figure 5 shows the results of a le

-

ataFIG. 5. Damping of the amplitude of the first echo in a phase-separ
3He–4He solid solution atT5100 mK~data of Ref. 8!: m—t540 ms;j—
t5105 ms. The solid curves show the calculation according to formula~3!
for a50.7, DL51.831025 cm2/s, and DS51.2531027 cm2/s. The
dashed curve shows a calculation according to formula~4! with D51
31025 cm2/s.
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squares processing of the original data of Ref. 8 using
mula ~3! with the parameters a50.7, DL51.8
31025 cm2/s, and DS51.2531027 cm2/s in comparison
with the processing done in Ref. 8 (D5131025 cm2/s) un-
der the assumption of a quasi-one-dimensional characte
the 3He diffusion:16

h5h0

Ap

2

erfSA2

3
G2g2t3D D

A2

3
G2g2t3D

. ~4!

Formally the two approaches both describe the exp
mental results equally well, but the data of the present stu
attesting to an appreciable liquid content in the fine-grain
3He phase in a phase-separated solid solution, provid
more natural explanation.
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Electrical resistivity of Ti 41.5Zr41.5Ni17 quasicrystals in the temperature region 0.3–300 K
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The electrical resistivity of icosahedral quasicrystals Ti41.5Zr41.5Ni17 is investigated in the
temperature region between 0.3 and 300 K on samples of different quality. At temperatures
between 0.3 and 2 K the influence of external magnetic fields up to 16 kOe on the
superconducting transition of these materials is investigated. The temperature dependence of the
resistivity in the region of the superconducting transition varies in a step-like manner. The
data of the x-ray analysis imply the presence of several different quasicrystalline phases. Above
the superconducting transition a resistivity minimum is observed. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943530#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quasicrystals are a relatively new type of conduct
solids with long range order but no periodicity in the crys
structure. The conductivity and especially superconductiv
of quasicrystals has not ben studied in great detail in the p
and therefore new efforts along those lines seem of inter

The conductivity of quasicrystals is determined by bo
their electronic structure and by electron-scattering effec1

All known quasicrystalline superconductors—Al–Zn–Mg2

Al–Cu–Mg, Al–Cu–Li;3 Ti–Zr–Ni4,5—belong to the so-
called TC type, which is characterized by high~in compari-
son to the MI type! values of the electron concentratio
(e/a>2.1) and of the ratio of the quasicrystallinity param
eter to the average atomic diameter (aq /d;1.75).6 Regard-
ing the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivit
these TC-type quasicrystals, the derivativedr/dT.0 in a
broad range of temperature and, in general, the resistivir
<300 mV•cm. Thus, in the corresponding temperature
gion the electrical resistivity of these systems is mainly
termined by the mean free path of the conduction electro1

In Ref. 5 we reported a low-temperature (T'20 K)
minimum in the temperature dependence of the resistivity
icosahedral quasicrystalline and superconducting alloys
the Ti–Zr–Ni family. In the present work we report an in
vestigation of the electrical conductivity of alloys of the sy
tem Ti–Zr–Ni in a broad temperature range, including
study of the superconducting transition in magnetic fields
4771063-777X/2005/31(6)/4/$26.00
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2. EXPERIMENT

2.1. Samples

Thin ribbons of quasicrystalline Ti41.5Zr41.5Ni17 were ob-
tained by quenching the corresponding liquid on a rapi
rotating copper disk in a pure argon atmosphere. As ini
elements we used Ti, Zr, and Ni of 99.9 purity.4 The tangen-
tial velocity of the disk surface at quenching wasv519.5
and 25 m/s~samples S19 and S25, respectively!. X-ray fluo-
rescence chemical composition control showed less t
0.5% deviation of the resulting sample composition from t
nominal one. The electrical resistivity measurements w
done on ribbons with an approximate size of 1532
3(0.02– 0.04) mm.

2.2. Measurements

The phase composition of the samples was determi
by x-ray diffraction using Cu-Ka and Fe-Ka radiation. The
quasicrystalline phase was identified following the meth
described in Refs. 7–9. Indices for each diffraction peak
the icosahedral structure were attributed following t
scheme proposed by Cahnet al.7 According to this scheme
the six-index reflection representation (n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 ,
n6) is replaced, for simplicity, by a two-index version—
(N,M ). For characterizing the quasicrystalline structure
used the quasicrystallinity parameteraq which is related to
the modulus of the diffraction vector,uQu, as
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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Q5
4p sinu

l
5

p

aq
AN1Mt

21t
, ~1!

wheret51.618. . . is the irrational ‘‘golden’’ mean.
The coherence length,L, was estimated from the width

of the diffraction lines.
The measurements of the electrical resistivity were d

using a standard four-point arrangement. The tempera
was measured with ruthenium-oxide thermometers in the
terval 0.3–2 K and with rhodium-iron thermometers in t
interval 1.5–300 K.

3. RESULTS

3.1. X-ray characteristics of the samples

The x-ray analysis of the samples in a wide range
diffraction angles revealed no admixture of crystalli
phases.

A typical feature of the diffraction pictures is the ob
served asymmetry of the diffraction profiles in the shape
pronounced ‘‘tails.’’ For the sample S19, such a ‘‘tail’’ ap
pears at high diffraction angles, but for S25 the ‘‘tail’’
more pronounced on the small-angle side. The asymmet
more substantial if the profiles are recorded using so
Fe–Ka radiation. The observed diffraction peak intens
distribution is typical for all observed reflections and it c
be related to the presence of weak unresolved lines.

A part of the typical diffraction pattern taken wit
Fe–Ka radiation for sample S25 is presented in Fig. 1.
includes one of the strongest reflections with the attribu
indices~18,29!. The separation of diffraction peaks into com
ponents was done using a full-profile analysis after a s
dard treatment involving a background separation and
subtraction of theKa2 doublet. The complex diffraction pro
file was simulated as a sum of separate peaks describe
the Cauchy functions of first and second order. The minim
number of peaks providing the minimum deviation of t
summary profiles from the experimental intensity distrib
tion was equal to three for both samples. For each peak
determined the position, the width and the integral intens
The results of the signal separation into three components
displayed in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Experimental distribution of intensity of the diffraction peak~18,29!
for sample S25 inlKa

– Fe radiation~1! and the results of a full-profile
computer analysis. Curves2, 3, and4 correspond to the maxima F1, F2, an
F3, respectively.
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We denote the most intensive~main! peak as P1 and the
weak additional peaks as P2~left! and P3~right!. All addi-
tional peaks have the same indices as the main peaks, fo
reflections in the spectrum. This implies that the sample c
tains three quasicrystalline phases with slightly differe
compositions.

It cannot be ruled out, however, that one of the pha
may be a crystalline approximant W1/1. From the results
the separation, the quasicrystallinity parameteraq and the
phase volume portions were determined; they are prese
in Table I.

Phase P2~peak F2! is observed in both samples, a
though there is more of it in S19. The content of phase P
significant in S25, while its contribution in S19 is below th
limit of experimental uncertainty. The volume portions
phases P2 and P3 are increasing towards the free su
within a subsurface layer of 2–3mm. The lines of phase P2
are observed near all the main reflections@for example,
~18,29!, ~20,32!, ~52,84!, ~136,220!# and give the same valu
of the parameteraq . Therefore, we can conclude that th
phase is indeed quasicrystalline.

As is seen from Table I, the volume portions of P1 a
P2 as well as the correspondingaq values are practically
equal for both samples. In addition, we note that in sam
S25, the linewidth is smaller and hence, the structural p
fection is higher.

3.2. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity

The experimental data are presented in Fig. 2. We no
the following features in the temperature dependence of
electrical resistivity for the investigated quasicrysta
Ti41.5Zr41.5Ni17.

i! Shallow minima inr(T) are observed near 20 and 5
K for samples S19 and S25, respectively.

ii ! At temperatures above the minima (T.20 K for S19
andT.50 K for S25!, a metallic behavior of the resistivity
(dr/dT.0) is observed. The increase of the resistivity
the temperature range betweenTmin and 300 K is of the order
of 3%.

iii ! At temperatures below 1.6 K, onsets of transitions
superconductivity are identified. Zero resistivity was on
observed for sample S25 atT'0.35 K ~Fig. 3b!.

3.3. The influence of magnetic field on the superconducting
transition temperature

In Fig. 3, the transitions to the superconducting state
samples S19~a! and S25~b! in magnetic fields up to 16 kOe
are shown. The multistep character of the transitions is m

TABLE I. Average values of the quasicrystallinity parameter,aq , the line
half-width B, and the volume portions of different phases in the sample
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likely caused by inhomogeneities of the samples’ phase c
positions. The upper limits for the values of the upper criti
fields,Hc2 , were determined from the onset of the deviati
of r(T) from the normal-state level. The resulting diagram
Hc2(T) are presented in Fig. 4.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. The composition of phases

It is known10 that, in first approximation, the quasicry
tallinity parameter is equal to the radius of the Bergma
cluster. This cluster is a structural unit of Ti–Zr–Ni icosah
dral quasicrystals. It is clear that its size depends on wh
kind of atoms and how many of them form the cluster. F
ure 5 shows the valueaq as a function of the average atom
radius of the alloy, according to our data and data from
literature.3,11,12

From this plot one can determine the average ato
radii for phases P1, P2, and P3. Here one has to take
account the following: 1! the dependence in Fig. 5 corre
sponds to compounds in a rather narrow homogeneity re
of the i -QC phase, and 2! differences in the magnitude ofaq

for three phases under consideration cannot be large. Ta
into account the above-mentioned arguments, one can p
tically unambiguously identify the composition of the phas
with an accuracy of;0.5 at.%. The reliability criterion for
the selection is the coincidence of the nomin
Ti41.5Zr41.5Ni17 sample composition with the value calculat
by adding up the three identified phases with their volu
portions. The best agreement is obtained if the phases
the following compositions: P1—Ti40Zr42.5Ni17.5, P2—
Ti40Zr40Ni20, and P3—Ti43.5Zr43.5Ni13.

Note that, according to the equilibrium diagram for T
Zr–Ni system, the phase compositions P1 and P2 are in
stability region of the quasicrystalline phase. The phase
composition lies within the existence region of the 1
approximant.13,14

FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of icos
dral quasicrystals Ti41.5Zr41.5Ni17 . The lines are to guide the eye.
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4.2. The superconducting transition

The multistep behavior ofr(T) at low temperatures
which is observed for both samples, is consistent with

e-

FIG. 3. Electrical resistivity of icosahedral quasicrystals Ti41.5Zr41.5Ni17 in
magnetic field: S19~a!, S25 (b).

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the upper critical field of icosahe
quasicrystals Ti41.5Zr41.5Ni17 . The lines are to guide the eye.
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data of the x-ray phase analysis. In zero magnetic field th
are three steps in the resistivity drop for sample S25, wh
we interpret as superconducting transitions in each ph
For S19, only two such steps are observed because one o
phases~P3! is practically absent in this specimen~Fig. 3!. It
is difficult to ascribe eachr(T) step to a particular phas
because of the complex interconnection between region
various size and different phases and the associated pro
ity effect. However, since the resistivity reaches zero only
sample S25 atT,0.4 K ~Fig. 3b!, it is plausible that it is
phase P1 which is the main component of this sample th
responsible for the relatively sharp step in the regionT
,0.4 K, leading to the zero resistivity. Because in sam
S19 the phase structure is less perfect than in S25, the s
conducting transition for the P1 phase in S19 is broader,
in the covered temperature range (T.0.3 K), zero resistance
is not achieved.

The broader superconducting transitions in phases
and P2 seem to lead to the step-like features in the temp
ture dependence of the electrical resistivity.

4.3. The temperature dependence of the upper critical field

In Fig. 4, the temperature dependences of the upper c
cal field Hc2(T) are shown for phase P2, which has t
maximum superconducting critical temperature in bo
samples. One can see thatHc2(T) is higher for the structur-
ally more perfect sample S25. Our data are qualitativ
similar to theHc2(T) curves for icosahedral quasicrysta
Al–Cu–Li and Al–Cu–Mg, obtained in Ref. 3. However, th
critical fields at low temperatures for quasicrystals of syst
Ti–Zr–Ni are considerably higher than those for Al–Cu–
and Al–Cu–Mg, in spite of the similar values ofTc of these
alloys, between 0.8 and 1.5 K.3

4.4. The temperature dependence of the resistivity

The minima inr(T) may be caused by the influence
weak localization of electrons at low temperatures.6 Above
Tmin , the temperature variation of the resistivity is close
r(T)}T3. For metallic systems this is usually related

FIG. 5. Quasicrystallinity parameter as a function of the average ato
radius. Solid symbols are our data; open symbols are data from
literature.3,11,12
re
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electron-phonons-d scattering, although in our case its co
tribution to the total resistivity is largely masked by muc
stronger scatterings caused by the structural disorder,
electron-electron interaction, and localization effects.

We note that for sample S25, which appears to be str
turally more perfect, the resistivity minimum appears a
distinctly higher temperature (Tmin'50 K) than for the less
perfect sample S19 (Tmin'20 K).

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the phase composition, the st
ture and the temperature dependence of electrical resist
of icosahedral quasicrystals of nominal compositi
Ti41.5Zr41.5Ni17 in the region 0.3–300 K. In the region 0.3
1.6 K, the influence of magnetic fields up to 16 kOe on t
superconducting transition was investigated.

The x-ray analysis revealed the existence of three pha
with almost equal chemical composition, two of which a
icosahedral and the third phase can be associated with
1/1 approximant. The volume concentration of the pha
was estimated, and the superconducting temperatures
determined.

The upper critical field obtained for the phase with t
highest Tc is higher for the structurally more perfect samp

The temperature dependence of the resistivity in the
gion betweenTc andTmin is probably determined by effect
of weak localization of conduction electrons. AtT.Tmin , the
influence of the scattering of electrons by phonons is a
observed. The resistivity minimum for the more perfe
sample is shifted to higher temperatures in comparison to
less perfect sample.
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Stationary Josephson effect in a weak link between nonunitary triplet superconductors
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A stationary Josephson effect in a weak link between misoriented nonunitary triplet
superconductors is investigated theoretically. The non-self-consistent quasiclassical Eilenberger
equation for this system is solved analytically. As an application of this analytical
calculation, the current-phase diagrams are plotted for the junction between two nonunitary
bipolar f -wave superconducting banks. A spontaneous current parallel to the interface between
superconductors is observed. Also, the effect of misorientation between crystals on the
Josephson and spontaneous currents is studied. Such experimental investigations of the current-
phase diagrams can be used to test the pairing symmetry in the above-mentioned
superconductors. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943531#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, triplet superconductivity has becom
popular subject for research in the field
superconductivity.1–3 Particularly, the nonunitary spin triple
state in which Cooper pairs may carry a finite averaged
trinsic spin moment has attracted much attention in the
decade.4,5 A triplet state in the momentum spacek can be

descbribed by the order parameterD̂(k)5 i (d(k)•ŝ)ŝy in a
232 matrix form in which theŝ j are 232 Pauli matrices
(ŝ5(ŝx ,ŝy ,ŝz)). The three-dimensional complex vect
d~k! ~gap vector! describes the triplet pairing state. In th

nonunitary state, the productD̂(k)D̂(k)†5d(k)•d* (k)
1 i (d(k)3d* (k))•ŝ is not a multiple of the unit matrix.
Thus in a nonunitary state the time reversal symmetry
necessarily broken spontaneously and a spontaneous mo
m(k)3 id(k)3d* (k) appears at each pointk of the momen-
tum space. In this case the macroscopically averaged
ment^m~k!& integrated on the Fermi surface does not vani
The value m~k! is related to the net spin average b

Tr@D̂(k)†ŝ j D̂(k)#. It is clear that the total spin average ov
the Fermi surface can be nonzero. As an application,
nonunitary bipolar state off -wave pairing symmetry ha
been considered for theB phase of superconductivity in th
compound UPt3 which has been created at low temperatu
T and small values of the magnetic fieldH.5,6

In the present paper, the ballistic Josephson weak
via an interface between two superconducting bulks with
ferent orientations of the crystallographic axes is inve
gated. This type of weak-link structure can be used for
demonstration of the pairing symmetry in the supercondu
ing phase.7 Consequently, we generalize the formalism
Ref. 8 for the weak link between triplet superconducti
bulks with a nonunitary order parameter. In the Ref. 8
Josephson effect at a point contact between unitaryf -wave
4811063-777X/2005/31(6)/5/$26.00
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triplet superconductors was studied. Also, the effect of m
orientation on the charge transport was investigated, an
spontaneous current tangential to the interface between
f -wave superconductors was observed.

In this paper the nonunitary bipolarf -wave model of the
order parameter is considered. It is shown that the curr
phase diagrams are totally different from the current-ph
diagrams of the junction between the unitary triplet~axial
and planar! f -wave superconductors.8 Roughly speaking,
these different characters can be used to distinguish betw
nonunitary bipolarf -wave superconductivity and the othe
types of superconductivity. In the weak-link structure b
tween the nonunitaryf -wave superconductors, the spontan
ous current parallel to the interface has been observed
fingerprint for unconventional superconductivity and spon
neous time reversal symmetry breaking. The effect of m
orientation on the spontaneous and Josephson currents
vestigated. It is possible to find a value of the pha
difference at which the Josephson current is zero but a sp
taneous current, which is produced by the interface an
tangential to the interface, is present. In some configurati
and at the zero phase difference, the Josephson current i
generally zero but has a finite value. This finite value cor
sponds to a spontaneous phase difference which is relate
the misorientation between the gap vectorsd.

The arrangement of the rest of this paper is as follows
Sec. 2 we describe the configuration that we have inve
gated. For a non-self-consistent model of the order par
eter, the quasiclassical Eilenberger equations9 are solved and
suitable Green functions are obtained analytically. In Sec
the formulas obtained for the Green functions are used
the calculation of the current densities at the interface.
analysis of numerical results will be presented in Sec. 4
gether with some conclusions in Sec. 5.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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2. FORMALISM AND BASIC EQUATIONS

We consider a model of a flat interfacey50 between
two misoriented nonunitaryf -wave superconducting half
spaces~Fig. 1! as a ballistic Josephson junction. In the qu
siclassical ballistic approach, in order to calculate the c
rent, we use ‘‘transport-like’’ quasiclassical Eilenberg
equations9 for the energy-integrated Green functio
ğ( v̂F ,r ,«m)

vF•¹ğ1@«ms̆31 i D̄,ğ#50, ~1!

and the normalization conditionğğ51̆, where «m

5pT(2m11), with m51,2,..., arediscrete Matsubara en
ergies,T is the temperature,vF is the Fermi velocity, and
s̆35ŝ3^ Î , in which the ŝ j ( j 51,2,3) are Pauli matrices
The Matsubara propagatorğ can be written in the form:

ğ5S g11g1•ŝ ~g11g2•ŝ !i ŝ2

i ŝ2~g11g3•ŝ ! g42ŝ2g4•ŝŝ2
D , ~2!

where the matrix structure of the off-diagonal self-energyD̆
in the Nambu space is

D̆5S 0 d•ŝ i ŝ2

i ŝ2d* •ŝ 0 D . ~3!

The nonunitary states, for whichd3d* Þ0 are investi-
gated. Fundamentally, the gap vector~order parameter! d has
to be determined numerically from the self-consisten
equation,1 while in the present paper, we use a non-se
consistent model for the gap vector which is much m
suitable for analytical calculations.10 Solutions to Eq.~1!
must satisfy the following conditions for the Green functio
and the gap vectord in the bulks of the superconductors f
from the interface:

ğ5
1

Vn
S «m~12An•ŝ ! @ idn2dn3An#•ŝ i ŝ2

i ŝ2@ idn* 1dn* 3An#•ŝ 2«ŝ2~11An•ŝ !ŝ2
D ,

~4!

where

An5
idn3dn*

«m
2 1dn•dn* 1A~«m

2 1dn•dn* !21~dn3dn* !2
~5!

FIG. 1. Scheme of a flat interface between two superconducting bulks w
are misoriented as much asa.
-
r-
r

y
-
e

and

Vn5A 2@~«m
2 1dn•dn* !21~dn3dn* !2#

«m
2 1dn•dn* 1A~«m

2 1dn•dn* !21~dn3dn* !2
~6!

d~6`!5d1,2~T,v̂F!expS 7
iw

2 D , ~7!

wherew is the external phase difference between the or
parameters of the bulks andn51,2 labels the left and righ
half-spaces, respectively. It is clear that poles of the Gr
function in the energy space are at

Vn50. ~8!

Consequently,

~2E21dn•dn* !21~dn1dn* !250 ~9!

and

E56Adn•dn*
26 idn3dn* ~10!

in which E is the energy value of the poles. Equation~1! has
to be supplemented by the continuity conditions at the in
face between superconductors. For all quasiparticle traje
ries, the Green functions satisfy the boundary conditio
both in the right and left bulks as well as at the interface. T
system of equations~1! and the self-consistency equation f
the gap vectord ~Ref. 1! can be solved only numerically. Fo
unconventional superconductors such solution requires in
mation about the interaction between the electrons in
Cooper pairs and the nature of unconventional supercon
tivity in novel compounds which in most cases is unknow
Also, it has been shown that the absolute value of a s
consistent order parameter is suppressed near the inte
and at the distances of the order of the coherence len
while its dependence on the direction in the moment
space almost remains unaltered.11 This suppression of the
order parameter changes the amplitude value of the curr
but does not influence the current-phase dependence d
cally. For example, it has been verified in Ref. 12 for t
junction between unconventionald-wave superconductors
in Ref. 11 for the case of unitary ‘‘f -wave’’ superconductors
and in Ref. 13 for pinholes in3He, that there is good quali
tative agreement between self-consistent and non-s
consistent results for not very large angles of misorientati
It has also been observed that the results of the non-s
consistent model in Ref. 14 are similar to experiment.15 Con-
sequently, despite the fact that this solution cannot be app
directly to a quantitative analysis of a real experiment, onl
qualitative comparison of calculated and experimen
current-phase relations is possible. In our calculations
simple model of the constant order parameter up to the
terface is considered, and the pair-breaking and scatterin
the interface are ignored. We believe that under these str
assumptions our results describe the real situation qua
tively. In the framework of such a model, analytical expre
sions for the current can be obtained for a certain form of
order parameter.

3. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

The solution of Eq.~1! allows us to calculate the curren
densities. The expression for the current is

ch
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j ~r !52ipeTN~0!(
m

^vFg1~ v̂F ,r ,«m!&, ~11!

where ^...& stands for averaging over the directions of
electron momentum on the Fermi surfacev̂F andN(0) is the
electron density of states at the Fermi level of energy.
assume that the order parameter is constant in space a
each half-space it equals its value~7! far from the interface
in the left or right bulks. For such a model, the current-ph
dependence of a Josephson junction can be calculated
lytically. It enables us to analyze the main features
current-phase dependence for any model of the nonun
order parameter. The Eilenberger equations~1! for Green
functions ğ, which are supplemented by the condition
continuity of solutions across the interface,y50, and the
boundary conditions at the bulks, are solved for a non-s
consistent model of the order parameter analytically. In
ballistic case the system of equations for functionsgi andgi

can be decomposed into independent blocks of equati
The set of equations which enables us to find the Gr
function g1 is:

vFk̂¹g15 i ~d"g32d* •g2!; ~12!

vFk̂¹g2522~d3g31d* 3g2!; ~13!

vFk̂¹g2522«mg212ig1d1d3g2 ; ~14!

vFk̂¹g352«mg322ig1d* 1d* 3g2 , ~15!

where g25g12g4 . Equations~12!–~14! can be solved by
integrating over the ballistic trajectories of electrons in t
right and left half-spaces. The general solution satisfying
boundary conditions~4! at infinity is

g1
~n!5

«m

Vn
1an exp~22sVnt !; ~16!

g2
~n!522

«m

Vn
An1Cn exp~22sVnt !; ~17!

g2
~n!5

idn2dn3An

Vn
2

2iandn1dn3Cn

2shVn22«m
e22sVnt; ~18!

g3
~n!5

idn* 1dn* 3An

Vn
1

2iandn* 2dn* 3Cn

2shVn12«m
e22sVnt, ~19!

where t is the time of flight along the trajectory, sgn(t)
5sgn(y)5s andh5sgn(vy). By matching the solutions~16!–
~19! at the interface (y50,t50), we find the constantsan

andCn . Indicesn51,2 label the left and right half-space
respectively. The functiong1(0)5g1

(1)(20)5g1
(2)(10)

which is a diagonal term of the Green matrix and determi
the current density at the interface,y50, is as follows:

g1~0!5
h@d2•d2~hV11«!22d1•d1~hV22«!21B#

@d2~hV11«!1d1~hV22«!#2 ,

~20!

where B5 id13d2•(A1A2)(hV22«)(hV11«). We con-
sider a rotationR̆ only in the right superconductor~see Fig.
1!, i.e., d2( k̂)5R̆d1(R̆21k̂); k̂ is the unit vector in the mo-
mentum space. The crystallographicc axis in the left half-
space is selected parallel to the partition between the su
e
in

e
na-
f
ry

f-
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s.
n
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conductors~along thez axis in Fig. 1!. To illustrate the
results obtained by computing the formula~20!, we plot the
current-phase diagrams for two different geometries. Th
geometries correspond to the different orientations of
crystals in the right and left sides of the interface~Fig. 1!.

~i! The basalab plane in the right side has been rotat
around thec axis bya; ĉ1i ĉ2 .

~ii ! The c axis in the right side has been rotated arou
the b axis bya; b̂1i b̂2 .

Further calculations require a certain model of the g
vector ~order parameter! d.

4. ANALYSIS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the present paper, the nonunitaryf -wave gap vector in
the B phase~low temperatureT and low fieldH) of super-
conductivity in the compound UPt3 has been considered
This nonunitary bipolar state which explains the weak sp
orbit coupling in UPt3 is:5

d~T,vF!5D0~T!kz~ x̂~kx
22ky

2!1 ŷ2ikxky!. ~21!

The coordinate axesx̂,ŷ,ẑ are chosen along the crystallo
graphic axesâ,b̂,ĉ in the left side of Fig. 1. The function
D05D0(T) describes the dependence of the gap vector
the temperatureT ~our numerical calculations are done at t
low value of temperatureT/Tc50.1). Using this model of
the order parameter~21! and solution to the Eilenberge
equations~20!, we have calculated the current density at t
interface numerically. These numerical results are listed
low.

1. The nonunitary property of Green’s matrix diagon
term consists of two parts. An explicit part, which is co
tained in the mathematical expressionB in Eq. ~20!, and an
implicit part in theV1,2 andd1,2 terms. TheseV1,2 andd1,2

terms are different from their unitary counterparts. In t
mathematical expression forV1,2 the nonunitary mathemati
cal termsA1,2 are presented. The explicit part will be prese
only in the presence of misorientation between gap vect
B5 id13d2•(A11A2)(hV22«)(hV11«), but the implicit
part will be present always. So, in the absence of misori
tation (d1id2), although the implicit part of nonunitary exist
the explicit part is absent. This means that in the absenc
misorientation, current-phase diagrams for planar unitary
nonunitary bipolar systems are the same, but the maxim
values are slightly different.

2. For geometry~i! one of the current components pa
allel to the interface,j z , is zero, as in the unitary case,8 while
the other parallel componentj x has a finite value~see Fig. 4!.
This last is a difference between the unitary and nonunit
cases. Because in the junction between unitaryf -wave super-
conducting bulks all parallel components of the currentj x

and j z) for geometry~i! are absent.8

3. In Figs. 2 and 3 the Josephson currentj y is plotted for
a certain nonunitaryf -wave model in different geometries
Figures 2 and 3 are plotted for the geometries~i! and ~ii !,
respectively. They are completely unusual and totally diff
ent from their unitary counterparts which were obtained
Ref. 8.

4. In Fig. 2 for geometry~i!, it is observed that by in-
creasing the misorientation, some small oscillations app
in the current-phase diagrams as a result of the nonuni
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property of the order parameter. Also, the Josephson cur
at the zero external phase differencew50 is not zero but has
a finite value. The Josephson current will be zero at the so
finite values of the phase difference.

5. In Fig. 3 for geometry~ii !, it is observed that by
increasing the misorientation, new zeros appear in
current-phase diagrams, and the maximum value of the
rent will be change nonmonotonically. In contrast to the c
for geometry~i! ~Fig. 2!, the Josephson currents at the pha
differencesw50, w5p, andw52p are exactly zero.

6. The current-phase diagram for geometry~i! and thex
component~Fig. 4! is totally unusual. By increasing the mis
orientation, the maximum value of the current increases.
components of current parallel to the interface for geome
~ii ! are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. All the terms are zero at
phase differencesw50, w5p, andw52p. The maximum

FIG. 2. Component of the current normal to the interface~Josephson cur-
rent! versus the phase difference« for the junction between nonunitary
bipolar f -wave bulks,T/Tc50.15, geometry~i!, and different misorienta-
tions. Currents are given in units ofj 05(p/2) eN(0)vFD0(0).

FIG. 3. Component of the current normal to the interface~Josephson cur-
rent! versus the phase difference« for the junction between nonunitary
bipolar f -wave bulks,T/Tc50.15, geometry~ii !, and different misorienta-
tions.
nt

e

e
r-
e
e

e
y
e

value of the current-phase diagrams is not a monotonic fu
tion of the misorientation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Thus we have studied theoretically the supercurrents
ballistic Josephson junction in the model of an ideal tra
parent interface between two misoriented UPt3 crystals with
nonunitary bipolarf -wave superconducting bulks which a
subject to a phase differencew. Our analysis has shown tha
misorientation between the gap vectors creates a current
allel to the interface and that different misorientations b
tween gap vectors influence the spontaneous parallel
normal Josephson currents. These have been shown s
rately in Ref. 8 for the currents in point contacts between t
bulk unitary axial superconductors and between two b
planarf -wave superconductors. We have also shown that
misorientation of the superconductors leads to a spontan

FIG. 4. Thex component of the current tangential to the interface versus
phase difference« for the junction between nonunitary bipolarf -wave su-
perconducting bulks,T/Tc50.15, geometry~i!, and the different misorien-
tations.

FIG. 5. Current tangential to the interface versus the phase difference« for
a junction between nonunitary bipolarf -wave superconducting bulks
T/Tc50.15, geometry~ii !, and the different misorientations (x component!.
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phase difference that corresponds to zero Josephson cu
and to the minimum of the weak-link energy in the presen
of a finite spontaneous current. This phase difference
pends on the misorientation angle. The tangential spont
ous current is not generally equal to zero in the absenc
the Josephson current. The difference between unitary pl
and nonunitary bipolar states can be used to distinguish

FIG. 6. Current tangential to the interface versus the phase difference« for
the junction between nonunitary bipolarf -wave superconducting bulks
T/Tc50.15, geometry~ii !, and the different misorientations (z component!.
ent
e
e-
e-
of
ar
e-

tween them. This experiment can be used to test the pai
symmetry and recognize the different phases of UPt3 .
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On the influence of magnetic and nonmagnetic impurities on the properties of yttrium-
based high- Tc superconductors
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The influence of impurities on the physical properties of YBa2Cu3O72d superconducting
ceramics is investigated. Samples of yttrium ceramics with different Ni, Zn, Co, Fe, and Ga
impurity contents were prepared for this study, and the superconducting fraction, the low-
frequency susceptibility in an external dc field, and the temperature dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility in a weak ac field were measured for each sample. The last of these
measurements permits a more precise determination of the critical temperature~the start of the
transition! without regard for percolation effects. The experimental results show a stronger
suppression of the superconducting state by nonmagnetic impurities, thus confirming the presence
of d-state pairs in these superconductors. The degree of suppression of superconductivity by
magnetic impurities depends on the preference of the impurities to locate in Cu~1! or Cu~2!
sites. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943532#
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INTRODUCTION

The nature of high-temperature superconductiv
~HTSC! remains a topic of numerous studies. Its mechan
remains unclear, as do certain fundamental questions,
concerning the relative contributions of thes andd states. In
a number of theoretical papers these aspects of supercon
tivity are considered in connection with the influence of
and Zn impurities on the critical temperature~in the so-called
p-d multiband models!. On the other hand there exist perc
lation polaron models that also imply a dependence of
critical temperature on the Ni and Zn doping.

It is of interest that in some HTSC models of thep type
the influence of magnetic impurities is weaker than that
nonmagnetic ones~unlike the case of low-temperature supe
conductors!. This effect is observed in experiments.

In the general case the wave function of a pair can
written in the form of a product of two factors:1

C5C~R!w~r !,

whereC(R) describes the motion of the center of mass, w
coordinateR, andw(r ) describes the motion of the electron
within the pair, with relative coordinater .

The microscopic properties of a high-Tc superconductor,
such as the symmetry of the energy gap and the critical
rent, are described by the functionw~r !. As in ordinary low-
temperature superconductors, in cuprate-based HTSCs
spin of a pair is equal to zero. This means that

w~r !5w~2r !5~21! lw~r !,

wherel 50,2,4,... (s-, d-, g-wave states!. In classical super-
conductorsl 50 (s state!, so that the functionw~r ! is isotro-
pic with a maximum atr50, and has an isotropic energ
gap. If l 52, thenw~r ! describes ad state and transform
according to the lawx22y2, wherex and y are the axes
corresponding to the CuuO bonds in the CuO2 plane.
4861063-777X/2005/31(6)/4/$26.00
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The possibility ofd symmetry in HTSCs was first ana
lyzed by Scalapino.2 In recent years research has shown t
in HTSCs the gap ink space is highly anisotropic, which i
inconsistent with ans state. Apparently the gap in HTSC
has dx22y2 symmetry. The symmetry of the wave functio
has a substantial influence on the scattering of carriers
point defects lying in the CuO2 plane. Contrary to the case o
an s state, nonmagnetic impurities strongly disrupt t
dx22y2 ordering, and that, of course, leads to strong supp
sion of superconductivity.

The first experiments3 investigating the influence o
transition-metal impurities on the superconductivity in t
Y-Ba-Cu-O system showed that nonmagnetic impurities~Zn!
suppressed the superconductivity more strongly than m
netic impurities~Ni!. A similar influence of impurities is also
observed in superconductors of the La-Sr-Cu-O system4,5

These experiments have stimulated serious theoretical ca
lations devoted to elucidating the influence of magnetic a
nonmagnetic impurities on HTSC.6–10 Ovchinnikov made a
detailed study6,7 of the influence of impurities on the critica
temperatureTc in a multielectron, multiband model. H
showed that in systems withp-type coordination a Zn impu-
rity causes electron doping, which gives rise to additio
states within the gap, whereas a Ni impurity causes ad
tional hole doping. Since the residual resistivity is due to
scattering of carriers on impurities, the lowering ofTc is
proportional to the growth of the residual resistivityr res. It
follows from the calculation that for ap-type HTSC
r res(Zn)@r res(Ni). At low impurity concentrations

dTc~Ni!/dx

dTc~Zn!/dx
5

r res~Ni!

r res~Zn!
.

Analysis of the suppression of superconductivity of t
dx22y2 type in Y~1-2-3! HTSCs upon substitution of Cu b
Zn shows8 that scattering on Ni impurities in systems wi
p-type conductivity is significantly weaker than the scatt
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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ing on Zn impurities, because it is of a nonresonant cha
ter. Forn-type conductivity the situation is the opposite.

For a detailed study of the given situation we inves
gated the superconducting properties of specially prepa
samples of YBa2(Cu12xMx)3O72d samples in which the
copper was partially substituted by another metal (M5Zn,
Ni, Co, Fe, Ga! in various concentrations.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The ceramics were synthesized at a temperature
950 °C for 30 hours: 20 g of the reaction mixture was a
nealed in alundum forms. The initial materials were chem
cally pure stocks of the oxides Y2O3, CuO, ZnO, Ni2O3 ,
Co3O4, Fe2O3, and Ga2O3 and the carbonate BaCO3. The
components were first dried at 150 °C for 4 hours. Tab
were pressed from the prepared powders under a pressu
900 MPa and were then annealed at 950 °C for 5 hours.

We first measured the low-frequency magnetic susce
bility x ~the real part! of the prepared samples in an extern
dc magnetic field of 0–3 kOe. In addition to the field depe
dencex(H), these measurements permitted a quantita
determination of the superconducting fractionxs of the
samples both by volume and by mass. In addition, from
dependence of the superconducting fractionxs on the impu-
rity concentration one can make a quantitative assessme
the suppression of the superconducting state by impur
and compare the results with theoretical models.

We also made magnetic measurements ofx in a low dc
field in the temperature range from liquid-nitrogen to roo
temperature, making it possible to determine, in particu
the dependence of the critical temperature on the impu
concentration. Measurements were made with a vibra
magnetometer in a special cryostat for intermedi
temperatures.11 The temperature was measured by a re
tance thermometer with an accuracy of 0.1 K or better.

From the curves obtained we could estimate the deg
to which the superconductivity was suppressed by the im
rities and investigate how the suppression is influenced
the presence or absence of a magnetic moment on the im
rity.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Below we present some of the results obtained. Figur
shows the dependence of the magnetic susceptibilities
samples with the nonmagnetic impurity Zn~Fig. 1a! and the
magnetic impurity Ni~Fig. 1b! for various impurity concen-
trations, and Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the ratio of
superconducting fraction of the sample to the fraction in
control sample,xs /xs0 , as a function of the atomic concen
tration of the impurity. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the we
links are already almost completely suppressed by relativ
low external fields, and the magnetic susceptibility is de
mined practically entirely by the diamagetism due to the
perconducting grains and is nearly independent of the fi
up to 3 kOe. Using the curves given in Fig. 1 one can de
mine the dependence of the superconducting fraction in
samples on the corresponding atomic concentration of
impurity ~Fig. 2!, which is done by extrapolating the tange
line of the function24px at high fields to zero field.12
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The curves in Fig. 2 for Co, Fe, and Ga differ substa
tially from the corresponding curves for Ni and Zn in th
they do not have the initial sharp drop nor the plateau
intermediate impurity concentrations.

Figure 3 shows the concentration dependence of
‘‘magnetic’’ critical temperatureTcm ~determined from mea-
surements of the magnetic susceptibility at a low dc field! for
different impurities. In this case the dependence for Co a
Fe is much weaker than for Ni and Zn, especially at lo
impurity concentrations.

It is seen in Figs. 2 and 3 that a Zn impurity suppres

FIG. 1. Dependence of the low-frequency susceptibilities
YBa2Cu32xZnxO72d ~a! and YBa2Cu32xNixO72d ~b! on the dc magnetic
field for various impurity concentrations.
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the superconducting state much more strongly than Ni,
and Co impurities. The magnetic method of determining
critical temperature was chosen for the obvious reason th
permits determination of the point at which the superc
ducting phase appears, unlike the resistive method, w

FIG. 2. Ratio of the superconducting fraction in the samples to the frac
in a control sample as a function of the impurity concentration.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the critical temperature on the impurity concen
tion in the samples.
e,
e
it
-
h

determines only the point at which weak links betwe
grains appear, allowing the percolation of supercurrent. T
point determined by the resistive method reflects not the
set of superconductivity but the suppression of weak links
the sample, which we determine directly in measurement
the low-frequency susceptibility in a dc external field.

Thus we can see that for the same amount of impu
the lowering of the critical temperature in the cases of Ni,
and Co is weaker than in the case of Zn, once again confi
ing the validity of models of superconductivity based on
d-state contribution.

The difference in the influence of impurities can app
ently be explained qualitatively by the fact that inp-type
superconductors impurities of Ni, Fe, and Co increase
number of carriers~holes!, whereas Zn and Ga increase th
number of electrons, which creates additional levels wit
the gap. This leads to different resonance scattering of ca
ers on impurities, which is weaker in the case of param
netic impurities6–8 and, accordingly, to different lowering o
the critical temperature in the two cases.

The different degree of influence of nonmagnetic imp
rities ~Zn and Ga! is apparently due to the circumstance th
they occupy the Cu~1! and Cu~2! cells with different prob-
ability: Zn21 always occupies the Cu~2! cell, and Ga occu-
pies both Cu~1! and Cu~2!. Substitution of Cu in the CuO2
planes suppresses the superconductivity more strongly, w
the suppression in the chains is due to carrier hopping. G31

ions suppress the superconductivity more than magnetic
purities of 3d elements, which have different preferences
the Cu cells.13–15 Co31 ions prefer Cu~1!, while Ni31 ions
prefer the Cu~2! cells, and Fe ions can occupy either cell, a
therefore the degree of suppression by iron also varies
pending on the preferential occupation of the cells in
planes or chains.

The reduction of the superconducting fraction in t
samples is also different, and that should lead to additio
lowering of the critical temperature measured from the re
tance in accordance with the percolation model, which is
some degree independent of the mechanism of supercon
tivity.

CONCLUSION

It follows from our experiments that the magnetic cri
cal temperature in the case of Ni and Zn impurities varies
such a way that

dTc~Ni!/dx

dTc~Zn!/dx
>

1

3
.

This agrees well the theory of thed state. The influence
of nonmagnetic Zn and Ga on the transition temperatur
considerably stronger than that of magnetic impurities. T
different degree of suppression of the superconductivity
Ni, Co, and Fe impurities is apparently due to their differe
preferences for the Cu~1! or Cu~2! cells, as mentioned above
However, open questions remain as to the details of
mechanism of suppression of the superconductivity: dep
dence on the band structure, density of states on the F
surface, carrier density, etc. To elucidate these questio
will be necessary, in particular, to have data on the influe
of impurities on HTSCs of then type. These and other issue
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which are under intensive study at the present time will
the subject of our next papers. A more detailed analysis
this question will be carried out after completion of the ser
of measurements necessary for a deeper investigation o
problem.
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On the theory of the electron spectrum and superconductivity of copper oxides
as antiferromagnetic metals
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The electron spectrum of doped copper oxides is considered on the basis of explicitly taking into
account the antiferromagnetic structure of their ground state. It is shown that the spin
conservation law imposes certain restrictions on the motion of the carriers, making it impossible
for a carrier to leave the magnetic sublattice in which it was created. An attempt is made
to compare the resulting dispersion of the hole conductivity with the available experimental
data. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943533#
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1. Research on the processes and interactions under
the formation of the electron spectrum of high-temperat
superconducting copper oxides~HTSCs! is still among the
topical problems of condensed matter physics. In particu
data from angle-resolved photoelectron spectrosc
~ARPES! measurements of the energy dispersion curves«~k!
for mobile ~doped! carriers in HTSC systems have been p
sented in a number of works~see, e.g., the recent reviews1,2!.
It was found that within the first Brillouin zone, which pe
tains to the paramagnetic~magnetically ordered! state of a
HTSC, the corresponding curves have a maximum not a
edge @i.e., at the pointsk5(6p,6p) for dimensionless
wave vectors#, as is implied by band calculations in the lin
ear density approximation~LDA !, but at the pointsk5

(6p/2,6p/2).
In principle, this sort of behavior of the electron dispe

sion seen in cuprates has long been known in the theor
small-radius excitons in molecular crystals with two~or
more! molecules in the unit cell.3 When the spectrum o
elementary excitations~primarily excitons! is calculated in
the ‘‘extended’’1! zone scheme, one is readily convinced th
a maximum~which is not to say an extremum! of the unified
dispersion curve«~k! can occur away from the edges~i.e.,
inside! the Brillouin zone of the undoubled lattice only in th
case of small Davydov splitting. A small splitting of the e
citon bands in the case of molecular crystals means tha
contribution to the total dispersion, i.e., to«~k!, from the
so-called intersublattice resonant transfer of Frenkel exc
tion is smaller than the intrasublattice contribution. Theref
it would seem that the natural explanation for the aforem
tioned behavior of«~k! in HTSC systems, due solely to th
rolling up ~reduction! of this zone or the multiplication of the
crystal cell in the ordered phase, although necessary, a
stated in Ref. 2, cannot be deemed completely sufficient

The relationship between the probabilities~or ampli-
tudes! of the different processes governing the motion of
excitation through the lattice is also important. In particul
the formation of a maximum on the«~k! curve for a wave
vectork5(p/2,p/2) and other equivalent wave vectors@the
complete star comprises the valuesk5(6p/2,6p/2)] is
4901063-777X/2005/31(6)/8/$26.00
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possible only in the case when there is no Davydov splitti
as is easily confirmed by a simple calculation.

Indeed, we consider a two-dimensional nonmagnetic
tice, which, without loss of generality, can be assum
square for simplicity, and we assume that molecules~ions! of
different sublattices lie at the nearest-neighbor distance
the a andb directions (a'b, uau5ubu). We write the Hamil-
tonian of an electronic excitation that can move both with
change of sublattices~the parameter corresponding to th
motion, tNN , determines the Davydov splitting of the energ
bands in the crystal! and within the confines of each subla
tice. Then in the case of a unmultiplied~one-site! periodic
structure this operator~in the tight binding approximation
which is valid for narrow-band crystals! can be represente
by the expression

H52(
n,m

tnmBn
1Bm , ~1!

where we have neglected@as unimportant for calculating th
dispersion«~k!# the energy of excitation of the molecule i
the crystal. In Eq.~1! we used the following notation:tnm is
the amplitude of the resonant interaction between molec
n and m, and Bn

1 and Bn are the creation and annihilatio
operators of a molecular electronic excitation. Going to pla
waves in ~1! and restricting consideration to the simple
approximation of only nearest neighbors (NN) and next-
nearest neighbors (NNN), we quickly obtain the desired dis
persion relation:

«~k![«~kx ,ky!522tNN~coskx1cosky!

24tNNN coskx cosky , ~2!

in which tNNN ~unlike tNN) determines the amplitude of th
intrasublattic hop.

In this representation the energy values«(0,0)
524(tNN1tNNN) and «(p,p)54(tNN2tNNN) specify a
Davydov doublet, the splittingu«(p,p)2«(0,0)u between
components2! of which is completely determined by th
value of tNN , as it should be. The values of«(0,p)
5«(p,0)54tNNN , on the contrary, are independent of th
parameter. Finally, at the pointk5(p/2,p/2) the energy
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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«(p/2,p/2)50, and in order for the inequality«(p,p)
,«(p/2,p/2), corresponding to the appearance of a ma
mum on the«~k! curve within the first ~doubled in the
present case! Brillouin zone, to hold, it is necessary that th
conditiontNN,tNNN be satisfied, assuring the relative wea
ness of the intersublattice resonant migration of excitation
should be added that taking the neighbors on more rem
coordination spheres into account does not affect qua
tively the statements made as to the shape of the dispe
curve, provided thattNN is understood to mean the total co
tribution to the expression for«~k! from intersublattice pro-
cesses andtNNN that from intrasublattice processes.

In molecular crystals both of these ‘‘hopping’’ param
eters are, as a rule, of a dipole-dipole~or multipole-
multipole! character and for this reason depend rat
strongly on the mutual orientation of the molecules. The
fore the above inequality attesting to the stronger interac
of more distant molecules cannot be dismissed out of ha
Its satisfaction does not imply that the maximum on the d
persion curve occurs directly at the pointk5(p/2,p/2); this
is achieved only in the limiting casetNN50 or, as was stated
above, when for some reason intersublattice excitation tra
fer cannot occur.

Such a situation is actually realized in collinear antife
romagnetic insulators with a Ne´el ground state, where exc
tons ~including magnons! can be regarded as a small-radi
state.4–6 In narrow-band systems with with such a magne
structure an electronic~or a spin3!! excitation of thed or f
shell of a paramagnetic ion, in migrating through the crys
cannot move coherently~in our case that would mean res
nantly! from one magnetic sublattice to the other because
do so is spin forbidden. Strict satisfaction of the spin cons
vation law in the motion of Frenkel excitations along t
magnetic sublattices of isotropic and slightly anisotropic
tiferromagnetic insulators based on transition-metal ions
unambiguously confirmed by numerous experimental resu
which demonstrate the presence of a magnetic~excitonic!
Davydov splitting effect.7 In complete agreement with theor
~see the monographs4,5! this splitting ~or, equivalently, the
suppression of intersublattice excitation transfer! is possible
only in noncollinear spin structures and is absent in the
tial collinear structures.

In the optical studies mentioned the noncollinearity
the Néel sublattices was induced by an external influence
strong magnetic field, and it was reversible and well contr
lable. It presence leads to a splitting of the degenerate e
ton bands relative to each other which depends quadratic
on the external field~and on the modulus of the wave vect
k!. In the absence of noncollinearity these bands form
each sublattice independently and are degenerate for ak.
We also note that in the model of a crystal with an unmu
plied ~in other words, undoubled! unit cell this corresponds
@see Eq. ~2! under the conditiontNN50] the equality
«(0,0)5«(p,p) or again to an«~k! curve that is completely
symmetric with respect to the pointk5(p/2,p/2); some rea-
sons for the appearance of this curve are discusse
reviews.1,2

2. Returning to the cuprates, it is appropriate at this po
to ask how an electronic excitation in an antiferromagne
insulator differs physically~in any case, from the standpoin
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of propagation through a magnetically ordered space! from a
carrier injected into its lattice.4! It can be assumed that ther
is essentially no difference, since in both situations in o
way or another one is talking about the transfer from site
site of an ionic state that formally corresponds to an u
charged~neutral or, more precisely, currentless! excitation in
the first case and a charged~current! excitation in the second
Also, in both of these cases the same relationship holds
tween the parameterstNN andtNNN ,5! the exchange nature o
which in antiferromagnetically ordered crystals suggests
most likely tNN.tNNN for both excitons and doped carrier
Nevertheless, this inequality does not enable the cohe
transfer of the corresponding quasiparticle~uncharged or
charged! from one magnetic sublattice to the other. The a
sence of such transfer is due to the spin part of the t
matrix element~amplitude! of the intersublattice transition
and not to a zero value oftNN , which is actually finite and
not small.

The transition of an excitation between collinear subl
tices ~including, obviously, nearest neighbors! can be
brought about only in the presence of a ‘‘contractor,’’ a sp
wave, which converts such a transition to incoherent. T
possibility, however, does not fulfill the prerequisites for
direct contribution from hops of this kind to the width of th
band of free motion of the quasiparticles.

In the above discussions for molecular~nonmagnetic!
and ionic~magnetic! crystals it was implicitly assumed tha
the excitations reside on the molecules~ions! ~i.e., are cre-
ated there and remain there!, forming sublattices that are
translationally inequivalent in the orientational~magnetic!
sense. Therefore in relation to HTSCs a much more comp
and fundamental question is, how is a carrier created~we are
talking primarily about holes! specifically at the ions of the
copper subsystem, whose spins constitute a Ne´el ~and not
some other! ground state.10

In the standard scheme of doped HTSC compounds w
their layered structure and current-carrying cuprate Cu2

planes it is usually assumed that a hole introduced by dop
belongs to the oxygen subsystem, which does not hav
direct relationship to the magnetism~the two-band Emery
model11 or the more general multiband Gaididei-Loktevpd
model12,13!. If this picture is adopted and the holes in th
HTSC are indeed created and move via oxygen ions~i.e., are
‘‘assigned’’ to the oxygen band! then it must be noted tha
the unit cell of even the paramagnetic~i.e., undoubled!
square CuO2 lattice has two translationally inequivalent oxy
gen ions. In this case the interoxygen hopping parame
@see Eq.~2!# shaping the dispersion of the oxygen band
including the conduction band, are such that most lik

tNNN
O2O50 ~or tNNN

O2O!tNN
O2O), which rules out an interpretation

of the behavior of the dispersion of an isolated hole in
HTSC matching that which is observed in ARPES.1,2

The difficulty that arises~directly or indirectly! is
avoided by specially constructed states known as Zhang-R
singlets14 ~see also Refs. 15–20!. They prescribe that the
oxygen hole introduced by doping~depending on its spin
direction! be found in an exchange bond with the nearest
of that copper sublattice with which it lowers its self-ener
by forming a singlet. Such charge states spin-correlated w
the antiferromagnetic ordering can move along the cup
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plane, each being bound only with a definite magnetic s
lattice. It is easily verified, however, that such a quantu
mechanical construction is unstable, since in the formatio
a singlet state the ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ spins of the hole ente
the linear combination equiprobably, and after a dynam
interchange the oxygen hole with the opposite spin pro
tion ‘‘wants’’ to form the same singlet with the neighborin
localized spin of a copper ion of the other magnetic sub
tice.

In addition, the oxygen in the cuprate plane is arrang
absolutely symmetrically geometrically between the pa
magnetic copper ions belonging to different magnetic sub
tices. This, in turn, means that the exchange field produ
by them at the doped hole cancels out exactly and that
to a certain degree is frustrated from the standpoint of
choice of quantization axis for its spin. Its direction, which
equivalent for the two sublattices, is not hard to establis13

but here an oxygen hole, even when hybridized with
states of copper, can easily propagate through along the
prate plane without perceiving the magnetic ordering of
latter; this, as we have said, does not permit an explana
of the aforementioned ARPES data.

3. For these reasons a search for other probable ca
that would make compounds of the family of copper-oxi
HTSCs to undergo a transition to a metallic state in suc
way that mobile holes appear in the paramagnetic and no
the ligand subsystem. It is of interest here to note the follo
ing: cuprates belong to the same family of perovskites
manganites,9 the doping of which causes metallization of th
manganese subsystem, or the charge exchange M31

→Mn41.
If such a similarity is present, then that would imp

directly that hole doping in the CuO2 plane is nothing more
than a Cu31 ion or the valence state, which, because of
large ionization potential of divalent copper Cu21, is ordi-
narily ruled out from consideration of actual states. Althou
this state of affairs corresponds to reality, and this potentia
deep enough, the aforementioned experimental evidence1,2 of
dispersion of isolated carriers gives weighty grounds for
view that situations that might bring about stabilization a
the existence of specifically copper holes in HTSCs m
analysis.

For example, there has been incomplete discussion
the role of the inter-ion Coulomb interaction, which, as
well known, can directly determine which ionic states
combining chemical elements are energetically favorable
which are not. In this connection it is not groundless to
sume that this Coulomb interaction can stabilize the cop
holes in the CuO2 lattice, the existence of these holes havi
been not so much demonstrated as postulated back in the
theoretical paper devoted to HTSC.21 The precise answer to
this many-electron problem, judging from everything, can
found only as a result of complex~possibly numerical18! cal-
culations taking differentp andd states into account, but o
a qualitative level it appears to be affirmative in the se
that the role of the Coulomb interaction is decisive for t
formation of copper holes to be favorable in comparison
oxygen holes.

In fact the ionic compositions of HTSCs has been co
sidered numerous times~see, e.g., the reviews13,17! and it is
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considered to be well established. Copper, as we know,
be found in three~besides neutral! charge states: Cu1, Cu21,
and ~more rarely! Cu31. The first corresponds to a com
pletely filled 3d shell, or an electronic configuration 3d10,
sometimes considered to be the vacuum configuration;18 the
second corresponds to the presence of one hole in it and
configuration 3d9; the third corresponds to two holes, 3d8.
The oxygen in the lattice practically always has a valen
equal to two, or is found in the state O22.

Undoped cuprate planes exhibit an ionic state in wh
the presence of divalent ions of both copper and oxygen
present, i.e., the ground state is Cu21O22. The charge-
transfer configuration Cu1O2 is an excited state; in itself
i.e., without the Coulomb component, this state has low
energy than the first. In other words, in the absence of st
Coulomb attraction these configurations would switch pla
on the energy scale. This conclusion is obvious in view
the fact that the higher the degree of positive ionization,
larger the work function for the removal of an electron fro
a given atomic shell.

The creation of negatively charged ions, on the contra
raises the energy. Therefore, in the electronic representa
~rather than the usual hole one! the energies of the actua
ionic states obey the inequalitiesECu31.ECu21.ECu1 and
EO,EO2,EO22 ~the latter is even positive, and in the fre
state the O22 ion is absolutely unstable!. An estimate based
on these inequalities and the binding energies for the 3d and
2p shells of copper and oxygen, respectively, shows that
noninteracting ions the state Cu1O2 is energetically prefer-
able, since the energies satisfy the relationECu

1 1EO
2,ECu2

1EO22 , but the Coulomb attraction in the Cu21O22 con-
figuration is four times stronger than in the configurati
Cu1O2, where it is also far from small~at interatomic scales

VC
Cu1O2

;e2/a;2(5 – 6) eV). It is the Coulomb shift tha
ultimately makes the initial~i.e., in the static, first approxi-
mation in the Coulomb contribution! state Cu21O22 lower in
energy than the ground state itself.

Importantly, further quantum-mechanicalpd hybridiza-
tion, while it undoubtedly mixes different states, and the v
lence of some ion in the crystal is, strictly speaking, non
teger, does not alter their relative position. This means
only the ionic bonding, when all of the intra- and inter-io
Coulomb terms are consistently taken into account, alters
content of the previous inequality, reversing its sen

ECu211EO221VC
Cu21O22

,ECu11EO21VC
Cu1O2

. The con-
tribution of the excited configuration Cu1O2, owing to its
admixture to the ground state, remains, but it can no lon
become prevalent. Its presence can, in particular, be refle
in the value~including the contraction! of the mean spin of
the copper ion in the magnetically ordered state, which w
be determined not only by the quantum fluctuations that
highly developed in low-dimensional antiferromagnets b
also by the contribution of the Cu1O2 configuration.

It can be assumed approximately, however, that in
~insulating! ground state the cuprate planes contain Cu21 and
O22 ions or one copper hole per unit cell. Heterovalent do
ing alters the valence of some ions in the crystal, giving r
to mobile charged, including hole, states in the CuO2 plane.
The appearance of a doped hole is nothing more than a p
tive change of the valence of some ion of the cuprate pla
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It is known that there are only two possibilities: charge e
change Cu21→Cu31, i.e., the appearance of a predom
nantly copper hole in the crystal, or the process O21→O2,
the appearance of an oxygen hole. Then, comparing the
ergy of the configurations Cu31O22 and Cu2O2 on the basis
of the same arguments, one can tell that beyond a doub
first of these has the higher energy and therefore is an exc
state in the doped system~without allowance for the Cou
lomb attraction!.

However, if it is taken into account thatVC
Cu31O22

'3VC
Cu21O2

'6VC
Cu1O2

, and also the circumstance that
the cuprate plane each of the copper ions has 4 nearest
gen ions, whereas the oxygen ion has 2 nearest copper
it can be hoped that the difference of the static Coulo
contributions that arises, which, as is easily verified, amou

to '20VC
Cu1O2

, can become decisive here. In other words
is quite probable that among the possible ionic configu
tions in copper oxide HTSC systems, Cu31O22Cu21,
Cu21O2Cu21, Cu31O2Cu1, etc., containing a doped hole
the first, owing to the effect known as the crystalline shift
the theory of excitons, turns out to lie below the others
hybridization is not taken into account. Only such a posit
of the energies of the initial configurations can bring ab
the existence of ‘‘copper-like’’ carriers in the cuprate laye
of HTSCs and their propagation along the two-sublattice
tiferromagnetically ordered collinear structure in accorda
with the rules governing the motion of magnetic excitons
magnons in it.

To some degree or other such a picture is reflected in
long-familiar tJ model,14–20,22 in which the motion of the
carriers on antiferromagnetic square lattices is studied
without making direct use of the concept of coherent int
and incoherent intersublattice transfer. Nevertheless, it is
propriate to remark here that the spectrum of free~doped!
carriers in the conduction band of this model is often spe
fied by expression~2!, which, as we have said, does n
agree with the ARPES data.

On the whole, it should be kept in mind that when d
riving the second-quantized Hamiltonian it is convenient
use a basis of one-site states. Here, because ofpd hybridiza-
tion ~or, in other words, covalent bonding! these states ar
insufficiently well defined. Therefore attempts have be
made and continue to be made to simplify the problem, e
restricting consideration to the rather popular clus
approximation18–20 or working with Wannier functions.19,20

Here, as a rule, one ignores the Coulomb component, w
competes with covalency effects in the sense that it prom
an increase in the energy distance between different one
p andd states~see above!. On the basis of such an assum
tion one can consider the use of the one-ion basis to
physically justified. One can then relatively simply gener
ize to doped HTSC systems the approach developed for
description of current-free excitations in~anti!ferromagnetic
insulators containing elements~in particular, transition met-
als! with an unfilled electron shell.

One cannot fail to notice here that magnetic insulat
~along with molecular crystals! belong to a class of highly
correlated~and, hence, as we have said, narrow-band! sys-
tems in which the relatively large distance between differ
electron states~terms! is substantially larger than the widt
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of the corresponding bands. Therefore, regardless of whe
one considers a neutral or charged state of the transition
one can use as the zeroth approximation the one-ion stat
which the Hubbard interaction is ‘‘masked’’ by the energ
separating the different discrete levels corresponding to th
~if collectivization processes are ignored!.

4. For calculating the dispersion of a doped carrier
assume that the plane under consideration is the antife
magnetic CuO2 plane, in which the copper ion is found in th
3dx22y2 state,6! while the oxygen ions are in 2p states, form-
ing s bonds with the nearest copper ions. Then, as is w
known,11–13,17the main kinetic processes involving both th
initial and introduced electrons are the hybridizationpd hops
and directpp hops. The latter are responsible for the form
tion of comparatively widep bands of free motion of the
oxygen carriers~4 or 2, depending on whether the doubled
undoubled lattice is used in the calculation!. There are also
virtual hops occurring across these bands, bringing abou
indirect—Anderson—exchange of localized~due to the one-
site—Hubbard—repulsion! d electrons in the insulating
phase and which are such that they correspond to the cu
motion of doped holes, since the direct overlap of thed
states is negligibly small.

The preservation of the hybridizedp andd bands in the
Hamiltonian with simultaneous allowance for the strong on
site and intersite electronic correlations makes calculating
spectrum a very complicated problem. Therefore thep bands
are usually eliminated in accordance with the putative sm
ratio tn

pd(k)/DE, wheretn
pd(k) is the parameter characteriz

ing the pd hybridization of the copper ion found at thenth
site with the oxygen band, andDE is the characteristic en
ergy difference between the initial ionic and virtual ba
states, including all the necessary Coulomb interactions. T
procedure in essence leads to the Hamiltonian of thetJ
model with allowance for the rather narrow bands of moti
of the doped charges through the magnetically ordered sp
This spin space has the feature that the effective transfe
collectivized~doped! d holes~ions in the 3d8 state! and the
Heisenberg interaction between components of its locali
spins~belonging to ions of the same copper but in the 3d9

state! is brought about not only between nearest neighb
but also between more remote neighbors, this being a di
consequence of the overlap or collectivization of the virtu
p states.

Then, assuming thepd hybridization processes are rule
out, one can write the effective ‘‘d-hole’’ Hamiltonian of a
HTSC system in the form

Hd5«d(
n

(
sn

dnsn

1 dnsn

1
1

2 (
n,m

(
sn ,sm

tnm^snusm&dnsn

1 dmsm
, ~3!

where«d is the density of thed level of an ion in the crystal;
dnsn

1 anddnsn
are the Fermi creation and annihilation oper

tors of a d electron at site n with spin projection
sn(561/2) in the proper~local! reference frame,tnm is the
matrix element for the transition of a carrier between ionsn
and m, and ^snusm& is the ‘‘overlap integral’’ of the spin
functions at different sites. Since the motion of a carrier o
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curs in a magnetically ordered medium, it can be charac
ized by a Hamiltonian of the Heisenberg type:10,23

Hexch5
1

2 (
n,m

~JnmSnSm1DJnmSn
ZSm

Z !. ~4!

In operator~4! Jnm is the exchange integral between the sp
S51/2 copper ions localized at sitesn andm, which for the
same reason as fortnm can be nonzero for non-nearest neig
bors also,DJnm is the anisotropy constant, which accordin
to the experimental data corresponds to an easy-plane typ
initial magnetic structure of HTSC systems, andSn and Sn

Z

are the operators of thenth spin and itsZ projection.
Since the carrier is created and moves in a medium

which spins are distributed over all sites, this circumsta
must be taken into account directly. As in the theory of e
citons, the magnetic order can be included in a consis
manner in the treatment by introducing, in place of the o
erators dnsn

1 or dnsn
, the Hubbard operatorsXn

q1q2

(5(Xn
q2q1)1 Ref. 24!; here q1 and q2 correspond to the

quantum numbers~including spin! of the ion with different
numbers of electrons~differing by one or two!. It is between
such states that the ‘‘transitions’’ occur under the action
the Fermi operatorsdnsn

1 anddnsn
.

In the case when acceptors are introduced into the
tem, as in the case of HTSCs with hole-type doping,
number of holes at a site when a carrier is created a
changes from one to two. Since it can be assumed to s

cient accuracy thatdnsn
5Xn

2s̄n , where the 2 corresponds t
the occupation of this state by two carriers, ands̄n[2sn by
one. Here thepd hybridization manifests itself in the circum
stance that a hole appearing at some ions in the crystal
not remain localized but begins to move according to p
cesses allowed by the Hamiltonian~3!. We note that in the
hybrid tJ model, where only singly and doubly occupie
states, one sometimes speaks of their belonging to a sin
~in the hybrid tJ model one sometimes speaks of doub
occupation of the states in a singletpd band!.17,19 The
Hamiltonian~3! describing the motion of the doped and m
tually noninteracting carriers of the hole type takes the fo

Hd
hole5«d(

n
Xn

221
1

2 (
n,m

(
sn ,sm

tnm^snusm&Xn
2s̄nXm

s̄m2
.

~5!

This expression differs somewhat from that used, e.g.,
Plakida25 in a study of the exchange mechanism of HTSC
the limit of strong interelectron correlations, which corr
sponds to the assumption of the absence of ions with
carriers in the doped initially magnetic system, or, more p
cisely, of the presence of carriers of the electron type in
system. The difference we have in mind consists in the
that the operator~5! explicitly—in terms of the overlap inte
grals ^snusm&—contain information about the initia
s̄m561/2 and finals̄n561/2 projections of the ions at th
sitesn andm between which the hopping takes place. Th
in turn, allows one to determine the spin projection of
carrier moving through the magnetic lattice. With the aid
the same quantities~overlap integrals! in the next stages o
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the calculation~see Refs. 5 and 6! one can express the cha
acter of the magnetic ordering~including the absence o
such! in the crystal.

To find these integrals we assume that the spins of all
ions in the ground state~without the doping-introduced car
riers! have projectionsn51/2, which pertains by definition
to the proper quantization axes, and we go over from
local coordinate systems corresponding to them to the la
ratory reference frame. Then on the assumptions that
axes of quantization of the laboratory andnth local reference
frames are directed at an angleun with respect to each other
we write the spin functions in the laboratory frame:usn&
5us&cos(un/2)12sus&sin(un/2), where the spinor variable
s561/2 specifies the spin projections in the laborato
frame. Using this representation in expression~5!, we arrive
at the Hamiltonian

Hd
hole5~«d2m!(

n
Xn

22

1
1

2 (
n,m

(
sn ,sm

tnmFcos
un2um

2
~Xn

2,1/2Xm
1/2,2

1Xn
2,1/2Xm

1/2,2!1sin
un2um

2
~Xn

2,1/2Xm
1/2,2

2Xn
2,1/2Xm

1/2,2!G , ~6!

in which for completeness we have included the chem
potentialm, which is needed for studying the conducting a
superconducting properties of metallic systems regardles
whether they are metals by nature or have somehow acqu
conductivity. The Hamiltonian operator obtained for copp
oxides in this way is practically the same as the Hamilton
of the double-exchange model valid for manganites. T
agreement again underscores the similarity noted in Re
between these, generally speaking, different physical syst
containing as the basic elements transition metals and o
gen and which aredopedmetals. The anglesun andum in ~6!
pertain to local and not sublattice coordinate systems. I
seen that the amplitudes of processes that conserve the
rier spin projection and those that occur with a spin fl
depend on the mutual directions of the spin in the initial a
final states. The similar written form is not only a cons
quence of the use of local axes of quantization but als
reflection of a certain physics, making it possible, it wou
seem, at the level of the single-particle Hamiltonian to d
tinguish one-particle, two-particle, and other processes.

In fact, suppose that the doped cuprate plane retains~at
least the short-range! antiferromagnetic order. If this is the
case, then for the two-sublattice case this immediately
plies that there is a~dimensionless! magnetic structure vecto
QAFM5(6p,6p) ~Ref. 26! which determines the direction
of the local quantization axes:un'QAFM•n, where equality
corresponds to long-range order. Since here the spin v
ables of the Hubbard operators pertain to the local coordin
systems, one can see that only the first term in the sec
sum in expression~6! corresponds to the so-called resona
inter-ion transitions~or coherent transport! of a carrier. The
nonresonant~incoherent! transitions can be separated out
this Hamiltonian by using the following well-known
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property17,24 of the Hubbard operator algebra:Xn
q1q2

5Xn
q1q3Xn

q3q2 . It allows one formally to introduce the spi

operators exactly, according to the relationsXn
2,1/2

5Xn
2,1/2Xn

1/2,1/2[Xn
2,1/2Sn

1 and analogouslyXn
1/2,25Sn

2Xn
1/2,2,

and with the aid of these to reduce~now approximately! the
Hamiltonian~6! to the form

Hd
hole5Hcoh1H int

~1!1H int
~2! , ~7!

in which

Hcoh5~«d2m!(
n

Xn
2,2

1
1

2 (
n,m

tnm cos
QAFM•~n2m!

2
Xn

2,1/2Xm
1/2,2 ~8!

is the operator of the free motion of a hole through an a
ferromagnetically ordered medium:

H int
~1!5

1

2 (
n,m

tnm sin
QAFM•~n2m!

2
~Xn

2,1/2Xm
1/2,2Sm

2

2Xn
2,1/2Xm

1/2,2Sn
1! ~9!

and

H int
~2!5

1

2 (
n,m

tnm cos
QAFM•~n2m!

2
Xn

2,1/2Xm
1/2,2Sn

1Sm
2

~10!

are the operators of the incoherent inter-ion transitions
volving one and two spin excitations, respectively. Operat
~9! and ~10! can be regarded as possible sources
exchange—one- and two-magnon~first studied in Ref. 27!—
mechanisms of superconductivity with a high critical te
perature. However, as was recently shown by Valkovet al.28

the three-center terms that govern the electron-spin inte
tion processes,H int

(1) , lead to a substantial decrease of t
temperature at which the superconducting phase wit
d-wave type of order-parameter symmetry appears.7! Here
the source of attraction is assumed to be the Heisen
inter-spin interaction, or operator~4!, which appears in the
total Hamiltonian of a doped antiferromagnet,17,25,28,29where
Jnm is not restricted to nearest neighbors. It should be no
here that as they were obtained by perturbation theory,
interaction and, accordingly, the constantJnm in essence per
tain only to the initial localized spins and describe spec
cally their ~and not that of themobilecarriers! direct energy
coupling.

Nevertheless, a specific attraction arises between do
carriers in an antiferromagnet, as was pointed out~apparently
for the first time! in Ref. 32~see also Refs. 22, 33, and 34!.
We are talking about an exchange interaction but only
those carriers which are found in different magnetic sub
tices and arenearestneighbors, i.e.,n2m56a or n2m
56b. It is easily checked that the value of the attraction
such a~singlet! pair of carriers is equal to the Heisenbe
exchangeJ (5Jnn6a5Jnn6b), and the operator correspond
ing to it can be represented by the expression

Hattr52J (
n,r5a,b

Xn
2,2Xn1r

2,2 . ~11!
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It is independent of both the spin variables and the anglesun
andun1r , since doped holes~and electrons, too! in an anti-
ferromagnet withS51/2 pertain to those ionic states whic
are spinless~we recall that in the simplest one-band Hubba
model their spinsS50). It is clear that the operatorHattr

brings about anonretardedattraction between carriers mov
ing along different magnetic sublattices, including such a o
that leads to an anisotropic superconducting order param
The total Hamiltonian of doped carriers in an antiferroma
net is the sum of expressions~7! and ~11!, and for a coher-
ently moving carrier it has the form

H5Hcoh1Hattr. ~12!

From here on, the superconducting properties of a do
antiferromagnetic system described by Hamiltonian~12! can
be treated in the standard way~see, e.g., Refs. 13, 17, an
25!, and we shall not discuss it further. We note only that
absence of long-range magnetic order in a metal~analogous
to the case of excitons in insulators with partial magnetic
orientational disordering35,36! causes both the normal an
anomalous fermion Green functions to be transformed t
convolution, one of the constituents of which is determin
by the correlator of the spin projections at different latti
sites. As was shown in Ref. 37, taking it into account c
lead to non-pole behavior of the Green function and, hen
to non-Fermi-liquid behavior of the subsystem of doped c
riers in an antiferromagnetic metal with long-range spin
dering. We also note that if it has a reduced spatial dim
sion, then in the calculation of the aforementioned Gre
functions it is necessary to take into account one more
factor: the correlator of the phases of the order paramet37

However, analysis of the influence of the two types of~dis-
!ordering on the superconducting properties of a tw
dimensional magnetic metal, the model of which is approp
ate to the case of copper oxides, goes beyond the framew
of this paper and will be carried out separately.

5. Finally, let us consider the dispersion characterist
of free carriers given by operator~8!. Then, as is readily
verified, the coordination ‘‘spheres’’ in the square lattice a
defined by the vectorsrj ; herer156a6b, r256(a6b),
r3562a62b, etc. Now transforming to the Fourier com
ponents in the second term of the operatorHcoh and taking
into account that in a translationally invariant mediumtnm
5t(un2mu)5t(r j )[t j , we arrive at the simple relation

«~k!5«d1(
j

t j cosk•r j cos
QAFM

2
•r j . ~13!

It follows directly from this that only those neighbors fo
which cos (QAFM•rj /2)Þ0 contribute to the formation o
the dispersion relation of a free carrier. In the present cas
a two-sublattice antiferromagnet with a square lattice
second- and third-nearest neighbors are of this kind, wh
belong to the same magnetic sublattice as the spin of
initial ion. Using the explicit form of the vectorsr2 andr3 ,
we easily obtain~cf. Eq. ~2!!:

«~k!5«d24t2 coskx cosky22t3~cos 2kx1cos 2ky!,
~14!

or, in other words, a spectrum that corresponds completel
the condition ~long known in the theory of biexcitons in
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antiferromagnets6! which was recently used by Andreev33

~see also Ref. 34! for justification of the simple physica
picture of superconductivity with pre-existing~i.e., formed
aboveTc) electron pairs. Such superconductivity, having t
traits of HTSC, will necessarily lead to the existence o
pseudogap.37

Let us now suppose that the dispersion curves obse
in ARPES1,2 are described by relation~14! and assume tha
the amplitudest2 and t3 can be treated as adjustable fittin
parameters. In such a case one is readily convinced tha
order to reconcile~at least qualitatively! the experimental
curves exhibiting maxima at the pointkx5ky5p/2 in both
the diagonal directionkx5ky and in the coordinate direction
kx50 or ky50, it is necessary to sett2!t3 . Taking into
account the nearest neighbor, characterized by the qua
t1 , which, as we have said, specifies the incoherent tran
~see Eq.~9!! cannot alter the inequality obtained. As a resu
a spectrum of the form~14! formally corresponds to the
spectrum of carriers in the so-calledtt8J model,17 where,
however, the first term with amplitudet contains not the sum
of cosines but the sum of cosines of twice the argume
Such a conclusion is a direct consequence of the spin
servation law in the motion of charge carriers of either s
through an antiferromagnetically ordered square crystal
tice.

6. The simple calculations we have carried out show t
the initial magnetic~and, in particular, antiferromagnetic! or-
der imposes substantial restrictions on the behavior of
isolated carrier introduced into the system. Here in the reg
of underdoping~and, possibly, optimal doping!, when one
can still speak of antiferromagnetism of the medium,
motion of a carrier should and will determined by the ch
acter of its ordering. When the number of carriers~holes or
electrons! introduced into the system reaches a level su
that the magnetic ordering itself is destroyed and beco
conditional, the role of the restrictions due to the conser
tion law discussed in this paper decreases, and the dispe
~14! will no longer correspond to that observed in Refs
and 2.

Also, as the doping is increased, the exchange attrac
described by the operatorHattr ~11! gradually falls. Ulti-
mately, the problem of the appearance and, judging fr
everything, suppression of superconductivity in doped a
ferromagnet requires a self-consistent treatment, wher
variable number of carriers is determined not only by
position of the one-electron Fermi level but also by the pr
erties of the space through which they move and also
strength of the pair—direct or indirect—interaction. Here t
doping, by altering the mutual disposition and ‘‘partial’’ con
tribution of thep or d states in the crystal, can also be r
flected in the nature of the carriers. Such a problem requ
special study. Our goal was to analyze the situation co
sponding to the low-doping limit.

Finally, it is important to note that it would be necessa
and, seemingly, easy to check the results by measuring
dispersion relation of the conduction band in cuprates in
external magnetic fieldH ~say, by the same ARPES method!.
Then, judging from~2!, in expression~14! there should be a
term containingt1 ([tNN), which, like the Davydov split-
ting mentioned in Sec. 1, introduces to«~k! an asymmetry
ed
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relative to the pointsk5(6p/2,6p/2). The specifics of a
doped antiferromagnet consists only in the fact that in it t
asymmetry is proportional toH2.

I thank Profs. Yu. B. Gaididei and A. A. Kordyuka fo
critical discussion of the questions touched upon here.

*E-mail: vloktev@bitp.kiev.ua
1The quotation marks are used because real~mostly classical! molecular
crystals lack a so-called paraphase~i.e., high-symmetry structure! in which
the translational symmetry for nearest neighbors could be recovered
them such symmetry does not exist, as a rule, and the spectra of
crystals are therefore always~adequately! considered in a nonextende
Brillouin zone scheme, i.e., in a model in which the unit cell is expanded
necessary but remains essentially regular.

2In the model of a crystal with a doubled lattice~see Ref. 3! they are both
long-wavelength and, in the majority of known cases for molecular crys
with two molecules in the unit cell, optically active.

3Recall that the name spin excitation is customarily applied to an excita
of an electronic nature in which only the projection of an ion’s sp
changes; the so-called electronic excitations are accompanied by a ch
of the magnitude of the spin itself and/or other quantum numbers.5,6

4We are leaving aside such special cases as the formation of ferron
magnetic semiconductors8 or the phenomenon of double exchange in ma
nets~a comparison of the latter with HTSCs can be found in Ref. 9!, since
in cuprates, as far as we know, the magnetic order~at least, the short-range!
remains unchanged~i.e., antiferromagnetic! and collinear. In addition, in
view of the ionic nature of the bonding in the crystals in question a char
state~doped carrier! can deform the initial structure~polaron effect! more
strongly than an unchanged state~exciton!. Such questions are beyond th
scope of the present paper.

5In the standard notation in HTSC physics, these aret and t8, respectively.
6For simplicity we shall drop the other relevantd state,d3z22r 2[dz2, which
can also be occupied by both a pre-exising and a doped hole, and the
of which was analyzed in Refs. 12 and 18.

7In principle, such a conclusion agrees with the result of Akhiezer and
meranchuk, who showed that the exchange of magnons leads to repu
between carriers in singlet channels.30 On the other hand, the operator~4!
can serve as a cause of the formation of magnetically ordered states
accordingly, the appearance of a singularity in the quasiparticle densit
states.30,31
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Nonlinear interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a transport current in a hard
superconductor

M. L. Nesterov, T. M. Slipchenko, and V. A. Yampol’skii*
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It is predicted that the time dependence of the electric field at the surface of a superconducting
slab carrying a transport current will have jumps that occur as a result of the interaction
of the current with the field of the electromagnetic wave. A theoretical analysis of the phenomenon
is carried out in a simple model for arbitrary monotonic dependence of the critical current
density on the magnetic induction. The dependence of the value of the jump of the electric field
on the amplitude of the wave and the strength of the transport current is investigated. The
predicted effect can be observed experimentally by measuring the emf of a coil wound on the slab
in the plane perpendicular to the external ac magnetic field. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1943534#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinearity of the constitutive relation between the cu
rent density and the electromagnetic field in a conduct
medium leads to a breakdown of the superposition princ
and, hence, to interaction of electromagnetic waves insid
sample. The specific character of the nonlinearity of the m
dium is manifested in features of this interaction. For e
ample, in hard superconductors the interaction of waves
lead to the unusual effect of jumps on the time depende
of the electric fieldE(t) at the surface of the sample.1,2 The
conditions for the appearance of jumps of the electric fi
and also the amplitude of the jumps ofE(t) depend on the
amplitude of the interacting electromagnetic waves, their
quencies, and the initial phase difference. Jumps of the e
tric field can be observed in samples with different geome
This phenomenon has been observed experimentally in
lindrical samples of YBCO.1,2

In the present paper we show theoretically that jumps
the electric field at the surface of a sample should also a
under other experimental conditions, when asingle mono-
chromatic electromagnetic wave interacts with the transp
current.

The static and quasistatic electromagnetic propertie
hard superconductors are usually considered on the bas
the critical state model, which is valid over a rather wi
range of amplitudes and frequencies, when the leading
in the formation of the current-carrying capacity of a sam
is played by magnetic flux pinning. In the framework of th
model Maxwell’s equation for the distribution of the ma
netic inductionB in a superconducting sample has the fo

Curl B5
4p

c
Jc~B!

E

E
, ~1!

whereJc(B) is the critical current density. This equation
substantially nonlinear. The nonlinearity is due to both
dependenceJc(B) and the factorE/E on the right-hand side
of ~1!. The latter cause of nonlinearity is of particular inte
4981063-777X/2005/31(6)/7/$26.00
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est, since it is present only in hard superconductors and is
encountered in any other nonlinear media. The peculiar t
of nonlinearity of hard superconductors leads to a numbe
unique effects, e.g., to collapse of the transport curren3–5

and of the magnetization of the sample.6–8 The collapse of
the transport current is an effect wherein an external ac m
netic field causes the critical current flowing in the subs
face region of the superconductor to be displaced into
interior of the sample. The collapse of the magnetization
also an effect brought on by an ac magnetic field. Becaus
the specific electrodynamic properties of a hard superc
ductor, with increasing amplitude of the ac magnetic field
dc magnetization can be completely suppressed, i.e.,
sample becomes nonmagnetic. The phenomenon consid
in this paper also occurs as a result of the peculiar non
earity of hard superconductors.

In this paper the critical state model, generalized to
case of an arbitrary monotonic magnetic-field dependenc
the critical current density, is used in a detailed theoreti
investigation of the jumps of the electric field that occur d
to the interaction of the transport current with the ac ma
netic field, and we analyze the conditions for their appe
ance. We study the dependence of the amplitude of the ju
on the parameters of the problem, such as the value of
critical current density, the wave amplitude, the sam
thickness, etc. As an example we consider the jumps of
electric field in the limiting case when there is no depe
denceJc(B).

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We consider an infinite superconducting slab of thic
nessd with a transport currentI flowing along it. We assume
that all the fields and currents depend only on one spa
coordinatex along an axis directed perpendicular to the sla
The origin x50 is placed at one of the surfaces of th
sample. A specified currentI flows along they axis and
creates at the surface of the sample a magnetic field orie
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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along thez axis and equal to6HI (HI52pI /cD, whereD
is the linear dimension of the sample along the self-magn
field of the current!.

The sample carrying transport currentI is placed in an
ac magnetic fieldH(t)5H0 cosvt directed parallel to the
surface of the sample along the self-magnetic field of
transport currentHI ~along thez axis!. The ac electric field
that arises in this case is directed along they axis ~see
Fig. 1!.

To solve the problem it is convenient to write the critic
current density in the form

Jc~B!5
Jc~0!

c~B!
. ~2!

We shall assume that the functionc(B) is smooth and mono
tonically increasing, withc(0)51.

In the geometry under consideration the system of M
well’s equations has the form

H ]F~B~x,t !!

]x
52

4p

c
Jc~0!sgn~Ey!,

]E

]x
52

1

c

]B

]t
,

~3!

where

F~B!5E
0

B

c~B* !dB* .

The boundary conditions on the system of Eqs.~3! are

B~0,t !5H0 cosvt1HI ,

B~d,t !5H0 cosvt2HI . ~5!

Here we neglect the jump of the magnetic induction at
surface of the sample due to the Meissner currents. This
be done if the characteristic values of the magnetic fields
much greater than the first critical fieldHc1 .

The nondissipative transport current in the slab alw
has a value below the critical. It follows that 0<HI,Hp ,
where Hp is the so-called penetration field. Its physic
meaning is as follows. When the amplitude of the externa
magnetic field has the valueHp the electromagnetic wav
penetrating into the sample just reaches the center of
sample. The value ofHp is the solution of the equation

F~Hp!52pJc~0!d/c. ~6!

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem.
ic
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We note that in the case when the critical current densit
independent of the magnetic induction, the functionc(B)
51 andF(B)5B. Then the penetration field takes the val
Hp5Hp052pJc(0)d/c.

Below we shall consider only the case

HI,Hp , ~7!

when there is a transport-current-free region near the ce
of the sample. As the following analysis shows, condition~7!
is a necessary condition for the appearance of jumps in t
of the electric field at the surface of the slab. Furthermore
is necessary for the appearance of jumps that the ampli
of the ac signalH0 exceed a certain threshold valueH0

(t) :

H0.H0
~ t ! , H0

~ t !5Hp2HI . ~8!

For finding the distribution of the magnetic and elect
fields in the sample it is convenient to introduce the dime
sionless quantities

j5
2x

d
, t5vt, b~j,t!5

B~x,t !

Hp0
, h05

H0

Hp0
,

E05
vdHp0

2c
, hI5

HI

Hp0
, h0

~ t !5
H0

~ t !

Hp0
, e5

E

E0
. ~9!

The system of Eqs.~3! and the boundary conditions on it ar
written in the new notation as follows:

H ]F~b~j,t!!

]j
52sgn~e~j,t!!,

]e

]j
52

]b~j,t!

]t
;

~10!

b~0,t!5h0 cost1hI ,

b~2,t!5h0 cost2hI . ~11!

3. EVOLUTION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAGNETIC
INDUCTION IN THE CASE OF LOW AMPLITUDES

Let us consider the evolution of the magnetic field d
tribution inside the sample. We begin with the case wh
there is no jump of the electric field at the surface:

H0,H0
~ t ! , h0,h0

~ t ! . ~12!

According to the boundary conditions~11!, at the time
t50 the functionF(b) reaches its maximum values, equ
to F(h06hI), at the two boundaries of the slab. In acco
dance with the critical state model, at that time the elec
field is equal to zero everywhere inside the superconduc
As time goes on, the magnetic inductionb(j,t) in the
sample decreases, and an electric field is induced in the
Two subsurface regions with nonzero electric field appear
these regions the sign of the derivative]b(j,t)/]j is nega-
tive. In other regions the electric field remains equal to ze
and the distribution of the functionb(j,t) retains the shape
it had at the initial timet50.

At the timet5p the external magnetic field reaches
minimum value, the electric field inside the superconduc
again goes to zero, and the distributionF(b(j,t)) takes the
shape of broken line3 in Fig. 2a. Then, in the intervalp
.t.2p, the functionF(b(j,t)) in the subsurface regions o
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the superconductor increases with time~see Fig. 2b!. At the
time t52p the external magnetic field again reaches
maximum value.

The solution of the equation of the critical state~10! with
boundary conditions~11! gives the following results for the
function F(b(j,t)):

F~b~j,t!!56j1const. ~13!

When the external magnetic field reaches a maxim
value, at

t50, ~14!

the distribution of the magnetic induction@more precisely,
the functionF(b(j,t))] is described by the expression

F~b~j,t!!55
2j1F~hI1h0!, 0,j,j0

~2! ,

0, j0
~2!,j,j0

~3! ,

2~j22!1F~2hI2h0!, j0
~3!,j,j0

~4! ,

~j22!1F~2hI1h0!, j0
~4!,j,2.

~15!

The distribution is of the form given by line1 in Fig. 2a,
with three breaks:

j0
~2!5F~hI1h0!, ~16!

j0
~3!521F~2hI2h0!, ~17!

j0
~4!5211/2@F~2hI2h0!2F~2hI1h0!#. ~18!

At subsequent times, for

0,t,p, ~19!

the field distributionF(b(j,t)) acquires two more breaks i
addition to those already mentioned:

FIG. 2. Evolution of the distribution of the functionF(bj,t) inside the
sample in the case of low amplitudes (h0,h0

(t)): in the time interval 0,t
,p ~a!, for p,t,2p ~b!.
a

j0
~1!51/2@F~hI1h0!2F~hI1h0 cost!#, ~20!

j0
~5!5211/2@F~2hI1h0 cost!2F~2hI1h0!#, ~21!

and takes the form shown by line2 in Fig. 2a:

F~b~j,t!!

55
j1F~hI1h0 cost!, 0,j,j0

~1! ,

2j1F~hI1h0!, j0
~1!,j,j0

~2!

0, j0
~2!,j,j0

~3! ,

2~j22!1F~2hI2h0!, j0
~3!,j,j0

~4! ,

~j22!1F~2hI1h0!, j0
~4!,j,j0

~5! ,

2~j22!1F~2hI1h0 cost!, j0
~5!,j,2.

~22!

The external magnetic field and, hence, the funct
F(h(t)) reaches a minimum when

t5p. ~23!

At that time the graph of the distributionF(b(j,t)) has the
shape shown by line3 in Fig. 2a:

F~b~j,p!!55
j1F~hI2h0!, 0,j,j0

~1! ,

2j1F~hI1h0!, j0
~1!,j,j0

~2! ,

0, j0
~2!,j,j0

~3! ,

2~j22!1F~2hI2h0!, j0
~3!,j,2

~24!

with breaks at points that can be found from formulas~20!,
~16!, and~17!.

At subsequent time, for

p,t,2p, ~25!

F(h(t)) increases at the surface of the sample and the e
tric field also increases. The graph of the distributi
F(b(j,t)) acquires two additional breaks at the points

j0
~0!51/2@F~hI1h0 cost!2F~hI2h0!#, ~26!

j0
~6!5221/2@F~2hI1h0 cost!2F~2hI2h0!#, ~27!

and the distribution itself has the shape shown by line2 in
Fig. 2b:

F~b~j,t!!

55
2j1F~hI1h0 cost!, 0,j,j0

~0! ,

j1F~hI2h0!, j0
~0!,j,j0

~1!

2j1F~hI1h0!, j0
~1!,j,j0

~2! ,

0, j0
~2!,j,j0

~3! ,

2~j22!1F~2hI2h0!, j0
~3!,j,j0

~6! ,

~j22!1F~2hI1h0 cost!, j0
~6!,j,2.

~28!

The graph of the field distribution at the time

t52p ~29!

is the same as at the initial timet50 and coincides with line
1 in Fig. 2a.
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4. EVOLUTION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION IN
THE CASE OF LARGE AMPLITUDES

In this Section we consider the more interesting case

H0.H0
~ t ! , h0.h0

~ t ! , ~30!

when a jump appears in electric field at the surface of
sample. As will be shown below, under conditions~30! at a
certain instantt5t jump the position of the points separatin
the regions in which]b(j,t)/]t50 and ]b(j,t)/]tÞ0
changes abruptly, and that implies a jump in the rate at wh
magnetic flux is ‘‘swept out’’ of the sample.

The solution of the equation of the critical state~10! with
boundary conditions~11! gives the following results for the
distribution of magnetic induction in different time interval

Broken line1 in Fig. 3a illustrates schematically the di
tribution F(b(j,t)) in the slab at the starting timet50.
There is one break point, which is found from the equati

j0
~8!5111/2@F~hI1h0!2F~2hI1h0!#, ~31!

and the distribution itself has the form

F~b~j,0!!5H 2j1F~hI1h0!, 0,j,j0
~8! ,

~j22!1F~2hI1h0!, j0
~8!,j,2.

~32!

FIG. 3. Evolution of the distribution of the functionF(bj,t) inside a
sample in the case of large amplitudes (h0.h0

(t)): in the time interval 0
,t,p ~a!, for p,t,2p ~b!.
e

h

At subsequent time, in the interval

0,t,t jump
~1! , ~33!

the distributionF(bj,t)) is described by the formula

F~b~j,t!!

55
j1F~hI1h0 cost!, 0,j,j0

~1! ,

2j1F~hI1h0!, j0
~1!,j,j0

~8! ,

~j22!1F~2hI1h0!, g0
~8!,j,j0

~5! ,

2~j22!1F~2hI1h0 cost!, j0
~5!,j,2

~34!

~see line2 in Fig. 3a!. The break pointsj0
(1) and j0

(5) that
arise in this case were encountered previously above. T
values are found from formulas~20! and ~21!, respectively.

At the time

t5t jump
~1! ~35!

the graph of the distributionF(bj,t)) takes the form shown
by broken line3 in Fig. 3a:

F~b~j,t jump
~1! !!

5H j1F~hI1h0 cost jump
~1! !, 0,j,j0

~7! ,

2~j22!1F~2hI1h0 cost jump
~1! !, j0

~7!,j,2

~36!

with a single break point

j0
~7!51/2@F~2hI1h0 cost jump

~1! !2F~hI1h0 cost jump
~1! !#11.

~37!

A jump of the electric field arises at the time determin
by the relation

cost jump
~1! 51/h0$F

21@F~hI1h0!22#1hI%. ~38!

Here the symbolF21 denotes the inverse function, an
@F(hI1h0)22# is the argument of that function.

In the next time interval, for

t jump
~1! ,t,p, ~39!

the break point remains in its previous position, and the d
tribution F(bj,t)) takes the form

F~b~j,t!!5H j1F~hI1h0 cost!, 0,j,j0
~7! ,

2~j22!1F~2hI1h0 cost!, j0
~7!,j,2.

~40!

At the time t5p the graph of the distribution has th
form of broken line4 in Fig. 3a and is described by th
following expression:

F~b~j,t!!5H j1F~hI2h0!, 0,j,j0
~7! ,

2~j22!1F~2hI2h0!, j0
~7!,j,2.

~41!

In the time interval

p,t,t jump
~2! ~42!

the distribution of the magnetic induction@more precisely,
the functionF(bj,t))] is given by the formulas
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F~b~j,t!!55
2j1F(hI1h0 cost), 0,j,j0

(0) ,

j1F(hI2h0), j0
(0),j,j0

(7) ,

2(j22)1F(2hI2h0), j0
(7),j,j0

~6! ,

~j22!1F~2hI1h0 cost!, j0
~6!,j,2.

~43!

The graph of the distribution has the form of line2 in Fig.
3b, with three breaks at the pointsj0

(7) , j0
(0) , andj0

(6) . Their
positions are found from formulas~37!, ~26!, and ~27!, re-
spectively.

When the conditiont5t jump
(2) holds, the electric field a

the surface of the sample again takes a jump. The timet jump
(2)

can be found from the formula

cost jump
~2! 51/h0$F

21@F~2hI2h0!22#2hI%. ~44!

At that instant the graph of the distributionF(b(j,t)) is as
illustrated by line3 in Fig. 3b:

F~b~j,t jump
~2! !!

5H 2j1F~hI1h0 cost jump
~2! !, 0,j,j0

~9! ,

~j22!1F~2hI1h0 cost jump
~2! !, j0

~9!,j,2
~45!

with a single break point

j0
~9!51/2@F~2hI1h0 cost!2F~hI1h0 cost1hI !#11.

~46!

In the time interval

t jump
~2! ,t,2p ~47!

the external magnetic field grows to its maximum value. T
graph of the distributionF(bj,t)) ‘‘slides’’ upward without
changing shape, and the break pointj0

(9) maintains its posi-
tion. After the field reaches a maximum value the cycle
scribed above repeats anew.

5. STUDY OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD AT THE SURFACE OF
THE SAMPLE

In this Section we calculate the values of the elec
field at the surface of the slab at different points in time a
find the values of the jumps in it. We take as the observa
quantity the electromotive force~emf! in a coil wound di-
rectly on the sample~see Fig. 1! in a plane perpendicular to
the direction of the ac magnetic field. The value of the em
related to the electric field at the surface of the sample by
relation

«5@E~d!2E~0!#Ln, ~48!

whereL is the length of the slab along the current, andn is
the number of turns in the coil. In the case under discuss
the emf is described by the formula

«52
Ln

c E
0

d ]B

]t
dx. ~49!

We introduce to dimensionless quantities. For this
normalize the emf of the induction to its characteristic va
«0 :

«05E0Ln, e5
E

E0
5

«

«0
. ~50!
e

-

c
d
le

s
e

n

e
e

Then we rewrite Eq.~49! in the following way:

e52E
0

2 ]b~j,t!

]t
dj. ~51!

For finding the emf of the induction we note that

]F~b~j,t!!

]t
5c~b~j,t!!

]b~j,t!

]t
, ~52!

]F~b~j,t!!

]j
5c~b~j,t!!

]b~j,t!

]j
52sgn~e~j,t!!.

~53!

We first consider the case of low amplitudes~12!, when
no jump of the electric field occurs. Then during the first h
period 0<t<p, i.e., during a monotonic decrease of th
external magnetic field, the emf of the induction is given
the expression

e5h0 sint@c~hI1h0 cost!#~2hI1h0 cost1b~1!!

2c~2hI1h0 cost!~2hI1h0 cost2b~5!!, ~54!

whereb(1) andb(5) are the values of the magnetic inductio
at the corresponding break points. They can be expresse
terms of the inverseF functions:

b~1!5F21$1/2@F~hI1h0!1F~hI1h0 cost!#%, ~55!

b~5!5F21$1/2@F~2hI1h0!1F~2hI1h0 cost!#%.
~56!

In the second half periodp<t<2p, when the external
magnetic field is decreasing, the emf of the induction has
form

e5h0 sint@c~2hI1h0 cost!#~2hI2h0 cost2b~6!!

2c~hI1h0 cost!~2hI2h0 cost1b~0!! ~57!

with the following values of the field at the break points:

b~0!5F21$1/2@F~hI2h0!1F~hI1h0 cost!#%, ~58!

b~6!5F21$1/2@F~2hI2h0!1F~2hI1h0 cost!#%.
~59!

Let us now turn to the case of large amplitudes. In t
first half period, 0<t<p, in the time interval~33! ~up to the
first jump! the behavior of the emf is described by the sa
formula ~54! as for small amplitudes. In the interval~39!
~after the first jump! the emf depends on time as

e5h0 sint@c~hI1h0 cost!#~2hI2h0 cost1b~7!!

2c~2hI1h0 cost!~2hI1h0 cost2b~7!! ~60!

with the value of the field at the break point, which is foun
from the formula

b~7!5F21$1/2@F~h0 cost jump2hI !

1F~hI1h0 cost jump!#11%. ~61!

In the second half period we observe a picture symmetric
the one described above. Until the second jump the em
the induction is described by the relation~57! found above,
and after the second jump it is described by formula~60!.
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Let us determine the value of the jump of the emf. F
this we find the difference of the emfs of the induction d
rectly before and after the jump:

De5h0 sint@c~hI1h0 cost!#~b~7!2b~1!!

2c~2hI1h0 cost!~b~7!2b~5!!. ~62!

As an example, let us consider the limiting case wh
the critical current density is independent of field. Such
case can be realized, e.g., in the presence of an addit
strong external magnetic field with a value much greater t
Hp . In such a situationc(b)51, F(b)5b. Then the condi-
tion for the appearance of jumps of the emf is

HI,Hp , H0,H0
~ t ! , ~63!

where Hp52pJcd/c, and H0
(t)5Hp2HI is the threshold

amplitude of the magnetic field. The formula for the value
the jump in emf takes the form

De54hIA~12hI !~h01hI21!. ~64!

Analytical results obtained in neglect of the magne
dependence of the critical current density are convenie
presented in graphic form. Figure 4 shows graphs ofe(t) for
hI50.5 and two different amplitudes of the ac field. It is se
that the emf jumps appear more distinctly in Fig. 4a, i.e.,
the case of not too low amplitudes. Figure 5a demonstr
the square-root growth of the jump with increasing amp
tude of the ac magnetic field. Figure 5b shows the dep
dence of the value of the jump on the current strength~on the
parameterhI).

As is seen in Fig. 4, on average over the period of
magnetic field the emf in a coil wound on the sample is eq
to zero. At the same time, it has been shown9,10 that in the
given situation the period-averaged electric field in the s
is nonzero. To see this, it is sufficient to do a simple analy
of the dynamics of the change of the distribution of the m

FIG. 4. Jumps in the time dependence of the emf at values of the ampl
of the ac fieldh050.8 ~a! and 3.0~b!.
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netic induction in the sample with the aid of Figs. 2 and 3
is clear that in the course of each period of the ac field
certain magnetic flux is ‘‘pumped through’’ the sample fro
left to right, and its movement generates a dc componen
the electric field. In the experiment proposed here the
component of the field cannot be detected, since, accor
to Eq. ~48!, the coil actually registers the difference of th
electric fields at the two opposite surfaces of the slab.

We conclude with a numerical estimate of the value
the emf jump in the proposed experiment. In a coil conta
ing 100 turns wound on a ceramic sample 1 mm thick b
cm square, with a critical current density of 1 kA/cm2 at a
frequency of 100 Hz, an easily measurable emf jump of
order of 1–2 mV is induced.

The authors are grateful to E-H. Brandt, L. M. Fishe
and G. P. Mikitik for helpful discussions of the results of th
study.
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Short-period oscillations of the resistivity and magnetoresistance in Co ÕCu„111…
superlattices on mica
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In a study of@Co(8 Å)/Cu(dCu)(111)#20 superlattices grown by magnetron sputtering it is found
that the resistivityrs and relative magnetoresistanceDR/Rs in magnetic fieldsH515 kOe
oriented parallel or perpendicular to the layers exhibit oscillations as the thickness of the copper
spacer layers is varied in the rangedCu56 – 40 Å. Extrema ofrs andDR/Rs are observed
at dCu5nd(111) , wheren is an integer or half-integer andd(111)52.087 Å is the distance between
~111!Cu planes, with a distance between adjacent maxima or minima equal to 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5
and 3d(111) . When the magnetic field deviates from the plane of the layers the magnetic-field
dependence of the resistivity exhibits an additional maximum due to a feature of the
magnetization of the layers in the superlattice in an inclined field. The oscillations ofrs and
DR/Rs are accompanied by oscillations of the magnetic anisotropy constants in synchrony with
them. Analysis of the experimental data and theoretical calculations of the orientation of the
magnetic moments of the layers when a magnetic field perpendicular to the layers is turned on
allows one to explain the observed effects wherein the roughness of the interfaces between
layers varies nonmonotonically with increasingdCu, leading to oscillations of the bilinear and
biquadratic exchange interactions of the Co layers. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943535#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The giant magnetoresistance~MR! in multilayer systems
of nonmagnetic and ferromagnetic metals is usually ma
fested in structures with an antiferromagnetic~AF! exchange
interaction of neighboring magnetic layers across the n
magnetic spacers.1 In such structures the relative magneto
sistanceDR/Rs ~see below! and the exchange interaction e
ergyJ1 of the layers are oscillatory functions of the thickne
dnm of the nonmagnetic spacers, and the maxima ofDR/Rs

are observed at the same values ofdnm as the maxima ofJ1 .
In intervals ofdnm in which the ferromagnetic~F! interaction
is manifested,DR/Rs takes on relatively small values. For
Co/Cu superlattice~SL! one observes 3–4 maxima ofDR/Rs

at values ofdnm which are multiples of;9 Å,2–7 in good
agreement with the theoretical calculations of the period
the oscillations of the exchange interaction, first predicted
Ref. 8 ~see also Refs. 9 and 10!.

Numerous mechanisms have been proposed for exp
ing the giant MR, including bulk-spin-dependent a
boundary-spin-dependent scattering of electrons, variatio
the potential relief for electrons with opposite spin directio
when the magnetic field is turned on, and scattering on st
5051063-777X/2005/31(6)/11/$26.00
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tural defects~see, e.g., the review11 and papers12–14!. Further-
more, the same high level of MR has also been observe
Co/Cu superlattices in the absence of AF interaction of
Co layers;15 this suggests the possibility of alternativ
mechanisms of giant MR. Despite detailed theoretical ana
sis, the main mechanism governing the level of MR in sp
cific magnetic SLs, e.g., Co/Cu, still remains unclear.

In this paper we present data on new, never-before
served oscillations of the resistivity and magnetoresistanc
Co/Cu superlattices as the thicknessdCu of the Cu layers is
varied, with anomalously small distances between max
(;1 – 2 monolayers of Cu!. Ferromagnetic resonance~FMR!
studies of these same SLs revealed oscillations of the m
netic anisotropy and resonance linewidth which were in s
chrony with oscillations of the resistivity and magnetores
tance; these will be described in a separate paper.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE SAMPLES AND THE
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The samples were grown by successive condensatio
Co and Cu on a mica substrate at room temperature with
use of magnetron sputtering in a vacuum apparatus wit
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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residual atmosphere of;1026 torr at an argon pressure o
1.331023 torr. The layer thicknesses were determined
multibeam optical interferometry with an accuracy of 2%
better. The samples, 1030.15 mm in size, consisted of
copper underlayer~50 Å! on the mica, on top of which 20
Co/Cu bilayers were formed. The upper layer of copper
all the samples had a thickness of 12.5 Å. The thicknes
the Co layers was fixed at 8 Å, and the thickness of
copper spacers was varied from 6 to 40 Å. The rate of c
densation of Co and Cu were 0.45 and 0.58 Å/s, respectiv

According to electron microscope studies, the samp
removed from the mica had a polycrystalline structure. T
~111!Cu plane was parallel to the surface of the substr
without any preferred orientations of the other crystal
graphic planes of the grains with respect to the mica. T
cobalt and copper layers grow epitaxially on each other. T
grain boundaries pass through the whole thickness of
sample practically perpendicular to the mica surface~i.e.,
one grain spans the thickness of the sample!. The grains have
an equiaxed form in the plane of the sample. The grain s
did not vary greatly, having values;80– 100 Å indepen-
dently ofdCu, although fordCu>30 Å one also encounters
small fraction of grains with sizes;120 Å. These data sug
gest that the grain size is set by the first layer of cop
condensed~the 50 Å layer!, upon which the Co/Cu superla
tice is formed. As a result, the crystal structure is a set
columnar grains highly elongated along the normal to
surface.

We note that our results correlate with the known pu
lished data. In particular, in Ref. 16 analogous colum
structure was obtained in the magnetron sputtering
@Co(10 Å)/Cu(20 Å)#15 superlattices on an underlayer
copper 350 Å thick~the grain size was also;350 Å). How-
ever, in the growth of@Co(11 Å)/Cu(dCu)#6 on an under-
layer of Ru~50 Å! under the same conditions of Co and C
condensation by this same research group17 the grain size
was found to be strongly dependent on the thickness of
copper spacers; for example, atdCu59 and 43 Å the grain
size was 30–50 Å and 100–200 Å, respectively, and sev
grains fit across the thickness of the sample; the formatio
columnar grains was suppressed by recrystallization p
cesses occurring directly during growth of the layers.

A low-angleq22q x-ray scan showed the presence
two peaks and a set of weakly damped oscillations of
intensity of the reflected x-ray beam, attesting to the unif
mity of the thickness of the samples, the low roughness
the interfaces between layers, and the presence of period
in the superlattice.

Hysteresis loops were recorded using a vibromagnet
eter. The magnetoresistance was measured in direct cu
at a field of up to 17 kOe directed parallel or perpendicula
the current in the plane of the sample or perpendicular to
SL layers. For some samples we measured the MR in m
netic fields directed perpendicular to the current and at
angleq (0 – 90 °) to the normal to the surface of the sam
~this angle was set to an accuracy of;0.5°).

The measurements showed that the Co/Cu structure
a relatively low coercive forceHc . For example, for the
samples withdCu58, 13.5, and 37 Å it had valuesHc'30,
36, and 22 Oe, respectively. Their hysteresis loops ha
y
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ratio Mr /Ms;0.8 (Mr is the remanent magnetization of th
sample atH50, andMs is the saturation magnetization in
field H5Hs), and the magnetization of the samples vari
rapidly in the field region below;100 Oe and increase
weakly at high fields. These facts suggest that the AF in
action of the Co layers in these SLs either is absent o
masked by regions with F interaction around magnetic sh
of Co atoms,7,18,19which should be localized in the region o
large-angle grain boundaries and places where three gr
come together. We note that weakening of the AF interact
is promoted by a relatively high pressure of the resid
atmosphere20,21and, especially, of oxygen20 during growth of
Co/Cu SLs and also by nonoptimality of the Co lay
thickness.22 Under the vacuum conditions of the present e
periment one cannot expect a strong AF interaction betw
Co layers.

3. OSCILLATIONS OF THE RESISTIVITY AND
MAGNETORESISTANCE

Measurements of the magnetic-field dependence of
resistivity shows that the shape of theR(H) curves depends
on the orientation of the magnetic field relative to the pla
of the sample and the current direction~Fig. 1!. If the mag-
netic field lies in the plane of the sample perpendicular to
current, R(H) has the usual shape for multilayers, wi
maxima atH56Hc ~Refs. 2 and 17!. When the magnetic
field is parallel to the current one observes shallow mini
in the low-field regionH;Hc , apparently due to the aniso
tropic magnetoresistive effect in the Co layers, and the
maximum, after which the behavior ofR(H) differs little
from that for the case of orthogonal orientation of the fie
and current.

In a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of t
sample, in addition to the small low-field maximum a seco
maximum, atH5H* (;1.76– 6.24 kOe), was observed fo
some of the samples~see Fig. 2!. When the field direction

FIG. 1. MagnetoresistanceR(H) of a Co/Cu superlattice with a thickness o
the copper spacer layersdCu512 Å for different angles of deviationq of the
magnetic fieldH from the direction normal to the surface of the sample
the the plane orthogonal to the current. The shape of the curves is qu
tively the same in the angle intervalq;20– 90°.
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deviates from the normal to the surface of the sample in
plane perpendicular to the current by an angleq>3 – 15° the
second maximum is smeared out, and only a hump rem
on theR(H) curve, and forq>10– 35° that hump vanishe
completely and theR(H) curve takes the usual form. In re
gions neardCu'15 and 18 Å and also fordCu>30 Å, the
second maximum on theR(H) curves is absent~the bound-
aries of these regions are shown by the vertical dashed
in Fig. 2!. A similar form of modification of theR(H) curves
was observed previously in one of the first papers on g
MR for Ag/Co superlattices23 when the magnetic field devi
ates from the normal to the sample in the plane pass
through this normal and the current direction, but the auth
did not offer any explanation for this effect. An analogo
form of the R(H) curves was obtained fo
@(NixFe(12x)Ag(12y)#/Ag structures in a field perpendicula
to the layers24 and also for Fe/Gd superlattices in a magne
field parallel to the layers,25 and this was explained by
change of the angle between the magnetization of the o
nally antiferromagnetically oriented Fe and Gd layers, st
ing at some threshold field.

The dependence of the relative magnetoresista
DR/Rs on dCu for different orientations of the magnetic fiel
is shown in Fig. 3. HereDR5DR11DR2, where DR1

5Rmax2R0 and DR25R02R(Hs), and Rmax is the maxi-
mum value ofR(H), R05R(H50), R(Hs)5Rs is the re-
sistance of the samples in a fieldH515 kOe, at whichR(H)
is close to saturation. The relative MR has some characte
tic features. The level ofDR/Rs is rather low, which is not
surprising in view of the nonoptimal conditions of samp
preparation. In all of the intervals of thicknessesdCu the
values ofDR/Rs turned out to have its largest value for
field orientation perpendicular to the current in the plane
the sample except at the largest thicknesses of the co
spacers, and the smallest values when the magnetic field
directed perpendicular to the plane of the layers. In the c
when the field was parallel to the current, the MR was som
what smaller than in the case of a field perpendicular to
current in the plane of the sample. This difference has b

FIG. 2. Values of the fieldH* at which the second maximum ofR(H) is
observed and of the ratio (DR1/DR2)* for Co/Cu multilayers in a magnetic
field perpendicular to the plane of the samples as functions of the thick
dCu of the copper spacer layers. Here and below, the vertical dashed
show the values ofdCu5nd(111) , where n is an integer andd(111)

52.087 Å is the distance between~111! Cu planes. The arrows directe
upward and downward and the vertical hash marks indicate the position
the maxima, minima, and inflection points of (DR/Rs)* versusdCu .
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mentioned in the literature15,26 and was explained by two
factors: the anisotropic magnetoresistive~AMR! effect for
ferromagnetic materials,27 and the intrinsic anisotropy of the
giant magnetoresistance.28–30The DR/Rs curves for the dif-
ferent orientations of the magnetic field behave similarly e
cept in the regiondCu;20– 25 Å.

The most remarkable feature of theDR/Rs curves for all
three magnetic-field orientations is their oscillatory charac
with the extrema of the curves observed at values of
copper spacer thicknessdCu equal to an integer or half
integer number of interplane distances for the Cu~111!
planes:d(111)52.087 Å ~the thicknessesnd(111) are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 by the vertical hash marks labeled by the nu
ber n above them. The distances between maxima~or be-
tween minima! of DR/Rs are very small, considerably les
than the characteristic known period 9 Å for Co/Cu
superlattices.2–7 In particular, these distances are equal to
1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3d(111) , i.e., the largest of them does no
exceed;6 Å. The smallest period of oscillations with re
spect todCu that we know of was observed in a study31 of
photoemission from copper films on~001!Co and had a value
equal to a thickness of 2.360.1 atomic layers of~001!Cu
~this corresponds to the theoretically expected value for
interlayer exchange coupling and the period of modulation
the density of states at the Fermi level for the correspond
quantum wells8–10!. We note that for Fe/Cr~001! structures,
short-period~2.1 atomic layers of Cr! oscillations of the ex-
change coupling32 and magnetoresistance33 have been ob-
served which are due to features of the topology of the Fe
surface of Cr.34 Theoretical calculations of the exchange i
teraction in Co/Cu superlattices8–10 and quantum size effect
for electronic states35 cannot give such small (;1 – 1.5
atomic layers! periods of oscillations ofJ1 or of the electron
density of states for any orientation of the copper layers,
it is therefore necessary to look for another explanation
the short-period oscillations of the relative MR.

The oscillations ofDR/Rs5Dr/rs are caused by oscil
lations ofDr andrs . Figure 4 shows plots ofDr i

2 , Dr i
1 ,

andrs
i . Here and below the sub/superscriptsi and' refer to

orientations of the magnetic field in the plane of the lay
parallel to and perpendicular to the current, and* indicates

ss
es

of

FIG. 3. Dependence of the relative magnetoresistanceDR/Rs of Co/Cu
superlattices on the thicknessdCu of the copper spacers in a magnetic fie
lying in the plane of the sample perpendicular (DR/Rs)' or parallel
(DR/DRs) i to the current or directed normal to the plane of the samp
(DR/Rs)* .
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an orientation with the field perpendicular to the layers.
It is seen in Fig. 4 that the extrema of (DR/Rs) i corre-

spond to the extrema ofDr i
2 andrs

i ~since the value ofDr i
1

is much smaller thanDr i
2 , we shall focus mainly on the

behavior ofDr i
21) except for the maxima atdCu55d(111)

and 12.5d(111) ~for convenience in Fig. 4 the positions of th
extrema of DR/Rs are indicated by arrows pointing u
~maximum! or down~minimum!. The inflection point on the
step atdCu57.5d(111) also corresponds to maxima ofDr i

2

and rs
i . For dCu59d(111) all three quantitiesDr i

2 , Dr i
1 ,

and rs
i have a maximum, which apparently should cor

spond to a step in this region ofdCu ~not shown in Fig. 3!.
The positions of the extrema ofDr i

2 andrs
i coincide com-

pletely starting atdCu.5d(111) , while at smallerdCu they do
not coincide. Remarkably, the extrema ofDr i

2 andrs
i that do

coincide with respect todCu are of the same type, i.e
minima or maxima. An important circumstance is that t
maxima and minima of (DR/DRs) i coincide with the
maxima and minima ofDr i

2 and rs
i except in the region

dCu,5d(111) and the pointdCu58.5d(111) ~near 18 Å!, where
minima of Dr i

2 , Dr i
1 , and rs

i and a maximum of
(DR/DRs) i are observed. The position of the extrema
Dr i

1 , as a rule, also coincide with the extrema ofDr i
2 and

rs
i ~see Fig. 4!. In particular, the absence of an extremum

Dr i
1 at dCu511.5d(111) has made its so that an extremum

(DR/DRs) i is not observed at that thicknessdCu, although
Dr i

2 andrs
i have maxima there.

We note that our Co/Cu SLs have a higher level of
sistivity rs

i in comparison with the published data. For e
ample, for@Co(11 Å)/Cu(dCu)#20 the value ofr(H50) is
approximately equal to 23 and 17mV•cm for dCu59 and 18

FIG. 4. Resistivityrs
i of a Co/Cu superlattice in the state of saturation in

magnetic fieldH515 kOe directed parallel to the current and the values
Dr i

2 ~a! andDr i
1 ~b! as functions of the thicknessdCu of the copper spac-

ers. The arrows and hash marks indicate the position of the singular p
of (DR/DRs) i .
-

f

f

-

Å, respectively.3 For a SL with dCo515 Å and dCu59 Å
prepared by another research group4 a similar value,rs

520.3mV•cm, was obtained. These values are appro
mately three times lower than the corresponding levels ors

i

for our SLs.
Using the known relation36 for copper,rlCu5750 mV

•cm• Å ~where lCu is the mean free path of electrons
copper! and neglecting for estimation the difference betwe
cobalt and copper, we obtain the following values of t
electron mean free path for samples withdCu59 Å (rs

i

568.5mV•cm), 18 Å (rs
i
546 mV•cm), and 40 Å (rs

i

520 mV•cm): l'10.9, 16.3, and 37.5, respectively. In th
whole range ofdCu from 6 to 40 Å the value ofl is less than
the superlattice periodL5dCu1dCo and close todCu ~some-
times larger and sometimes smaller thandCu). This suggests
strong scattering of electrons on impurities and interface
the SL. The cause of this scattering cannot be grain bou
aries, since the mean size of the grains is much greater
l. It is clear that at such small values ofl even in the pres-
ence of AF ordering of the Co layers one cannot expect
appreciable value of the MR and relative MR in our SL
since the appearance of giant MR requires thatl at least be
considerably larger thanL.

In this regard we note that in choosing the argon pr
surePAr for the sputtering of the Co and Cu targets we to
into account the circumstance37,38 that the value ofDR/Rs is
strongly dependent onPAr . For example, in Ref. 37 for a
@Co(19 Å)/Cu(9.5 Å)#40 superlattice, decreasingPAr led to
an increase ofDR/Rs ~at room temperature! from ;2% at
PAr'11.25 mtorr to;39% atPAr53 mtorr. Record values
of DR/Rs for Co/Cu SLs have been obtained atPAr

53.25 mtorr (DR/Rs565%)39 and PAr53.75 mtorr
(.80%)20 ~in the latter case, for a Co/Cu~111! SL, decreas-
ing PAr to 1.5 mtorr led to a drop ofDR/Rs to 75%!.40

Furthermore, decreasing the argon pressure led to a
crease of the roughness of the interfaces between Co an
layers, although it was accompanied by some enhancem
of the mixing of the Co and Cu layers.37 For this reason we
decided to investigate what will happen at a low argon pr
sure in the hope of obtaining structures with extrem
smooth layers in view of the absence of roughness on a
strate of fluorophlogopite. Apparently our too severe regi
of deposition of the Co and Cu layers led to a certain mix
of the layers and to high resistivity of the samples.

We note that for many SLs, e.g., Al/Ni, Al/Ag,41

Ni/Cu,42 and Pd/Au,43 the resistivityr is inversely propor-
tional to the SL period; this relationship, which agrees w
the predictions of the theory of the classical size effect
superlattices,43 holds under the condition that the ma
mechanism of electron scattering is due to the interfaces
tween layers. For our samplesrs

i (L) can apparently be con
sidered to be a more complicated function of 1/L, containing
a term proportional to 1/L and an oscillatory admixture~see
Fig. 5!.

For the magnetic SLs Ni/Cu~Ref. 44! and Co/Ni~Ref.
45! in zero magnetic field one observes oscillations ofr0 as
a function of the layer thickness, the nature of which has
been conclusively established. For Co/Ni this effect is app
ently due to features of the electron spectrum of the SL45

For a Co/Cu SL3 the oscillations are due to oscillations of th
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AF interaction of the Co layers. We do not know of an
papers on metallic SLs in which thickness oscillations ofrs

are described except for Ref. 45 on Co/Ni SLs, where
period of the oscillations with respect todCo and dNi were
approximately 20 Å.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Let us examine the possible explanations for the
served oscillations ofDR/Rs , Dr, andrs . In the theory of
the giant MR, oscillatory dependence on thickness due
superlattice effects of quantization of the electron spectr
have been considered in a number of papers,46 but those
theoretical models did not take into account the concr
form of the energy bands of the SL. When recently dev
oped methods of calculating the MR with the real ene
structure of the SL taken into account are applied to
Co/Cu system,47–49 they apparently cannot give oscillation
of the MR with a period of one or two atomic layers. It
therefore natural to look for another explanation for the
cillations of DR/Rs , Dr, andrs .

In the theoretical analysis of the causes of the osci
tions of r and the MR it can be assumed that there ex
several mechanisms governing the level of resistance w
depend on the magnetic field. The first of these, which
responsible for the giant MR in antiferromagnetically o
dered SLs, is due to the spin-dependent scattering of e
trons in the interior of the layers and at the interfaces
tween them, and the effective manifestation of th
mechanism requires that the electrons cross several i
faces before scattering~i.e., L,lSL). The contribution of
this mechanism to the resistance is determined by the a
w between the directions of the magnetic moments of a
cent layersM1 andM2 , and in the case whenM1 andM2 are
parallel to the layers it is well described by the relation

@r~H !2rs#;sin2~w/2!~w50 at r~H !5rs!.

This relation has been confirmed experimentally for curr
directions both parallel to and perpendicular to the
layers,28,29,50although some deviations from this dependen
are also observed. This dependence has been justified
retically in the framework of the classical51,52 and
quantum-mechanical47,52,53 calculations of the conductivity
of magnetic SLs~more-complex behavior of the MR is als

FIG. 5. Plot of the resistivityrs
i of a Co/Cu superlattice~see Fig. 4! as a

function of L21, the reciprocal of the multilayer periodL5dCu1dCo .
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theoretically possible, with the appearance of a maximum
a certain value ofw!.52,53 In the case of AF ordering of the
magnetic layers atH50 the anglew5p, and the value of
@r(H)2rs# ~and therebyDr i

2) reaches its maximum pos
sible value. In the case of ferromagnetic ordering of the l
ersw50, and the this contribution vanishes.

The presence of a rather strong biquadratic interaction
the layers~see Appendix! can lead to an additional noticeab
rotation of the magnetic moments of adjacent layers b
certain angle, so that the anglew(H50)5w0 turns out to be
less than 180° in the case of an antiferromagnetic interac
and greater than zero for a ferromagnetic interaction,
therefore in the AF case the biquadratic interaction w
lower the value ofDr i , while in the F case, on the contrar
it will give rise to magnetoresistance.

As a rule, the value ofDR/Rs is small in the case of a
ferromagnetic interaction of the SL layers, but a case
known15 in which a Co/Cu SL grown by molecular bea
epitaxy exhibited giant MR of the same scale (;40%) in the
absence of AF interaction as for a SL with AF coupling.
that case the giant MR effect is due to suppression by
magnetic field of electron scattering on thermal fluctuatio
of groups of spins of the Co atoms, which are apparen
localized at monoatomic steps or are islands of Co atoms
the surface of smooth parts of the Co films. Furthermore,
external magnetic field should suppress the scattering
electrons on fluctuations of the magnetic field generated
steps54 and superparamagnetic complexes of Co atoms.

A third mechanism is that of anisotropic spin-orbit sca
tering, which leads to the well-known AMR effect,27 and
when the magnetic momentM deviates from the current di
rection it gives a negative~for Co! contribution to the resis-
tance which is proportional to the square of the sine of
angle between the momentM and the current.

To explain the oscillations ofDr, rs , and DR/Rs , we
shall make two main assumptions. The first is that the rou
ness of the interfaces in our SL is an oscillatory function
dCu. For copper films it has been predicted theoretically t
their roughness oscillates as the film thickness increa
with a characteristic oscillation step of one or two atom
layers of copper.55 Such oscillations should be observed
the case of a sufficiently high surface mobility of the atom
being condensed~in our case this condition is satisfied! and a
layer-by-layer mechanism of film growth. According to th
oretical estimates,56 they should lead to noticeable corre
sponding oscillations of the resistance of the film. Analogo
effects should also be manifested in superlattices.57 The sec-
ond assumption is the presence of an appreciable biquad
interaction of neighboring magnetic layers in our SLs, whi
leads to a change of the anglew betweenM1 andM2 in the
absence of magnetic field.

The energies of the bilinearJ1 and biquadraticJ2 inter-
actions depends strongly on the roughness of the interfa
between layers. One of the main mechanisms proposed
the formation ofJ2 is directly related to this roughness58 ~the
growth ofJ2 when roughness appears!. In particular, experi-
ments on a@Co(10 Å)/Cu(9 Å)#50 superlattice~the first AF
peak ofDR/Rs) have shown that for smooth layers the re
tive MR reaches 65% at room temperature and falls to 3
with increasing roughness of the interfaces.59 Here the rela-
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tionship betweenJ1 and J2 changes fromJ1 /J2'2.7 to
J2 /J1'3. Calculations of the orientation of the magne
moments of neighboring layersM1 andM2 for our SLs in a
magnetic field perpendicular to the layers are given in
Appendix. It follows from those calculations that under t
conditionuJ1u/2J2,1 the biquadratic interaction will lead t
a change of the anglew0 . The value of this change, whic
influences the value of the first contribution to the MR, w
increase with increasing interfacial roughness and will be
oscillatory function ofdCu, according to our first assump
tion.

These assumptions can also account for the appear
of the second maximum on theR(H) curves for magnetic
fields orthogonal to the substrate and the oscillatory beha
of the fieldH* (dCu) at which the second maximum ofR(H)
is observed. Indeed, if the biquadratic interaction is relativ
weak, i.e.,uJ1u/2J2.1, then the anglew0 for the AF and F
interactions of the layers will equal 180° and zero, resp
tively. With increasing magnetic field the angleu between
the field direction and the magnetic moments of the lay
will gradually decrease from 90° to zero~for a constant
anglec5w0 between the projections ofM1 andM2 on the
plane of the sample!, and there is no reason for a maximu
to appear onR(H). If, however,uJ1u/2J2,1, then the angle
w0 is different from 180° or zero, and with increasing fie
~up to a certain value! a decrease ofu occurs, the anglew
remains equal tow0 , and the anglec tends toward 180° for
either sign of the bilinear interaction. In this field region o
expects a decrease ofR(H) due to the AMR effect if the
contribution of the first mechanism to the MR depends o
on the anglew. Starting with a certain value of the field the
can be a situation in which the anglew starts to grow (w
.w0), reaching a maximum~at c5180°), and then falls
monotonically to zero at high fields for which the magne
moments of the layers will be oriented along the field. In t
case the nonmonotonic trend ofw will give rise to the corre-
sponding maximum ofR(H). In the case of large roughnes
and/or smalluJ1u, when the anglew0 is close to 90°, the
maximum should vanish. Then only a ‘‘hump’’—a feature
the form of a smeared step—remains on theR(H) curve. The
dependence of the fieldH* on dCu should be largely deter
mined by the parameteruJ1u/2J2 , i.e., by the dependence
J1(dCu) andJ2(dCu), which, in turn, are intimately related t
the interfacial roughness.

Let us analyze the dependence ofDr andrs on the in-
terfacial roughness. For a ferromagnetic interaction of
magnetic layers enhancement of the roughness should le
growth ofDr for any orientation of the magnetic field owin
to an increase of the anglew0 and the contribution of the firs
MR mechanism, the enhancement of the scattering on
‘‘dangling’’ spins of Co atoms found at the interfaces of t
layers, and to a slight decrease ofDr because of the AMR
effect, which because of the relative smallness of the con
bution in our case@which is attested to by the smallness
the difference (DR/Rs)'2(DR/Rs) i] should not alter the
overall picture of the growth ofDr with increasing rough-
ness. In the case of an AF interaction, with increasing rou
ness the second and third mechanisms will alterDr in the
same direction as for the F interaction. However, the con
bution of the first mechanism toDr should decrease becau
e
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of the decrease of the anglew0 and of the electron mean fre
pathl with increasing roughness. The value ofrs increases
with increasing roughness in all cases.

Thus in the case of a ferromagnetic interaction of t
layers or for an antiferromagnetic interaction if the first M
mechanism is not the governing one, growth of the rou
ness should case a simultaneous synchronous growth oDr
andrs . A decrease ofDr and increase ofrs with increasing
roughness is a sign of AF interaction. We note, however, t
in the general case this assertion can be incorrect. One
imagine a situation in whichw5180° and the layers of the
ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic metals are ideally smo
so that the reflection of electrons from the interfaces is
most total and specular. In this case the first MR mechan
is ineffective, since the electrons will be pent up in the f
romagnetic and nonmagnetic layers. Then the appearanc
roughness should lead to growth ofDr andrs . It can there-
fore be assumed that for AF interaction of the layers
largest relative MR should be achieved at a low, optim
level of roughness, since strong roughness sharply limits
value of l and lowers the giant MR effect. The conjectu
that there is an optimal structure of the Co/Cu interfac
from the standpoint of magnetoresistance was first mad
Ref. 60 on the basis of experimental data. In view of what
have said, the conjecture that specular scattering of elect
at the interfaces between layers is possible is confirmed
quantum-mechanical calculations for Co/Cu~111!
structures,49 which showed that part of the electrons found
the copper layers are pent up in these layers and cannot l
them ~if the interfaces are sufficiently smooth!, and this
‘‘channeling’’ effect can be one of the main mechanisms
the giant MR. On the other hand, calculations13 in which the
spin-dependent potential relief for electrons is taken into
count but the scattering inside the layers is assumed to
independent of spin give a MR that increases with increas
roughness. In Ref. 12 it was predicted that spin-depend
interfacial scattering would be enhanced with increas
roughness and with interchanges of Co and Cu atoms a
interfaces. It is seen from the examples given that the qu
tion of the role of roughness in the formation of the MR is
no means closed.

In our case the interfaces are far from optimal, and the
fore in the antiferromagnetic case we would expect grow
of rs and a decrease ofDr with increasing roughness for ou
SLs. It can also be shown that in the case of a ferromagn
interaction the value ofDR/Rs should behave with changin
roughness in a manner qualitatively similar toDr andrs .

The relations presented above can be used to explain
behavior of thedCu dependence ofDR/Rs , Dr i

2 , andrs
i ,

including the breakdown of synchrony of their oscillations
the region 15 Å<dCr<18 Å and also the noncoincidence o
the maxima ofDr i

2 andrs
i in the regiondCu'5d(111) . It is

natural to suppose that the maxima~minima! of rs
i also cor-

respond to the maxima~minima! of the roughness. Then syn
chrony in the behavior ofDr i

2 and rs
i for dCu.5d(111)

should mean either that the layers are ferromagnetic
coupled or that in this interval ofdCu the second MR mecha
nism is the main one. It is also natural to suppose that
layers have a ferromagnetic type of exchange interaction
almost the whole interval ofdCu values investigated~this
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agrees with the synchrony of the oscillations ofDR/Rs ,
Dr i

2 , andrs
i ) . Then the maximum ofH* (dCu) ~Fig. 2! at

dCu56.5d(111) should correspond to a minimum of th
roughness~and, apparently, to a minimum ofJ1) and to
minima ofDr i

2 andrs
i , as is observed. With decreasingdCu

there is a sharp increase in roughness, accompanied
sharp drop ofH* and vanishing of the second maximum
R(H) in the regiondCu;15 Å, where apparently the sign o
J1 changes from negative to positive, i.e., the ratiouJ1u/2J2

decreases sharply. Then the roughness decreases to
nessesdCu'8.5d(111) , and a peak appears on theH* (dCu)
curve at around 17 Å; this can be explained by two comp
ing processes—a decrease of the roughness, leading to
crease ofJ2 and growth ofH* , and an increase ofJ1 , lead-
ing to weakening of the influence ofJ2 and a decrease of th
field H* . At the pointdCu518 Å theR(H* ) curve is quali-
tatively similar toR(H i), and not only is there no sign of th
second peak ofR(H* ) but the curve is not even conve
there. Clearly the second peak of the AF interaction lies
this region. In this same region lie the maximum
(DR/DRs) i and the minima ofDr i

2 andrs
i . Apparently it is

the change of the type of coupling of the layers that has
to the disruption of the synchrony of the behavior of the
quantities. Despite the AF type of interaction in this regi
the quantitiesDr i

2 and rs
i behave in synchrony, and there

fore the second mechanism of MR should definitely be
erating here.

On further increase ofdCu in the interval from;18 to
;19 Å the growth of the roughness and the decrease oJ1

combine to give rise to a second maximum ofR(H) and to
growth of H* , which continues tilldCu'20 Å, apparently
because of the decrease ofJ1 and of the roughness in th
interval;19– 20 Å. FordCu>30 Å the second maximum i
not observed; this is due to a decrease of the param
uJ1u/2J2 , since the value ofJ1 , according to theory,58 should
fall off faster thanJ2 with increasingdCu.

The appearance of the first AF peak of the excha
coupling in the regiondCu'5d(111) can also explain the dis
agreement of the curvesDr i

2 and rs
i in the interval dCu

59 – 10.5 Å, where the first MR mechanism is apparen
the main one. Data on the magnetic anisotropy of our mu
layers, which were presented in a separate paper, compl
confirm the conclusions of our analysis of the behavior of
resistivity and MR and the energiesJ1 and J2 . They show
that an AF exchange interaction is manifested in the regi
dCu58 – 11 Å and;18 Å, with maxima atdCu;9 – 10 Å
and;18 Å, in agreement with the known data.1–10

That Dr andrs are related to the roughness is also su
ported by data on the differencesg5(DR/Rs)'2(DR/Rs) i

and b5(DR/Rs)'2(DR/Rs)* ~see Fig. 6!. It is seen from
Fig. 6 that these differences are oscillatory functions ofdCu

and thatb oscillates around a level of;0.35%. The oscil-
lations ofb andrs

i ~i.e., of the roughness! are in synchrony
except in the regionsdCu<12 Å anddCu515– 17 Å. Forg
there is not as clear a correlation withrs

i . One notices that
the maxima and minima ofg and b and also the plateau
regions on theg(dCu) curves are found at approximately th
same level. These results are clear evidence of anisotrop
the giant MR in respect to the orientation of the magne
field, which was discussed, for example, in Refs. 29 and
a
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Remarkably, the oscillations ofg and b are not attenuated
with increasingdCu, i.e.,Dr varies in proportion tors ~Refs.
29 and 30!. Completely different behavior of theg(dCu)
curve was observed for Co(70Å)/Cu(dCu)/NiFe(50 Å)/
FeMn(100 Å) spin valves.29 In this caseg was practically
independent ofdCu, in agreement with the predictions of th
theory.30 That theory implies that the sign ofg can change,
and for our SLs that occurs in the regiondCu;39 Å.

The difference ofb ~and g! can be represented in th
form b5b11b2, b65(DR6/Rs)'2(DR6/Rs)* . If we
assume for simplicity that the domain structure of the sam
at H50 is the same for the MR measurements in fieldsH'

andH* , thenb2'Rs* /Rs
'21. Sinceb1!b2, the oscilla-

tions ofb are determined mainly by the ratioRs* /Rs
' , which

oscillates in synchrony with the roughness. If it is assum
that the AMR contribution to the resistanceRs is the same
for these magnetic field orientations, it can be conclud
from this that theRs* is more sensitive thanRs

' to a change
of roughness. The relatively large value ofb (;0.2– 0.5%)
may be due to the large difference in the efficiency of p
cesses of magnetic-field suppression of thermal fluctuat
of the spins of the Co atoms for the two different field o
entations. Forg one cannot neglect the componentg1,
which gives an appreciable contribution and apparen
causes the asynchrony in the behavior ofg and the rough-
ness.

We note that when the magnetic field deviates from
direction normal to the sample by an angleq the relative MR
(DR/Rs)(q) for samples withdCu57 and 12 Å, for angles
q>20° is well described by the relation (DR2/Rs)(q)

FIG. 6. The quantitiesg5(DR/Rs)'2(DR/Rs) i ~a! and b5(DR/Rs)'

2(DR/Rs)* ~b! for Co/Cu superlattices as functions of the thicknessdCu of
the copper spacers. The arrows and vertical hash marks indicate the po
of the extrema and inflection points of (DR/Rs)',i .
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2(DR2/Rs)*5Asinq, while for smaller angles one observe
a minimum of this dependence at angles;5° ~Fig. 7!. We
note that for Co/Ag superlattices23 the largest value of
(DR/Rs)(q) was observed atq545°. For a Fe/Cr~001!
superlattice,61 in which because of the biquadratic exchan
interaction the magnetizations of neighboring Fe layers w
noncollinear in zero magnetic field, the resistance of
samples decreases monotonically with increasing field.
anglesq&25° the form of theR(H,q) curves changed, the
resistance of the samples increased in proportion toH2,
reached a maximum atH<8 kOe, and then fell rapidly, and
the maximum ofR(H) was reached at the point of a secon
order phase transition.61 Although the authors did not give
any data for (DR/Rs)(q), it is clear that the relative MR
reaches the highest values in the region of anglesq,25°.
We have not yet found an explanation for the behavior og,
b, and the angular dependences of the MR; all of these q
tions require further analysis. Apparently one can say that
appearance of features in the form of extrema~in fields H
@Hc) on theR(H,q) curves forq,90° is due to the rathe
high level of biquadratic interaction of the magnetic layer

5. CONCLUSION

For Co/Cu~111! superlattices with a fixed thickness o
the Co layers~8 Å!, deposited on mica by magnetron spu
tering, it is found that the resistivity at saturationrs ~at H
515 kOe), the magnetoresistanceDr, and the relative mag
netoresistanceDR/Rs exhibit unusual oscillations as th
thicknessdCu of the copper spacers is increased from 6 to
Å. The extrema ofrs , Dr, andDR/Rs occur at thicknesse
dCu which are integer or half-integer numbers of copp
monolayers~i.e., d(111)52.087 Å is the distance betwee
~111!Cu planes!, and the distance between adjacent maxi
or minima are equal to 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3d(111) . The mag-
netic anisotropy constantkm and the ferromagnetic reso
nance linewidth undergo analogous oscillations, which w
be described in detail in a separate paper, and complete
chrony of the oscillations ofrs , Dr, DR/Rs , and km is
observed. The behavior of the curves of the resistance o

FIG. 7. Plot of the ratioZ5@(DR2/Rs)(q)2(DR2/Rs)* #/@(DR2/Rs)'

2(DR2/Rs)* # for Co/Cu superlattices with copper spacer thicknessesdCu

57 ~m! and 12 Å~d! as a function of the angleq between the magnetic
field, perpendicular to the current, and the normal to the plane of the m
tilayers. The values atq55° areZ523.5331024 and 21.1531023 for
dCu57 and 12 Å, respectively~the value atq510° is Z51.7731024 for
the sample withdCu57 Å). The curve shows the function sinq.
re
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samples as a function of magnetic field,R(H), changes
qualitatively when the field deviates from the plane of t
samples. Besides the maxima ofR(H) at fields H56Hc

(Hc is the coercive force of the samples!, a second broad
maximum or a characteristic ‘‘hump’’ appears at fieldsH
@Hc .

Theoretical calculations of the direction of the magne
moments of the layers in a field orthogonal to the plane
the sample and an analysis of the experimental data sug
that the cause of the oscillations ofrs , Dr, andDR/Rs and
the magnetic anisotropy constants is the nonmonotonic va
tion of the roughness of the interfaces between layers and
resulting oscillations of the bilinear (J1) and biquadratic
(J2) exchange interactions of neighboring ferromagnetic l
ers. The change of the shape of theR(H) curves when the
field deviates from the plane of the samples is due to
appreciable value of the biquadratic interaction and evide
should be observed for samples withuJ1u/2J2,1, since for
samples with thickness valuesdCu for which this inequality
does not hold, no modification of theR(H) curves is ob-
served. The same conclusion was reached by the autho
Ref. 58, where analogous behavior ofR(H) was observed.
Therefore the study of the angular and field dependenc
rs , Dr, andDR/Rs in conjunction with theoretical calcula
tions allows one in principle to draw contains about the p
cesses of magnetization in superlattices and the variatio
the bilinear and biquadratic interactions of the layers as
thickness of the magnetic and nonmagnetic consituent
the superlattices are varied.
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APPENDIX

Field dependence of the orientation of the magnetic
moments of layers in structures of the Co ÕCu„111… type in a
magnetic field perpendicular to the substrate

We considerN magnetic layers coupled by exchang
interactions across spacers of a nonmagnetic material. In
caseN@1 or for spin-valve structures withN52 the energy
functional has the typical form for a two-sublattice magn
We write the energy functional in the form used in Ref.
~the magnetic field and thez axis are perpendicular to th
layers!:

F5(
i 51

2 H k@~ni
xni

y!21~ni
zni

y!21~ni
xni

z!2#

1
m

2
~ni

z!22h~ni
z!J 1

1

2
J1~n1•n2!1

1

2
J2~n1•n2!2.

~A1!

HereJ1 is the Heisenberg~bilinear! energy energy,J2 is the
energy of the biquadratic interaction,k is the cubic anisot-
ropy energy,h is the Zeeman energy in an external field,m is
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the magnetization energy, andni is a unit vector in the direc-
tion of the magnetic momentM i of the layer.

In a coordinate system in which the normal to the sam
is directed along the@111# axis and the axesx and y are
oriented along the@11̄0# and@112̄# directions, respectively
we have

F5(
i 51

2 H kS 1

4
sin4 q i1

1

3
cos4 q i2

&

3
sin3 q i sin 3w i D

1
m

2
cos2 q i2h cosq i J 1

1

2
J1@ ...#

1
1

2
J2@ ...#2, @ ...#5cosq1 cosq2

1sinq1 sinq2 cosc, c5w12w2 . ~A2!

Here we have used a spherical coordinate system
which u i is the angle between the magnetic momentM i of
layer i and thez axis,w i is the angle between the projectio
of M i on the plane of the layers and thex axis. Because the
regions with uniform magnetization~domains! are much
larger ~by many orders of magnitude! than the grain size in
Co/Cu superlattices and there are no preferred orientation
the @11̄0# and @112̄# directions relative to the substrate, th
functional F must be averaged over all the grains within
domain, and that causes the contribution of the third term
the sum~A2! for F to vanish. Thus the functionalF is de-
pendent on three variables:q1 , q2 , andc.

Analysis of the minima of the functional~A2! gives the
following results. Stable states of the magnetization co
spond to equality of the anglesq1 and q2 , i.e., q15q2

5q. All possible states of the magnetic structure lie in fo
regions on the phase diagram in the coordinates (J1 ,J2),
shown in Fig. 8~it has been shown experimentally and the
retically that the value of the biquadratic interactionJ2 is
non-negative!. The boundaries of regions I–IV are dete
mined by the straight lineubu51, where the parameterb
5J1/2J2 is a measure of the relative strength of the Heis
berg and biquadratic interactions.

In region I (J1,0, ubu.1), with a ferromagnetic ex-
change interaction of the layers, at arbitrary magnetic fi
the anglec between the projectionsM1 andM2 on the plane
of the layers remains constant and equal to zero (cosc51).
The relation between the angleq and the magnetic fieldh is

cosq5
h

m
1d,d>S h

mD S k

mD S 12
7

3

h2

m2D ,udu!U h

mU.
~A3!

With increasing field the magnetic momentsM1 andM2

deviate from the plane of the layers, and at fieldsh>m
14k/3 they are aligned perpendicular to the substra
Analogous processes occur in the case of AF interaction
the layers (J1.0) in region III (b.1, cosc521), for
which

cosq5
h

m
1d1D, D5S h

mD S 2J2

m D F ~12b!22
h2

m2G ,
ud1Du!

h

m
. ~A4!
e
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in
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r

-

-

d

.
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However, in regions II, III, and IV the magnetization o
the layers will be perpendicular to the plane of the sample
fields h>m14k/31(J112J2).

In regions II and IV the magnetic moments of the laye
are noncollinear, and at zero magnetic field the anglec(H
50)5c0 is determined by the relation cosc52b, i.e., with
increasingJ2 this angle changes from zero to 90°~at J2

→`) in region II and from 180° to 90° (J2→`) in region
IV. The dependence of the anglesc andq on magnetic field
is determined by relation~A3! and the equation

cosc52
b1cos2 q

sin2 q
, ~A5!

which correspond to stable states of the magnetic struc
for cos2 q<(12b)/2. Here the equals sign determines th
valuehcr of the magnetic field at which the anglec reaches
its largest possible value, equal to 180°~i.e., cosc521). On
the other hand, the stable state with cosc521 is also
reached in the field region in which cos2 q>(12b)/2, and
the relation betweenq and h is given by Eq.~4!. We note
that the stable states corresponding to a minimum of
functional F are possible under the conditionm
17k(h/m)2.0 in the region of angles 90°.q>0. Since
expressions~A3! and~A4! differ from each other by the term
D, at the field h5hcr a transition should occur from th
branch of the function cosq(h) described by relation~A3! to
the ‘‘high-field’’ branch~A4!. When the field reacheshcr the
angleq will jump to a larger~if D(hcr),0) or smaller~if
D(hcr).0) value. Substituting the value

hcr

m
>A12b

2 H 12S k

mD F12
7

6
~12b!G J ~A6!

into the functionD, we obtain

D~hcr!>~12b!A12b

2 S 2J2

m D S 2k

m D F12
7

6
~12b!G .

~A7!

It follows from ~A7! that D(hcr),0 if k@7b21#,0,
i.e., if b,0, k.0; b.1/7, k,0, or b,1/7, k.0. After the
jump ~for h.hcr) the angleq gradually decreases to zer
according to the law~A4!.

FIG. 8. Diagram of the magnetic states of Co/Cu superlattices for diffe
relationships between the energies of the bilinear (J1) and biquadratic (J2)
exchange interactions.
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In regions III and IV the jump inq mentioned above
should be reflected in the form of the field dependence of
resistance. For the first MR mechanism we can use for e
mation the relation

R5Rs1DR sin2~w/2!, ~A8!

wherew is the angle betweenM1 andM2 :

cosw5sin2 q cosc1cos2 q. ~A9!

In the field regionh<hcr we obtain, using Eq.~5!,
cosc52b5cosc0, i.e., the anglew remains constant an
equal toc0 . For h.hcr we have cosw52 cos2 q21. The
jump of cosw for D(hcr),0 causes a spike of sin2(w/2) and
of the resistance, and therefore the first MR mechanism
give rise to a second maximum onR(H) at k.0, while in
the AF regiondCu;10.5 Å for J1,2(J2/7). Here from Eq.
~6!, taking into account thatk/m!1, we obtain hcr /m
;A12b, i.e., upon an increase of the roughness, leadin
an increase ofJ2 , the values ofubu and hcr decrease forb
,0, i.e., the fieldH* in the ferromagnetic region shoul
increase when the interfaces between layers bec
smoother~see the peak ofH* at dCu513.5 Å in Fig. 2!. In
the AF region ~e.g., neardCu510.5 Å), on the contrary,
growth of the roughness should cause an increase inH* .

The contribution to the resistance from the AMR effe
is proportional to sin2 V, whereV is the angle between th
magnetization and current:

RAMR2DRAMR sin2 V. ~A10!

For each of the magnetic layers

sin2 V5cos2 q1sin2 q sin2S c

2
1n

p

2 D , ~A11!

wheren50 for c<90° andn51 for c.90°. Here we have
taken into account the circumstance that our samples ha
highly elongated shape. The energy due to the shape an
ropy will make it so that forc<90° the projection of the
magnetic momentsM1 andM2 of the layers on the plane o
the sample will be directed at equal angles to the axis of
sample in the absence of magnetic field. As the field is
creased~in regions II and IV! the anglec will increase, and
at c590° an additional, jumplike 90° rotation of the proje
tions of the moments will occur. Analysis of the behavior
the AMR resistance as a function ofc shows that whenc
increases fromc0 to 90° the resistance decreases, and ac
590° a small downward jump of the resistance occurs. T
in the interval 180°>c.90° the AMR resistance will re-
main constant. Atc5180° a jumplike increase in the resi
tance will occur~for D(hcr),0), followed by a smooth de
crease. Thus the AMR mechanism of MR should also lea
a second maximum ofR(H* ). The second MR mechanism
due to scattering on thermal fluctuations of the spins of
Co ions, apparently should also lead to a spike of the MR
D(hcr),0. Thus all three of the main MR mechanisms c
explain the appearance of the second maximum. Since
first mechanism and the AMR mechanism are not domin
in our case, the field dependence of the resistance doe
exhibit regions of constant resistance because of the in
ence of the the second, main mechanism of MR. In addit
because of the finite number of layers there can be notice
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deviations of the behavior of their magnetizations in co
parison with the case of an infinite number of layers.
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A Heisenberg ferromagnet~F! with spin S51/2, found in a spin-liquid~SL! state at temperatures
above the Curie pointtC , is considered. In this spin-liquid state there is no long-range
magnetic order but the short-range order is preserved, and the spin correlation functions are
isotropic. The spin liquid is described in the framework of a second-order theory by the method of
temperature Green functions. The main thermodynamic characteristics of the spin liquid are
found as the result of a self-consistent numerical solution of a system of three integral equations.
The Curie pointtC

1 , at which the dc magnetic susceptibility at wave vectorq50 diverges,
is determined. A comparison of the thermodynamic characteristics of the system in the F state
(t<tC , spin-wave theory! and in the SL state (t>tC

1) is made. It is shown thattC
1

.tC , and a modification of spin-wave theory in whichtC reaches the valuetC
1 is indicated. At

the point of the F-SL phase transition the spin correlation functions suffer a finite
discontinuity, and with increasing temperature they fall off} 1/t. The heat capacity of the
ferromagnet att→tC goes to infinity, while in the SL state the heat capacity remains finite at the
point tC

1 and falls off fort@tC
1 in proportion to 1/t2. The susceptibility obeys the Curie-

Weiss law. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943536#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Heisenberg model with the Hamiltonian

H52
1

2
I(

f,D
SfSf1D , S51/2, ~1!

where I .0, f are sites of the three-dimensional crystal l
tice, andD are vectors joining thez nearest neighbors, ha
been intensively studied for many decades. Although an
act ferromagnetic ground state is known, there is still
exact solution of the model at arbitrary temperature. Bel
the Curie temperatureTC , in the ferromagnetic state, a spin
wave description is used, while aboveTC , in the nonmag-
netic state, the characteristics of the system are calcul
with the aid of high-temperature expansions~thermodynamic
perturbation theory!. Both theoretical approaches are pr
sented in Tyablikov’s book,1 where the efficiency of the two
time temperature Green function method for describing
properties of a ferromagnet atT<TC is demonstrated.

In this paper we make the assumption that above
Curie point the system goes to a spin-liquid~SL! state, i.e.,
an F-SL phase transition occurs. The SL state is chara
ized by isotropicity of the spin correlators, so that in th
phase the symmetry of the Hamiltonian is recovered. T
spin liquid is described by the Green function method in
framework of a second-order theory.2–4 From the system of
self-consistent equations we calculate the thermodyna
properties of the SL. A comparison of the characteristics
the system in the F state atT→TC ~from below! and in the
SL state atT→TC ~from above! shows that a jump~discon-
tinuity! of the correlation functions and heat capacity occ
at the Curie point.

From here on we shall use the dimensionless Ham
tonian h5H/zI; all the energy parameters are rendered
5161063-777X/2005/31(6)/6/$26.00
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mensionless by dividing byzI, including the temperature
t5kBT/zI, tC5kBTC /zI. The energy of the system pe
bond in units ofI is written in the form

e~t!5
^H&

1

2
zNI

52@K1~t!1L1~t!#, ~2!

where

K15
1

N (
f

1

z (
D

^Sf
1Sf1D

2 &,

L15
1

N (
f

1

z (
D

^Sf
zSf1D

z & ~3!

are the transverse and longitudinal correlators in the first
ordination zone~for nearest neighbors!, N is the number of
sites in the lattice, and the thermodynamic limitN→` is
understood. Representation~2! is formally exact. The behav
ior of the correlators is substantial different in the Ft
<tC) and SL (t>tC) states.

It should be stressed that we use a dimensionless t
peraturet and dimensionless Curie temperaturetC , so that it
is possible to apply the theory to a wide class of substan
In magnetic insulators the value of the Curie temperatureTC

can vary widely, from tens to hundred of kelvin. One c
point to ferromagnets with rather low values ofTC : for ex-
ample, in CuVxCr22xS4 compoundsTC58 – 75 K, depend-
ing on the doping, and the compounds of divalent europi
EuF2 , EuI2 , and EuSe have Curie temperaturesTC52, 5,
and 7 K, respectively,6 etc.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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2. FERROMAGNETIC STATE AND SPIN-WAVE THEORY

To avoid having to cite the far-flung standard referen
for the spin-wave theory of ferromagnetism, let us give
account of its main consequences. It is well known that i
a second-order theory~linear theory of spin waves!, as the
equation of motion for the spin operatorSf

1 is linearized with
the use of the Tyablikov decoupling. The commutator Gre
function has the form

^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v
F5

2s̄

v2«q
, «q5 s̄~12gq!, ~4!

where s̄5 s̄(t)5^Sf
z&, s̄(0)51/2 ~the averages are unde

stood in the sense of Bogolyubov quasi-averages!, Sq
1 is the

Fourier transform of the spin operator, and

gq5
1

z (
D

exp~ iq"D!.

Using the spectral theorem, we obtain an equation for
order parameters̄:

s̄5
1/2

1

N
(q cothS s̄~12gq!

2t D ~5!

and an expression for the transverse correlator:

K1~t!52s̄
1

N (
q

gq

e«q /t21
, K1~0!50. ~6!

At low temperatures Eq.~5! implies the Bloch 3/2 law.
The Curie temperaturetC is defined as the critical tempera
ture at which the magnetization of the ferromagnet vanish
i.e., s̄→0 at t→tC . In this limit, expanding the hyperbolic
cotangent in a series, we obtain from~5! and ~6!

tC5
1

4W
, K1~tC!5

W21

2W
, ~7!

where

W5
1

N (
q

1

12gq
~8!

is the Watson integral (W51.516 for a simple cubic lattice!.
In the neighborhood oftC the order parameter goes to ze
in a square-root manner:

s̄~t!5AAtC2t, A5), t→tC . ~9!

Unfortunately, a correct definition of the correlatorL1 in
the framework of spin-wave theory does not exist~its behav-
ior will be discussed below!. Therefore, the energy of th
ferromagnet is treated as that of an ideal Bose gas of m
nons with a dispersion law«q :

eF~t!5eF~0!1
1

N (
q

«qn~«q!,

n~«q!5FexpS «q

t D21G21

, ~10!

where eF(0)521/4 is the ground-state energy. Expandi
the solutions̄(t) of Eq. ~5!, one can calculate the specifi
heat
s
n
s

n

e

s,

g-

cF~t!5kB

]eF

]t
55 aS t

tC
D 3/2

1bS t

tC
D 5/2

1..., t!tC ,

)

4

tC

AtC2t
, t→tC ,

~11!

which diverges at the Curie pointtC .
In the ferromagnetic state the transverse correla

K1(0)50 is an increasing function of temperature (K1

}t3/2 for t→0) and reaches a maximum at the phase tr
sition pointtC . The longitudinal correlator has the opposi
behavior: it is maximum in the ground stateL1(0)51/4 and
decreases with increasing temperature, although the temp
ture dependenceL1(t) in general is unknown. If we use th
exact expression for the first moment

M15
1

N (
f

K S ]Sf
1

]t DSf
2L 5

s̄

2
1

K1

2
1L1

and its spectral representation in terms of Green function~4!

M1
Sp5E

2`

`

vJ~v!dv,

J~v!5
1

N (
q

exp~v/t!

exp~v/t!21

3S 2
1

p D Im^̂ Sq
1uS2q

1 uS2q
2 &&v1 i0

F ,

then from the equalityM15M1
Sp we obtain

s̄

2
1

K1

2
1L152s̄2F11

1

N (
q

~12gq!n~«q!G . ~12!

Relation~12! allows us to establish the temperature behav
of the longitudinal correlatorL1 in the framework of spin-
wave theory. Fort→tC , s̄→0 the right-hand side of~12!
goes to zero and, consequently,L1(tC)52K1(tC), i.e., the
longitudinal correlator becomes negative. This effect~the ap-
pearance of short-range ‘‘antiferromagnetic’’ order! has been
criticized repeatedly~see Ref. 1! and attests to the approx
mate character of the linear theory of spin waves. More
rious grievances against this theory are the fact that as
Curie pointtC is approached, the interaction of spin wav
and their damping are manifested in an essential way. I
customarily assumed5,6 that the spin-wave theory is valid fo
t<(2/3)tC . Nevertheless, its results will serve as a gui
for comparison with the spin-liquid theory.

3. SPIN LIQUID. GREEN FUNCTION AND CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS

At temperatures above the Curie point a ferromag
goes into a nonmagnetic state with short-range order. I
assumed that a spin liquid state arises. A spin liquid is
fined as a spatially homogeneous~on average! spin system in
which the correlation functions are isotropic,

KR5^Sf
1Sf1R

2 &52^Sf
zSf1R

z &, ^Sf
z&5 s̄[0, ~13!

depend only on the modulus of the distance between s
R5uRu (K051/2 for spinS51/2), and the average for an
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component of the spin operator at a lattice site is equa
zero,^Sf

a&50, a51,2,z. The expression for the energy~2!
in the SL state takes the form

eSL~t!52
3

2
K1~t!, t.tC . ~14!

The SL then is based on the second-order equation
motion for the spin operators and their linearization w
correction factors. The Green function has the form

^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v
SL5

2K1~12gq!

v22Vq
2 ,

Vq
25l2Eq

2, Eq
25~12gq!~11d2gq!. ~15!

Here K1 is the transverse correlator for nearest neighb
(K1>0), l25a1K1 , wherea1 is the correction factor aris
ing in the decoupling of the three-center averages, and
1d) is a rather involved combination of correction functio
in an ‘‘expanded’’ cluster~in the second and third coordina
tion zones!. The Green function~15! depends on three
temperature-dependent parameters,K1(t), l~t!, andd~t! ~or
a1 , l, andd!, which are to be calculated self-consistently

The Green function~15! corresponds to the spectral in
tensity

JSL~q,v;t!5
exp~v/t!

exp~v/t!21

K1~12gq!

Vq
@d~v2Vq!

2d~v1Vq!#, ~16!

according to which we find the Fourier transform of the c
relation function

^Sq
1S2q

2 &[K~q!5E
2`

`

JSL~q,v;t!dv

5
K1~12gq!

Vq
cothS Vq

2t D , t.tC . ~17!

Expanding expression~17!, we can calculate any spatial co
relation functions

KR5
1

N (
q

eiq"RK~q!, K~q!5(
R

e2 iq"RKR , ~18!

including

K05
1

2
5

1

N (
q

K~q!5
K1

l
I 0~l,d;t!, ~19!

K15
1

N (
q

gqK~q!5
K1

l
I 1~l,d;t!, ~20!

Kt5
1

z2 (
D,D8

KD2D85
1

N (
q

gq
2K~q!5

K1

l
I 2~l,d;t!,

~21!

where

I n~l,d;t!5
1

N (
q

12gq

Eq~d!
gq

n cothS lEq~d!

2t D , ~22!

Eq~d!5A~12gq!~11d2gq!, n50,1,2.
to

of

s

1

-

Analysis shows2–4 that Eqs.~19!–~21! are insufficient
for self-consistent calculation of the parametersK1 , l, andd,
and one more equation is needed. This is the equation for
second moment, the exact expression for which~i.e., the re-
sult of an exact calculation! in the SL state has the form

M25
1

N (
f

K S 2
]2Sf

1

]t2 DSf
2L 5

1

2 S Kt2
K1

z D , t.tC .

~23!

On the other hand,M2 can be calculated from the spe
tral representation

M2
Sp5

1

N (
q
E

2`

`

v2J~q,v;t!dv,

J~q,v;t!5
exp~v/t!

exp~v/t!21 S 2
1

p D Im^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v1 i0 .

Using formula~16! for JSL(q,v;t), we find

M2
Sp5lK1P~l,d;t!,

P~l,d;t!5
1

N (
q

~12gq!Eq~d!cothS lEq~d!

2t D . ~24!

EquatingM25M2
Sp, we obtain the equation

I 22
I 1

z
52l2P ~25!

~the arguments of the functions have been dropped!.
Thus a closed description of the properties of the s

liquid is obtained by a self-consistent solution of the syst
of three integral equations~19!, ~20!, and~25!. We write this
system of equations in terms ofl, d, and a1 in the form
(K15l2/a1)

1

2
5

l

a1
I 0~l,d;t!, A

l5I 1~l,d;t!, B

2l2P~l,d;t!5I 2~l,d;t!2
I 1~l,d;t!

z
, C

6 . ~26!

In the calculations the summation over the Brillouin zone
replaced by integral with a density of statesD(g) corre-
sponding to the dispersion lawgq in the three-dimensiona
lattice. The expressions that figure into~26! take the form

I n~l,d;t!5E
21

1

D~g!
12g

E~g,d!
gn cothS lE~g,d!

2t Ddg,

n50,1,2;

P~l,d;t!5E
21

1

D~g!~12g!E~g,d!

3cothS lE~g,d!

2t Ddg, ~27!

E~g,d!5A~12g!~11d2g!.

Thus instead of high-temperature expansions fort.tC

we have a temperature description of the system based o
concept of the spin liquid and its consequences, in the fo
the system of equations~26!.
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4. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY AND CURIE TEMPERATURE
OF A SPIN LIQUID

The dimensionless dynamic magnetic susceptibility,
definition,1 is equal to

x12~q,v!52 ^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v1 i0 . ~28!

In the SL state, because of the isotropy of the spin c
relatorsxzz(q,v)5x12(q,v)/2.

The static susceptibility (v50) of a spin liquid is found
from the Green function~15!:

x12~q;0![x~q;t!5
2

a1

1

12gq1d
, t.tC , ~29!

wherea15a1(t), d5d(t). We define the Curie tempera
ture tC

1 of the spin liquid by the relation

x21~0;tC
1!50, ~30!

which means that the static susceptibility atqÄ0 diverges at
t→tC

1 ~from above, i.e., with decreasing temperature!. Since
g051, it follows from ~29! and ~30! that d(tC

1)50. In the
vicinity of the tC

1 we have the following behavior of th
susceptibility:

x~0;t!5
2

a1~tC
1!d8~tC

1!

1

t2tC
1 , ~31!

whered8(t) is the derivative of the function at the pointtC
1 .

To calculatetC
1 it is necessary to solve the system

equations~26! at d50. The quantitiesl(tC
1), a1(tC

1), and
tC

1 are subject to calculation. A numerical solution of t
system for a simple cubic~sc! lattice with z56 leads to the
result

tC
150.171, l~tC

1!50.403,

a1~tC
1!51.332, K1~tC

1!50.422. ~32!

The ferromagnetic Curie point calculated according to sp
wave theory for an sc lattice has the valuetC50.165, and
K1(tC)50.174. A comparison of the results of spin-wa
theory and spin-liquid theory~32! shows thattC

1.tC ; this
inequality is typical for high-temperature expansions.1,5,6

Although the value obtained for the differenceDt5tC
1

2tC50.006 is small, it can be assumed that the true Cu
point is tC

1 . One can propose a variant of the theory
which tC reaches the valuetC

1 . If the spin-wave theory is
constructed using Callen decoupling,1 then the following
modification of the spectrum is obtained:

«q→«q5 s̄~11aK1!~12gq!, ~33!

wherea is thea priori unknown Callen decoupling param
eter, the choice of which is nonunique. Equation~5! with
spectrum~33! leads to the following expression for the Cur
temperature:

tC5
11aK1~tC!

4W
, ~34!

where the value ofK1(tC) remains as before@see Eq.~7!#.
From the conditiontC5tC

150.171~for an sc lattice! one can
find the Callen decoupling parametera; it is equal to 0.213.
In this manner we match the values of the Curie poin
y

r-

-

ie

,

eliminating the ‘‘no-man’s land’’Dt. Then in relation~9! the
coefficienta253/1.03752.89. The jumpDK150.052 at the
Curie point has fundamental significance.

The expression for the susceptibility~31! in a small
neighborhood of the pointtC

1 has the form of a Curie–Weis
law. The high-temperature asymptotics forx(t)
52/a1(t)d(t) for t@tC can be found analytically. In this
limit a1(t)→1 ~the spins become practically uncorrelated!,
d(t)@(12gq), and the argument of the hyperbolic cota
gentlEq(«)/2t!1. Expanding the hyperbolic cotangent in
series, we obtain from Eqs.~19! and ~20! or, equivalently,
from ~A! and ~B! of system~26!,

d~t!→4t, l~t!→ 1

A8zt
, K1~t!→ 1

8zt
, t@tC .

~35!

These asymptotic expressions imply the Curie lawx(t)
→1/2t, and also the boundedness of the spectrum of exc
tions Vq5lEq(d)→A(12gq)/2z.

5. RESULTS OF A NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE SPIN LIQUID

The system of equations~26! was solved numerically
with the Mathcad program for a valuetC5tC

150.171 in
terms of the temperaturet5t2tC . The values of the param
etersl(t), a1(t), and K1(t) are presented in Fig. 1. Th
parameterd(t) is a practically linear function oft. Below we
derive the main characteristics of the spin liquid.

Susceptibility. The inverse susceptibility x21(t)
5a1(t)d(t)/2 is linear in the entire temperature range a
obeys the Curie-Weiss law

x21~t!52~t2tC
1!.

Spin correlations between nearest neighborsare de-
scribed by the transverse correlatorK1(t). The jump of the
transverse correlator at the phase transition point has
value DK1(tC)50.052, and its temperature behavior~with
the asymptotics}1/t) is presented in Fig. 2.

The heat capacityof a spin liquid,

cSL~t!5kBS ]PSL

]t D5kB

3

2 S 2
]K1~t!

]t D , ~36!

FIG. 1. Dependence of the decoupling parametera1 ~1!, the ‘‘stiffness’’
parameter of the spectrum,l ~2!, and the transverse correlator betwe
nearest neighbors,K1 ~3!, on the temperature differenceDt5t2tC

1 in the
spin-liquid state.
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has the asymptoticscSL(t)}1/t2, and at the phase transitio
point its numerical value is

cSL~tC!5
3

2
kB0.650.9kB .

The heat capacity in the ferromagnetic phase fort→tC di-
verges, in accordance with formula~11!, so that we have an
infinite jump of the heat capacity at the phase transit
point. The behavior of the specific heatc/kB in the entire
temperature interval is shown in Fig. 3. The results presen
for the temperature behavior ofx~t!, K1(t), and cSL(t)
characterize the spin liquid rather fully.

The long-range spatial spin correlations are convenie
characterized by thecorrelation length. In accordance with
formulas~17! and ~18! we have

KR5
1

N (
q

eiq"R
K1~12gq!

Vq
cothS Vq

2t D ,

where the summation is over the Brillouin zone. The sum
replaced by an integral, and the leading contribution to
integral is given by the region aroundq50, where 12gq
'q2/z ~for a sc lattice! andVq/2t!1. Using the expansion
of the hyperbolic cotangent for small values of the argume
we obtain

FIG. 2. Dependence of the transverse correlatorK1 on the relative tempera-
ture x5t/tC .

FIG. 3. Dependence of the specific heat on the relative tempera
x5t/tC.
n

d

ly

s
e

t,

KR'
v

~2p!3 E d3qeiq"R
K1~12gq!

Vq

2t

Vq

5
2tz

a1~t!

v
~2p!3 E d3q

eiq"R

q21k2 . ~37!

In expression~37! the correlation lengthj ~in units of the
lattice constant! has been introduced in the integrand in a
cordance with its definition:

1

j2 5k25zd; j~t!5
1

Azd~t!
5

1

2Az
2

1

At2tC
1

. ~38!

The integral in expression~37! is well known~see, e.g.,
Ref. 6! and for large values ofR we have

KR'
2tz

a1~t!

exp~2R/j~t!!

R
. ~39!

The divergence of the correlation length att→tC
1 is

evidence of a phase transition of the spin liquid to a fer
magnetic state with long-range order.

Let us consider still another characteristic of t
system—the average value of the square of the total s
^Stot

2 &, expressed in terms of its value per spin, i.e., the fu
tion

S2~t![
1

N
^Stot

2 &. ~40!

In the ferromagnetic ground state the square of the total s
is equal toS(S11)'N2/4; S2(0)5N/4 is a macroscopically
large quantity, and in the thermodynamic limitS2(0)→`.
We write the functionS2(t) in explicit form as

S2~t!5
1

N K (
f,m

SfSmL 5(
R

1

N (
f

^SfSf1R&

5
3

2 (
R

KR~t!, ~41!

where we have used the property of isotropicity of the s
correlators, which is a characteristic trait of the spin liqu
Comparing Eq.~41! with the definitions~18!, we obtain

S2~t!5
3

2
lim

q→0
K~q!5

3

2
K~0!. ~42!

From expressions~17! for K(q) we find in the given
limit

lim
q→0

K~q!5
2t

a1~t!d~t!
5x~t!t,

S2~t!5
3

2
x~t!t, t>tC

1 . ~43!

It follows from expression~43! that at the threshold of fer
romagnetic instability fort→tC

1 the functionS2(t) diverges
~becomes macroscopically large, as in the F state!, and at
t→` (t@tC

1) the functionS2(t)→3/4, i.e., we have a sys
tem of independent spins~a true paramagnet!.

In the SL state all of the spatial spin correlators are po
tive; in particular, the longitudinal correlator for the neare
neighborsL15K1/2.0. However, according to spin-wav

re
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theoryL1(tC),0. How can one interpret the sign ofL1? Let
us consider the wave function of a pair of nearest-neigh
spins~1 and 2! in the nonmagnetic state:

uC)5au↑↑)1bu↓↓)1gu↑↓)1du↓↑).

From the condition (CuS1,2
z uC)50 it follows that a2

5b2, g25d2. The longitudinal and transverse correlato
respectively, are equal to

L15~CuS1
zS2

zuC!5
1

2
~a22g2!,

K15~CuS1
1S2

2uC!5gd.

Solutionsd56g are possible. In the case under consid
ationK15g2.0. The sign ofL1 is determined by the differ-
ence of the statistical weights of the states with parallel (a2)
and antiparallel (g2) spins. In the case of a positive ex
change interaction a ‘‘memory’’ of the ferromagnetic orde
ing should persist at the phase transition point~and above it!,
and thereforea2.g2, L1.0. The result of the spin-wave
theory for L1 in the vicinity of the phase transition poin
~‘‘antiferromagnetic’’ short-range order! is incorrect. This
conclusion once again emphasizes the approximate char
of the spin-wave theory.

6. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a description of the Heisenberg fe
magnet ~exchange parameterI .0 for nearest neighbors!
above the Curie point as a spin-liquid state. We are actu
dealing with a disordered system. Although the excha
interaction is short-ranged, cooperative phenomena neve
less arise in the system—the interaction is transported to
whole lattice in a ‘‘relay’’ manner. Although long-range ma
netic order is established in the F state, in the SL state o
is established only over finite distances, i.e., we haveinter-
mediateor short-rangeorder.

Both states~the F state fort<tC and the SL state for
or

,

-

ter

o-

ly
e
e-

he

er

t>tC
1) are described by the method of temperature Gr

functions in the framework of a linear theory of first an
second order, respectively. This method gives a complete
self-consistent description of the thermodynamic proper
of the spin liquid. It should be stressed that here we h
only made a comparison of the results of the spin-wa
theory of ferromagnetism and the theory of the spin liquid:
the phase transition point a jump of the spin correlation fu
tions and of the heat capacity is observed. Although, as
noted by Mattis,7 there is still no closed theory that coul
reliably predict the critical temperature of an arbitrary thre
dimensional ferromagnet, its behavior in this temperature
terval can be described approximately with the aid of a co
bination of the theory of spin waves and the proposed sp
liquid theory in the framework of a unified Green functio
method.

The author is grateful to V. N. Berzhankii for helpfu
discussions.
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The phase states and the spectra of elementary excitations of a ferromagnet with a biquadratic
exchange interaction and a spin-2 magnetic ion are investigated. The phase diagrams of
the system are constructed for different relationships among the material constants. It is shown
that the phase diagram is substantially altered at large values of the single-ion anisotropy
constants and biquadratic exchange constant. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Magnets with pronounced quantum properties, prima
systems with large single-ion anisotropy or magnets in wh
the biquadratic exchange interaction plays a substantial
~so-called Heisenberg magnets!, have drawn steady researc
interest from both theorists and experimentalists.1,2 This is
because in such magnets the quantum properties of
vidual spins in the effective magnetic field play a decis
role in the formation of the dynamic and thermodynam
properties. When a large single-ion anisotropy~comparable
to or even exceeding the exchange interaction! is taken into
account together with a biquadratic exchange, a num
properties appear which are unusual from the standpoin
the phenomenological theory. First, when anisotropy and
interactions of higher multipoles are taken into account
actly for high-spin systems, the single-ion spectrum becom
substantially nonequidistant and additional branches ap
in the spectrum of elementary excitations. In addition, q
drupolar phases can exist and may be the ground state o
system in the case when the biquadratic exchange exc
the Heisenberg exchange.

It is known3–13 that a large number of magnetic com
pounds~consisting of regularly arranged magnetic ions w
an interaction of fixed sign and intensity between them! nev-
ertheless remain nonmagnetic down to temperatureT50.
The reason for the absence of magnetic order in these c
is the existence of strong anisotropy of the formb(n(Sn

z)2,
where the constantb is comparable to or even greater th
the exchange interactionJ0 . The theoretical investigation o
such systems dates back to the paper by Moriya,14 where it
was shown that forb/2J0.1 even at absolute zero temper
ture in the absence of an external field a nonmagn
quadrupole-ordered~QU! ground state is realized. In wa
shown in Ref. 15 that the competition of the two types
interactions—single-ion anisotropy and exchange—lead
the existence of peculiar types of spin structures atT50: the
single-ion anisotropy also creates an effective field but o
quadrupolar rather than ferromagnetic type. The correspo
ing quadrupole order in this case can be represented
chaotic ordering of spins in the plane perpendicular to
axis of ferromagnetism, selected by an external field, for
5221063-777X/2005/31(6)/6/$26.00
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ample, and can be characterized by a quadrupole order
rameterq53^(Sz)2&2S(S11). Thus, despite the absence
vector magnetic order, the corresponding structures are s
ordered: the order in them is determined by tensor charac
istics. For this reason their properties differ from those
paramagnets—in particular, they are close to those of a
ferromagnets~specifically, those that are uniaxial in a fie
parallel to the axis of anisotropy!. Another mechanism~be-
sides uniaxial anisotropy! that leads to the existence of qu
drupolar phases can be the presence of biquadr
exchange.2,16,17

Studies of this type are actively being done for spin
systems. The interest in such systems is obvious: first
cause spin 1 is the minimum spin of a magnetic ion
which single-anisotropy anisotropy is realized in a syste
and also because the quantum properties of a magne
manifested most clearly at small values of the spin.

However, taking into account single-ion anisotropy mo
complex than uniaxial requires consideration of magnetica
ordered systems with a spin of the magnetic ion greater t
1.18,19 Such systems include rare-earth magnets such
TmCd,20 DyVO4, and TmVo4.21 The goal of the presen
paper is to study the phase states and spectral properties
ferromagnet with biquadratic exchange, high uniaxial anis
ropy, and a spin of the magnetic ionS52.

MODEL

As the model system we consider a ferromagnet wit
biquadratic exchange interaction and hexagonal single
anisotropy in zero external field. The Hamiltonian of such
system can be written in the form

H52(
n

~B2
0O2n

0 1B4
0O4n

0 !2
1

2 (
nÞn8

@J~n2n8!Sn•Sn8

1K~n2n8!~Sn•Sn8!
2#, ~1!

whereB2
0 andB4

0 are single-ion anisotropy constants,Oj
i are

Stevens operators,Sn
i are spin operators at siten, andJ,K

.0 are the Heisenberg and biquadratic exchange in c
stants, respectively.

In the general case the magnetic moment of a sys
described by Hamiltonian~1! is oriented at an anglet to the
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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OZ axis. We diagonalize the initial Hamiltonian by rotatin
the coordinate system around theOY axis so that the mag
netic moment coincides with theOZ axis:

H~u!5UHU1, U~u!5)
n

exp~ iuSn
y!. ~2!

In the new variables the Hamiltonian of the single-ion a
isotropy has the form

HOA52B2
0S 223 sin2 u

2
O2

02
3

2
O2

zx sin 2u1
3

2
O2

2 sin2 u D
2B4

0S 8240 sin2 u135 sin4 u

8
O4

0D
2B4

0F5

2
sin 2u~7 sin2 u24!O4

11
5

2
sin2 u~6

27 sin2 u!O4
22

35

2
O4

3 sin 2u sin2 u1
35

8
O4

4 sin4 uG ,
~3!

where

O2
053~Sz!226; O2

i j 5@Si ,Sj #1 ;

O2
25

1

2
~~S1!21~S2!2!;

O4
0535~Sz!42155~Sz!2172;

O4
15

1

4
@7~Sz!3219Sz,~S11S2!#1 ;

O4
25

1

4
@7~Sz!2211,~~S1!21~S2!2!#1 ;

O4
35

1

4
@Sz,~~S1!31~S2!3!#1 ;

O4
45

1

2
~~S1!41~S2!4!; S65Sx6 iSy. ~4!

In terms of the Stevens operators the exchange pa
the Hamiltonian can be written in the form

Hint52
1

2 (
nÞn8

S J~n2n8!2
K~n2n8!

2 D ~Sn•Sn8!

2
1

4 (
nÞn8

K~n2n8!S 1

3
O2n

0 O2n8
0

1 (
t52,xy,yz,zx

O2n
t O2n8

t D . ~5!

After separating out from the exchange Hamiltonian~5!
in the standard way a self-consistent field due to ordering
the magnetic moment and an additional field^O2n

p &5q2
p due

to the quadrupole ordering, the single-ion Hamiltonian w
allowance for~3! takes the form
-

of

f

H05 «̄02H̄Sz2
K0

2 S 1

3
q2

0O2
01 (

t52,xy,yz,zx
q2

t O2
t D

1HOA~u!, ~6!

where

«̄0526K02
1

2 S J02
K0

2 D ^Sz&21
K0

4 S 1

3
~q2

0!2

1 (
t52,xy,yz,xz

~q2
t !2D , H̄5S J02

K0

2 D ^Sz&.

Taking the quantum properties of the system under st
into account requires a mathematical formalism adequat
the task. The best approach for this purpose is the diag
technique for the Hubbard operators,22,23 the application of
which24 makes it possible to develop a regular procedure
calculating the thermodynamic and dynamic characteris
of anisotropic Heisenberg ferromagnets. As was mentio
in Ref. 24, in the Hubbard operator representation all s
tems with a pair interaction take the same form, which
certainly a convenience for developing a general formalis
Since the Heisenberg magnet model is a system of spin
ments with binary interaction, the diagram technique for
Hubbard operators is an adequate mathematical forma
that permits taking the single-ion anisotropy into accou
exactly by incorporating it in the single-ion Hamiltonian
This procedure makes it possible to avoid the difficult
arising in the use of spin operators. In addition, the Hubb
operator technique permits taking a number of purely qu
tum effects into account.25–28

The Hubbard operatorsXM8M[uc(M 8)&^c(M )u ~Refs.
23 and 24! describe the transition of a magnetic ion fro
state M to stateM 8. In the case under considerationM
522,21,0,1,2. We construct these operators on the basi
the eigenfunctions of the operatorSn

z . The relation between
the spin operators and the Hubbard operators is given by
expression

Sn
152~Xn

211Xn
2122!1A6~Xn

101Xn
021!,

S25~S1!1, Sn
z52~Hn

22Hn
22!1~Hn

12Hn
21!, ~7!

where theHM[XMM are the diagonal Hubbard operator
The Hubbard operator algebra is defined by the commuta
relations

@HM,Xkl#5~dMk2dMl !X
kl5aM~k,l !Xkl;

@Xpl,Xlp#5Hp2Hl ; @Xa,X2a#5~a"H! ~8!

wherea denotes the root vectors.24

In the Hubbard operator representation the one-
Hamiltonian~6! can be written in the form

H05(
M

EMHM1(
p,q

VpqX
pq, ~9!

whereEM andVpq have the following form:

E62526~B̃2
012B̃4

0!72H̄;

E6153~B̃2
0116B̃4

0!7H̄; E056~B̃2
0212B̃4

0!, ~10!

Vpq5Vqp* ;
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V215V1252V222152V2122523~B̃2
11B̃4

1!;

V205V025V2205V02252A6~B̃2
213B̃4

2!;

V2215V21252V22152V122523~B̃4
3!;

V105V0152V21052V02152
A6

2
~B̃2

126B̃4
1!;

V2225V2225212~B̃4
4!; V2115V121523~B̃2

2

24B̃4
2!;

B̃2
05B2

0~u!1
1

6
K0q2

0; B̃2
25B2

2~u!1
1

2
K0q2

2;

B̃2
15B2

1~u!1
1

2
K0q2

zx ;

B̃4
05B4

0 8240 sin2 u135 sin4 u

8
;

B̃4
15

5

2
B4

0 sin 2u~7 sin2 u24!;

B̃4
25

5

2
B4

0 sin 2u~627 sin2 u!;

B̃4
352

35

2
B4

0 sin 2u sin2 u; B̃4
45

35

2
B4

0 sin4 u;

B2
0~u!5B2

0S 223 sin2 u

2 D ; B2
1~u!52

3

2
B2

0 sin 2u;

B2
2~u!5

3

2
B2

0 sin2 u.

In the general case, for an arbitrary relation between
exchange constants and the single-ion anisotropy const
diagonalization of the one-site Hamiltonian~9! is extremely
difficult. For certain relations among the material constan
however, this procedure can be carried out successfully.

LOW ANISOTROPY

Let us begin by considering the case when the single
anisotropy is substantially smaller than the exchange inte
tion constants, i.e.,Bi

0!J0 ,K0 . Furthermore, we shall as
sume that effects due to ordering of the multipole degree
freedom are small:29 the Heisenberg exchange is larger th
the biquadratic (J0@K0). In this approximation the modulu
of the magnetization does not vary, and any possible ph
changes of the state of the system involve only rotation
the magnetization vector.

In this approximation the correction to the ground st
of the magnetic ion in the small parameterBi

0/J0 has the
form

E2
~1!53~3B2

0120B4
0!sin2 u2

105

2
B4

0 sin4 u. ~11!
e
ts,

,

n
c-

of

se
f

e

In the low-temperature case under considerationT
!TC , whereTC is the Curie temperature! it is sufficient to
take into account in the expression for the free energy d
sity

F52T lnS (
M522

2

exp~2EM /T!D
only the lowest energy level:

E2526~B̃2
012B̃4

0!22H̄13~3B2
0120B4

0!sin2 u

2
105

2
B4

0 sin4 u.

Analysis of the free energy density shows that when the
isotropy constantB4

0,0 the following phase states are rea
ized in the system.

1. A state in which the magnetization vector is parallel
the OZ axis ~the angleu50). We call this phase state th
easy-axis~EA! phase.

2. A state in which the magnetization vector lies in t
plane perpendicular to theOZ axis ~the XOY plane, the
angleu5p/2). We call this the easy-plane~EP! state.

3. A canted phase~CP!, in which the equilibrium angle
of orientation of the magnetization vector is determined
the expression

sinu5A3B2
0120B4

0

35B4
0 . ~12!

From an analysis of the free energy density one can e
ily determine the line of phase transitions from the easy-a
to the canted phase, 3B2

0120B4
050, and from the easy-plan

to the canted phase,B2
025B4

050.
In the case whenB4

0.0, the canted phase becomes u
stable, and a phase transition between the easy-axis and
plane phases is a first-order transition.30 From the equality of
the free energies in the easy-axis and easy-plane phase
can find the line of the easy-axis to easy-plane phase tra
tion:

6B2
015B4

050.

The results obtained for the case of a small single-
anisotropy enable one to construct the phase diagram sh
in the inset to Fig. 1. In the case under consideration
phase transitions involve rotation of the magnetization v
tor. We note that our results are in complete agreement w
the results of Ref. 30, which were obtained for a hexago
crystal with an single-ion anisotropy energy of the form

Ua5K1 sin2 u1K2 sin4 u.

HIGH SINGLE-ION ANISOTROPY

Let us now consider the more interesting situation wh
the single-ion anisotropy constants are assumed to be gr
than the energy interaction constants (Bi

0@J0 ,K0). In this
case quantum effects are clearly manifested in the sys
first, the quantum spin contraction effect, wherein the m
netization decreases in modulus at the site,27 and second, the
possibility that quadrupolar phases characterized by ten
order parametersq2

t can be realized in the system.31 As be-
fore, we assume that the temperatures are l
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As we have mentioned above, the incorporation of qu
tum effects requires taking the single-ion anisotropy into
count exactly, as can be done in terms of the Hubbard op
tors. These operators are constructed on the basis
eigenfunctions of the one-site Hamiltonian~9!. For diagonal-
ization of this Hamiltonian we use the method of unita
transformations for the Hubbard operators:22

Umn
a 5exp~aXnm2a* Xmn!, ~13!

wherea[uauexp(im) is the parameter of the unitary tran
formation. Taking the commutation relations~8! into ac-
count, we define the transformation laws for the Hubb
operators upon a unitary rotation~13!:

Xpq→Unm~a,b,g,d!XpqUnm
1 ~a,b,g,d!

[Xpq~a,b,g,d!,

and the unitary transformation operator in this case has
form

Unm~a,b,g,d!5U121~d!U220~g!U20~b!U222~a!,

Ui j ~w!512~12cosw!~Xii 1Xj j !1sinw~Xi j 2Xji !,
~14!

wherew5a,b,d,g.
For diagonalization of the single-ion Hamiltonian~9! we

do the unitary transformations~13!, ~14! and require that the
off-diagonal matrix elementsVpq(a,b,g,d) vanish. This
condition allows us to obtain a system of equations for
parameters of the unitary transformations:a, b, g, d, the
solution of which will allow us to determine the dependen
of the ‘‘angles of rotation’’ of the system on the constants
the single-ion anisotropy and exchange interactions.

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the single-
Hamiltonian~9! are given by the relations

uc22&5bu2&2cosb singu0&1au22&;

uc21&52sindu1&1cosdu21&;

uc0&52cu2&1cosb cosgu0&1du22&;

uc1&5cosdu1&1sindu21&;

uc2&5cosa cosbu2&1sinbu0&1sina cosbu22&, ~15!

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of a ferromagnet with biquadratic exchange in
case of large values of the single-ion anisotropy constants and predom
Heisenberg exchange (Bi

0.J0.K0).
-
-
a-
of

d

e

e

f

n

where

a5cosa cosg1sina sinb sing,

b5cosa sinb sing2sina cosg,

c5cosa sinb cosg1sina sing,

d5cosa sing2sina2sinb cosg.

Ẽ25E2 cos2 a cos2 b1E0 sin2 b1E22 sin2 a cos2 b

1~V20cosa1V022 sina!sin 2b

1V222 sin 2a cos2 b;

Ẽ05E2c21E0 cos2 b cos2 g1E22d2

22cV20cosb cosg12dV022 cosb cosg

22cdV222 ;

Ẽ225E2b21E0 cos2 b sin2 g1E22a2

22bV20cosb sing22aV022 cosb sing

12abV222 ;

Ẽ15E1 cos2 d1E21 sin2 d1V121 sin 2d;

Ẽ215E1 sin2 d1E21 cos2 d2V121 sin 2d, ~16!

and EM is determined by expressions~10!. In the general
case the explicit form of the parameters of the system is q
complex. However, in the case of low temperatures we
limit consideration to only the lowest energy level, allowin
us to obtain an expression for the order parameters of
system. It follows from expressions~10! and~16! that in the
case under discussion the lowest energy level isE2 . Then the
ground state of the magnetic ion is described by the eig
vector uc2&:

uc2&5cosa cosbu2&1sinbu0&1sina cosbu22&.

The order parameter of the system in this case has
form

^Sz&52 cos 2a cos2 b, q2
056 cos 2b,

q2
25A6 sin 2b~sina1cosa!. ~17!

It follows from expressions~17! that in the case when th
Heisenberg exchange is predominant (2J0@K0), the follow-
ing phase states are realized in the system.

1. If the unitary transformation parametersa5b50,
then it follows from Eq.~17! that the order parameters hav
the form

^SZ&52, q2
056, q2

250. ~18!

These values are characteristic of ferromagnetic orderin
the system, and the given magnetic order is the easy-
~EA! phase.

2. Forb5p/2 a phase with quadrupolar ordering (QU0)
is realized in the system. The order parameters of the sys
in this phase have the form

^Sz&50, q2
0526, q2

250. ~19!

In the case of predominant biquadratic exchange (K0

@2J0) the magnetic phases become unstable, and only

he
ant
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quadrupolar phases can be realized in the system. Foa
5p/4, b50 the system will be found in quadrupolar pha
QU1, the order parameters of which have the form

^Sz&50, q2
056, q2

250. ~20!

PHASE DIAGRAM

To construct the phase diagram it is necessary to de
mine the lines of phase transitions. This is done most sim
from an analysis of the spectra of elementary excitations
is well known that the spectra of elementary excitations o
system are determined by the poles of the Green functio32

Gaa8~n,n8;t,t8!52^T̂Xn
a~t!Xn8

a8~t8!&,

whereT̂ is the Wick operator,Xn
a(t) is the Hubbard operato

in the Heisenberg representation, and the averaging is d
using the total Hamiltonian.

The dispersion relation determining the spectra of
ementary excitations is analogous to the Larkin equation,
a detailed derivation of it is given in Ref. 27. We note th
since we have taken the one-site correlators into accoun
actly, the dispersion relation is valid both for arbitrary valu
of the single-ion anisotropy constants and for an arbitr
relationship between the constants of the exchange inte
tions. For studying the spectral properties of the magne
the vicinity of the phase transitions, we restrict analysis
the solutions of the dispersion relation in the correspond
phases.

Let us analyze the dispersion relation in the case w
the Heisenberg exchange interaction is predominantJ0

.K0).
We assume that the parameters of the system are

that the EA phase is realized in the magnet, so that the o
parameter is determined by relations~18!. In that case the
elementary excitations in the EA phase have the form

«1~k!56gk214~J01K0!112B2
0260B4

0;

«2~k!52ak21~9B2
0160B4

0!, ~21!

where a5J0R0
2 and g5K0R̃0

2, with R0 and R̃0 being the
radii of the Heisenberg and biquadratic exchange inte
tions, respectively.

Analogously, in the QU0 phase~with Eq. ~19! taken into
account!, the magnon spectra have the form

«3~k!

53A~gk22B2
0140B4

0!@2ak212~K02J0!2B2
0140B4

0#;

«4~k!512A~gk22B2
015B4

0!~K02B2
015B4

0!. ~22!

Analysis of the free energy in the EA and QU0 phases shows
that the phase transition between them is a first-order tra
tion. Equating the expressions for the free energy in the
and QU0 phases, we can determine the line of the ph
transition: 60B4

0212B2
022J01K050.

It is well known that the spectra of elementary exci
tions do not have any features on a first-order phase tra
tion line. However, on lines of stability these spectra soft
From the expressions for«1(k) and «4(k) we obtain the
following expressions for the line of stability of the EA an
QU0 phases:
r-
ly
It
a
:

ne

l-
d

t
x-

s
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c-
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n
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c-

si-
A
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-
si-
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3B2
0215B4

01J01K050, B2
025B4

050. ~23!

The vanishing of the energy gap in the spectrum«2(k)
allows us to determine the line of the second-order ph
transition EA-QFM @quadrupolar-ferromagnetic~or canted!
phase#:

3B2
0120B4

050.

On the line of the second-order phase transit
QU0-QFM, given by 40B4

02B2
012(K02J0)50, the gap in

the spectrum«3(k) vanishes.
The corresponding phase diagram is presented in Fig

The region bounded by the dashed circle corresponds
small values of the single-ion anisotropy constants. T
dashed line correspond to lines of stability of the first-ord
QU0-EA phase transition.

It is also of interest to consider the case of large biq
dratic exchange (K0@2J0). When the biquadratic exchang
becomes dominant, the magnetic phases with^Sz&Þ0 be-
come unstable and energetically unfavorable, and only
quadrupolar phases QU0 and QU1 can be realized in the
system. Here, unlike the case when the Heisenberg exch
is dominant, the QU phases are realized for arbitrary val
of the single-ion anisotropy constants.

In the QU1 phase the spectra of excitations with allow
ance for the order parameter~2! have the form

«5~k!512A~gk21B2
025B4

0!~K01B2
025B4

0!;

«6~k!

53A~3gk213B2
0120B4

0!~2ak218K02J019B2
0160B4

0!.
~24!

On the line of the QU12QU0 phase transition the gap i
the magnon spectrum«5(k) vanishes, and the line of thi
phase transition has the form

B2
025B4

050. ~25!

The phase transition from the QU0 phase to the QU1
phase occurs along the magnon branch«4(k). From the van-
ishing of the gap in the spectrum«4(k) we obtain a phase
transition line that coincides with Eq.~25!. This attests to the
second-order nature of the QU12QU0 phase transition. We
note that this phase transition involves rotation of the prin
pal axes of the quadrupole moment tensor. The correspo
ing phase diagram is presented in Fig. 2.

The authors thank the Ministry of Education and Scien
of Ukraine for financial support~Project No. 235/03!.

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of a ferromagnet with predominant biquadratic
change (K0@J0) and arbitrary values of the single-ion anisotropy constan
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Interplay between the spin state of manganese and the stability of the crystal structure
of MnAs and MnP compounds
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Starting from first principles, a study of the ground states of manganese arsenide and manganese
phosphide, which have a hexagonalB81 and a distorted rhombohedralB31 crystal structure,
is made by the FP–LMTO method. It is shown that in these compounds a continuous transition
from a high-spin to a low-spin state occurs as the volume of the lattice is changed, and it
turns out that the magnetic moment of the manganese atoms is the same at equal volumes. Starting
from the results of a calculation of the total energy of these systems as a function of the
parameters of the structural distortions, it is established that the high-spin state suppresses the
structural distortions, while the low-spin state enhances them. It is shown that the
difference of the crystal and magnetic structures of manganese arsenide and phosphide is due
solely to the different lattice volumes, i.e., the substitution of arsenic by phosphorus is
equivalent to the application of external hydrostatic pressure. It is conjectured that a qualitative
interpretation of the mechanism of magnetostructural transitions in MnAs should proceed
from the idea that the leading role is the degree of occupation of the ‘‘antibonding’’ state of the
itinerant carriers of magnetism. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943538#
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INTRODUCTION

The pnyctides of 3d transition metals, MnAs, MnP, an
NiAs, in particular, have been studied for decades with
abated interest, which recently has intensified in connec
with the possibility of the technological use of the propert
of MnAs–GaAs, MnFeAs–Mn–FeP–MnFeSi alloys.1–3

From the pnyctides themselves researchers have moved
quasibinary systems based on them, and in recent year
periments on pnyctide-semiconductor films has becom
priority. One of the characteristic features of this class
compounds is the close interplay between the magnetic
structural subsystems, the study of which is the main goa
the present paper.

At atmospheric pressure and low temperatures, man
nese arsenide has a hexagonal close packed~hcp! crystal
structureB81 ~symmetry groupP63 /mmc) and possesse
high-spin ~HS! ferromagnetic~FM! order. Raising the tem
perature leads to a sequence of magnetic and structural p
transitions. AtTC5313 K a first-order transition occurs from
the ferromagnetic HS state4,5 ~manganese magnetic mome
umu5mH53.4mB) to a HS paramagnetic~PM! state.6 This
transition is accompanied by a change of the crystal struc
from hcpB81 (P63 /mmc) to rhombohedralB31 ~symmetry
groupPnma).

7 The hexagonal structure is recovered as a
sult of a second-order structural phase transit
B31(PM) –B81(PM) at Tt5399 K.

The rhombohedralB31 structure can be treated as a d
torted hcpB81 structure, pictured in a rhombohedral deriv
tive ~Fig. 1!. A qualitative measure of the distortions is th
parameterf56ugzu/a), e56ugxu/c!f for manganese
andf156ua1xu/c, e156ua1zu/a)!f1 for arsenic,7
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FIG. 1. Crystalline unit cell of MnAs in the rhombohedral derivation. T
Mn ~d! and As~s! atoms are shown displaced from their position in t
initial nickel arsenide lattice;a andc correspond to the designations of th
lattice parameters for theB81 structure.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics



TABLE I. Parameters of the crystal lattice of the compounds MnAs, MnP, and NiAs.
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whereun is the displacement vector of the atoms of thenth
sublattice, anda and cix are the lattice parameters for th
B81 structure.

The structural phase transitionB81↔B31 can be de-
scribed approximately by choosingf and f1 as the struc-
tural order parameters.

In the region of high pressuresP.Pk52.2 kbar and low
temperaturesT,220 K, low-spin~LS! magnetically ordered
phases~including a ferromagnetic phase!3,4 with the B31
structure are observed in MnAs.

The ground state of MnP has theB31 lattice, and, inde-
pendently of the type of magnetic order and the pressure
always low-spin (umu5mL'1.3mB).8 At TN.47 K,T
,Tc.290 K, MnP is a ferromagnet, while forT,TN the
magnetic order corresponds to a helicoidal structure of
double-spiral~DS! type.8,9 To understand the role of the in
teratomic distance in the formation of the magnetic state
the electronic properties of these pnyctides and to obtain
formation about the microscopic mechanism of the structu
transformations in MnAs, it is of interest to do a theoretic
study of the stability of the structural and spin states
MnAs and MnP as the volume of the unit cell is varied.

1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND THE CALCULATION
TECHNIQUE

Since the complete first-principles calculation of mang
nese arsenide5,10 was restricted to theB81 structure and we
do not know of any other studies in which the possibility
a structural phase transitionB81↔B31 and the formation of
the low-spin FM phaseB31 has been investigated, w
thought it a topical problem to calculate the energies of
spin-polarized state of the compounds MnAs and MnP a
function of the structural order parametersf andf1 as the
unit cell volumeV0 is varied. Such an approach makes
possible to reveal the features of the formation of the in
play between the magnetic state of the system and the typ
crystal structure.

Calculations were done by the full-potential nonrelat
istic FP–LMTO method,11 which takes into account effect
of asphericity of the electron density and the crystalline
tential, which govern the displacive-type structural pha
transition. The spin-orbit interaction for the valence sta
was not taken into account. The maximum values of
angular momentum in the expansions of the basis funct
in spherical harmonics within the MT spheres, in the re
pansions of the MT orbitals outside the MT spheres, and a
in the expansion of the crystalline potential and charge d
is
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sity were equal to 2, 4, and 6, respectively. The integrat
over the Brillouin zone was done with the use of its irredu
ible part: 50(B81) and 45(B31)k points. The local density
approximation ~LDA !12 was used for the exchange
correlation energy in the calculations.

2. RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS

In the study of manganese arsenide the parameters o
initial B81 structure~see Table 1! were chosen close to th
experimental parameters of theB81 crystal lattice at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure,13 corresponding to a
volume per formula unitV0533.72 Å3.

The influence of the unit cell volume on the structure
the density of states of nonmagnetic and ferromagn
MnAs is shown in Figs. 2a,b. Basically, compression of t
lattice leads to widening of the conduction band and to
certain change of shape of the peaks of the density of sta
The appearance of structural distortions causes a qualita
change of the shape of the density of states—the forma
of a set of narrow peaks~Fig. 2c!. This behavior is due to
lifting of the degeneracy of the branches of the energy sp
trum at the new boundaries of the Brillouin zone, which ar
upon a change of symmetry of the crystal lattice. Common
all the curves of the density of states is their finite value
the Fermi level in both subbands. This attests to the meta
character of the ferromagnetism in these compounds, wh
makes them fundamentally different from compounds with
semimetallic character of the ferromagnetism, where the d
sity of states in one of the spin subbands at the Fermi le
goes to zero.1

Analysis of the density of states of MnP~Figs. 2d,e,f!
shows that the electronic structure of MnP behaves in r
tion to pressure and structural distortions in the same wa
MnAs at a similar volume.

In hypothetical nonmagnetic MnAs atV5V0 a calcula-
tion of the total energy of the system as a function of the t
structural order parameters,E(f,f1) ~Fig. 3!, showed that
the minimum of the total energy corresponds to theB31
structure with the parametersf50.16 andf150.14. From
now on we shall neglect the difference between these va
and investigate the stability of the crystal lattice with resp
to structural distortions only along the linef5f1 .

In this case at atmospheric pressure and for the nonm
netic ~NM! state there is a minimum of the energyE(f,f1

5f) for f5f150.15, corresponding to theB31 structure
~Fig. 4a!. By the nonmagnetic state we mean a state deg
erate with respect to spin~the densities of states with spin u
and spin down are identical!. In a self-consistent calculation
of the exchange splitting, the minimum of energy corr
sponds to the high-spin state with theB81 structure (f
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FIG. 2. Influence of the unit cell volumeV and structural distortionsf on the density of states of MnAs and MnP. The vertical line shows the Fermi le
NM is the density of states in the nonmagnetic case.
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the total energyE(f,f1)2E(0,0) on the value of
the structural distortions for manganese arsenide~f is the displacement of
Mn, andf1 is the displacement of As!.
5f150). Here the calculated value of the magnitude of t
magnetic moment of manganese in the high-spin state co
sponds tom(f50)5mH52.95mB .

Analogous calculations for the ‘‘hydrostatically’’ com
pressed MnAs (V/V050.8; Fig. 4b! shows that the mini-
mum of the total energy corresponds to the low-spin (mL

'1.5mB) ferromagneticB31 structure. Here the formation o
the LSFM is a stabilizing factor for theB31 lattice. It is seen
in Fig. 4b that the equilibrium values of the structural ord
parameters in the LSFM state are larger than in the NM st

In a study of manganese phosphide the parameters o
initial B31 structure~Table I! were chosen close to the ex
perimental parameters of theB31 crystal lattice~at room
temperature!,13 which corresponds to a unit cell volume p
formula unitV0524.69 Å3. As is seen from Table I, the uni
cell volume per formula unit is smaller for MnP than fo
MnAs.

The influence of ‘‘hydrostatic’’ dilatation on the inter
play of the magnetic and structural order parameters in M
is shown in Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4, here the total energy of t
system is given as a function of the structural order para
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the total energy and magnetic moment of Mn on
value of the structural distortions for manganese arsenide along the linf
5f1 ; V5V0533.72 Å3 ~a!, V50.8V0527 Å3 ~b!.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the total energy of the Mn atoms in the FM phas
the value of the structural distortions along the linef5f1 for different
volumes of the unit cell for manganese phosphide.
eters for different unit cell volumes. At atmospheric press
(V5V0524.59 Å3) in MnP a distorted low-spin B31~FM!
structure is realized~Fig. 5!, with a manganese magnet
moment m5mL5(1.3– 1.4)mB ~Fig. 6!. The hypothetical
nonmagnetic (m50) state also has a minimum correspon
ing to the distorted crystal structure. However, the prese
of magnetic order in the system leads to growth of the str
tural distortions and to a lowering of the energy of the s
tem. Increasing the volumeV leads to an increase of th
magnetic momentmL and a decrease of the structural disto
tions. The formation of the high-spin FM state (m(f50)
5mH53.1mB) at V534.5 Å3 suppresses the structural di
tortions and effects a stabilization of the distorted crys
structureB81 (f50). At the same time, the nonmagnet
state admits the existence of structural distortions, but a
MnAs at a similar volume, the high-spin ferromagnetic sta
with the distorted crystal structureB81 turns out to be ener-
getically favorable.

The dependence of the self-consistent magnetic mom
m on the value of the structural distortionsf at different
volumes is shown in Fig. 6. These calculated curves help
to identify the spin state of the system.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

As a result of the numerical simulation we have obtain
the following results.

1. In manganese arsenide at atmospheric pressure
high-spin FM order does not admit the existence of a sta
B31 structure. The minimum of the total energy correspon
to the ‘‘high-spin’’ FM phase with theB81 crystal structure.

2. Decreasing the unit cell volume~this can be achieved
experimentally by the application of hydrostatic pressure
by doping of the MnAs with iron, cobalt, chromium, vana
dium, or phosphorus!14 is a stabilizing factor for the struc
tural distortions. Starting at a certain ‘‘critical’’ volumeV
,VC,V0 the minimum of the total energy corresponds
the low-spin FM phase with theB31 structure.

3. In manganese phosphide at atmospheric pressurV0

,VC a low-spin FM phase with theB31 structure is realized
However, in the model manganese phosphide with a volu

he

on

FIG. 6. Dependence of the magnetic moment of the Mn atoms in the
phase on the value of the structural distortions along the linef5f1 for
different unit cell volumes for manganese phosphide.
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V.VC the minimum of the total energy corresponds to t
high-spin FM phase with the undistorted crystal structure

Thus the change of the magnetic properties of man
nese arsenide on substitution of the arsenic by phosphor
mainly due to compression of the crystal lattice.

According to these results, the qualitative interpretat
of the mechanism of magnetostructural transitions in Mn
should, in our view, be based on the idea that the leading
is played by the occupationN(m) of the ‘‘antibonding’’ d
states. By ‘‘antibonding states’’ we mean those that lie ab
the middle of thed band in the nonmagnetic case. Wh
these states are sufficiently occupied, in excess of a ce
critical valueNc , which arises in the high-spin phase~for the
‘‘spin-up’’ subband!, the Mn–Mn energy bonds cause a min
mum of the total energy for the nickel arsenide latticef
5f150). In the low-spin phase the degree of occupation
the antibonding states,N(ml),N(mH), is insufficient for
stabilization of theB81 structure.

A similar point of view can be the basis for understan
ing the magnetostructuralB81(FM) –B31(PM) and struc-
tural B31(PM) –B81(PM) transformations realized in th
high-spin region of the phase diagram of manganese arse
with increasing temperature.3

Since the FM–PM transition in MnAs is a pronounc
first-order transition with a relatively weak change of t
magnetic characteristics below the transition tempera
TC , one can assume that the increase of the amplitud
thermal fluctuations of atoms in the range 0,T,TC has a
weak effect on the electronic and structural characterist
The vanishing of the magnetizationM5^mz& at T5TC leads
to a decrease of the local mean magnetic mom
^m2(M )&1/2 ~Refs. 15 and 16!. The decrease of this quantit
comes about as a result of a transition of part of the electr
from the antibonding to free states. For itinerant magnet
^m2(M )&1/2 is determined by the exchange splitting of t
local density of states at the site and varies weakly a
function of M ~Ref. 16!. Therefore the high-spin state of th
manganese ions and the PM phase is preserved. Neve
less, such a significant decrease of the degree of occup
of the antibonding states, accompanied by a decreas
^m2&1/2, can lead to destabilization of theB81 initial struc-
ture and to the realization of a magnetic phase transition
magnetostructural transformationB81(FM) –B31(PM).
~Obviously the emptying of the antibonding states with
creasing pressure occurs in full measure at an isothe
high-spin-low-spin transition, when the value of^m2(M )&1/2

changes by almost a factor of two.17 It is easy to see that in
this case the main contribution to the mechanism of
structural transformation is due solely to the redistribution
the electron density over the states, since the influence o
phonon subsystem can be eliminated.!

It should be noted that in a system with localized carri
of magnetism̂ m2&1/2 is a constant quantity, and the destru
tion of the magnetic order is not due to the redistribution
the electron density and therefore cannot entail a signific
change of the binding energy between atoms.

A subsequent increase of the temperature fromTC is
accompanied not only by further growth of the amplitude
the thermal vibrations of the atoms but also by an increas
the occupation of the antibonding states~this is evidenced by
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an increase in the quantitŷm2(0)&1/2; Refs. 15 and 16!.
Therefore at a certain temperatureTt!EF the preservation of
the nonzero average displacements^un&, which determine
the structural order parameter parameter~2!, becomes energy
unfavorable.18 As a result, the more symmetricB81 structure
is restored. Such a mechanism of paramagnetic struct
transitionB31(PM)↔B81(PM) in MnAs can be manifested
as the unfreezing of certain phonon modes.19

In manganese phosphide, which at atmospheric pres
is found in the low-spin states, the occupation of the an
bonding states is insignificant (N!NC), and theB31 struc-
ture is energetically more favorable from the start. Theref
the temperature destruction of the structural order param
f as a result of the increase of the amplitude of the ther
vibrations of atoms is improbable (Tt may exceed the melt
ing temperature of the compound MnP!.

The change of the spin state from LS to HS accompa
ing an increase in volume is accompanied by an increas
the degree of occupation of the antibonding states above
critical valueNc , which leads to a change of the lattice typ
from B31 to B81 . On the other hand, if regardless of th
presence of magnetic order the antibonding states are s
ciently occupied, then the appearance of theB31 structure
should be ruled out in principle. In practice such a situat
is realized in nickel arsenide, which has theB81 lattice. The
Ni atom has eight 3d electrons, i.e., the antibonding states
the d band are almost completely occupied, and therefo
according to our ideas, theB31 crystal structure should no
arise there. Calculations of the dependence of the total
ergy of NiAs as a function of the structural order paramet
confirm this. The dependenceE(f5f1) on compression to

FIG. 7. Influence of the unit cell volume on the stability of the crys
structure~a! and on the density of states~b! of nonmagnetic nickel arsenide
EF51.209391 Ry~1!, EF50.889218 Ry~2!.
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V50.8V0 has a single minimum,f50 ~Fig. 7a!.
In conclusion we note that the results correct the sy

metry ideas about the role of magnetic order in the format
of the lattice structure. The symmetry description of the m
netostructural transition in manganese arsenide takes into
count the coupling of the magnetic and lattice subsyste
through interaction of the magnetic and structural or
parameters.20 On the basis of what we have discussed abo
this interaction can indeed by distinguished on the basis
the ideas about the redistribution of the energy density o
the bonding and antibonding states. However, the sourc
the existence of such an interaction is the change of the
gree of occupation of thed bands. Thus at half filling of the
d band the change of the magnetic moment and magne
tion strongly alter the degree of filling of the antibondin
states, which leads to a structural transition. When thd
band is considerably more than half filled the appearanc
disappearance of a magnetic moment and magnetic o
does not fundamentally alter the degree of occupation of
antibonding states and therefore does not lead to a chan
the type of crystal structure.

*E-mail: valkov@dpms.fti.ac.donetsk.ua
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The fully quantized mechanical motion of a single-level quantum dot coupled to two voltage-
biased electronic leads is studied. It is found that there are two different regimes,
depending on the applied voltage. If the bias voltage is below a certain threshold~which depends
on the energy of the vibrational quanta! the mechanical subsystem is characterized by a low
level of excitation. Above a threshold the energy accumulated in the mechanical degree of freedom
increases dramatically. The distribution function for the energy level population and the
current through the system in this regime is calculated. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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During the past few years, the experimental methods
physics have seen an advancing capability to manufac
smaller and smaller structures and devices. This has lea
many new interesting investigations of nanoscale phys
Examples include, for instance, observation of the Kon
effect in single-atom junctions,1 manufacturing of single-
molecular transistors,2 and so on. There has also been a gr
interest in the promising field of molecular electronics.3 One
of the main features of the conducting nanoscale compo
systems is its susceptibility to significant mechanical def
mations. This results from the fact that on the nanoscale le
the mechanical forces controlling the structure of the sys
are of the same order of magnitude as the capacitive ele
static forces governed by charge distributions. This circu
stance is of the utmost importance in the so called elec
mechanical single-electron transistor~EM-SET!, which has
been in focus of recent research. The EM-SET is basical
double junction system where the additional~mechanical!
degree of freedom, describing the relative position of
central island, significantly influences the electronic tra
port. Experimental work in relation to EM-SET structur
range from the macroscopic5 to the micrometer scale6–8 and
down to the nanometer scale.9 Various aspects of electroni
transport in such systems have been investigated theo
cally in a series of articles.11–20

In Refs. 4 and 15 it was, among other things, shown t
coupling the mechanical degree of freedom of an EM-SET
the nonequilibrium bath of electrons constituted by the
ased leads can lead to dynamical self-excitations of the
chanical subsystem and, as a result, bring the EM-SET to
shuttle regime of charge transfer. This phenomena is usu
referred to as a shuttle instability. In these papers the g
dynamics are treated classically and the key issue is tha
charge of the grain,q(t), is correlated with its velocity,ẋ(t),
in such a way that the time average,q(t) ẋÞ0.

Decreasing the size of the central island in the EM-S
structure to the nanoscale level results in the quantizatio
5341063-777X/2005/31(6)/4/$26.00
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its mechanical motion. Charge transfer in this regime w
studied theoretically in Ref. 10. However, the strong ad
tional dissipation in the mechanical subsystem suggeste
this paper keeps the mechanical subsystem in the vicinit
its ground state and prevents the the mechanical instab
from developing. The aim of our paper is to investigate t
behavior of the EM-SET system in the quantum regim
when its interaction with the external thermodynamic en
ronment generating additional dissipation processes can
partly ignored in such a manner that the mechanical insta
ity becomes possible.

We will show that in this case at relatively low bia
voltages, intrinsic dissipation processes bring the mechan
subsystem to the vicinity of the ground state. But if the b
voltage exceeds some threshold value, the energy of the
chanical subsystem, initially located in the vicinity of th
ground state, starts to increase exponentially. We have fo
that intrinsic processes alone saturate this energy growt
some level of excitation. The distribution function for th
energy level population and the current through the system
this regime is calculated.

We will consider a model EM-SET structure consistin
of a one-level quantum dot situated between two leads~see
Fig. 1!. To describe such a system we use the Hamiltoni

H5(
k,a

Ek,aak,a
† ak,a1S E02D

X̂

x0
D c†c1

1

2m
P̂2

1
1

2
mv0

2X̂21Tk,a~X̂!@ak,a
† c1c†ak,a#. ~1!

The first term describes electronic states with energiesEk,a ;
theak,a

† (ak,a) are creation~annihilation! operators for these
noninteracting electrons with momentumk in the left (a
5L) or right (a5R) lead. The second term describes t
influence of the electric field on the electronic level so th
c† (c) is the creation~annihilation! operator for the level
electrons andE0 is the energy level. The scalarD represents
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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the strength of the Coulomb force acting on a charged gr
X̂ is the position operator, andx05A\/mv0 is the harmonic
oscillator length scale for an oscillator with massm and an-
gular frequencyv0 . The third and fourth terms describe th
center-of-mass movement in a harmonic oscillator poten
so thatP̂ is the center-of-mass momentum operator. The
term is the tunneling interaction between the lead states
the level andTk,a(X̂) is the tunneling coupling strength. W
will consider the case when the tunneling coupling depe
exponentially on the position operatorX̂, i.e., Tk,R(X̂)
5TR exp$X̂/L% and Tk,L(X̂)5TLexp$2X̂/L%, whereTR and
TL are constants andL is the tunneling length.

To introduce a connection to the quantized vibratio
states of the oscillator we perform a unitary transformat
of the Hamiltonian ~1! so that UHU†5H̃, where U

5exp(iP̂d0c
†c/\). In this paper we consider the situatio

whenH̃ has the most symmetric form:

H̃5(
k,a

Ek,aak,a
† ak,a1Ẽ0c†c1\v0S b†b1

1

2D
1T0(

k
@ak,R

† c exp~x2b1x1b†!

1ak,L
† c exp~2x1b2x2b1!#1h.c. ~2!

FIG. 1. Model system consisting of a one-level quantum dot placed betw
two leads. The level of the dot equals the chemical potential of the le
and a bias voltage ofV is applied between the leads. The center-of-m
movement of the dot is in a harmonic oscillator potential with the vib
tional quanta\v0 . The applied bias voltage is such thateV/2,\v0 ~a!.
Same as~a! but with the applied bias voltage larger than 2\v0 /e ~b!.
n,

l,
st
nd

s

l
n

Hereb† (b) is a bosonic creation~annihilation! operator for
the vibronic degree of freedom, and the dimensionless
rametersx651/&(x0 /L6d0 /x0) ~where d05D/(x0mv0

2)
characterize the strength of the electromechanical coupl
Furthermore,T0 is the renormalized tunneling coupling con
stant, andẼ05E02Dd0 /(2x01mv2d0

2/2) is the shifted dot
level. For simplicity, but without loss of generality, w
chooseẼ0 equal to the chemical potential of the leads at ze
bias voltage.

First let us study the situation when the mechanical s
system is characterized by a low level of excitation. We w
consider the case of small electromechanical coupling. T
means that the dimensionless parametersx6!1 and that
only elastic electronic transitions and transitions accom
nied by emission or absorption of a single vibronic quant
~single-vibronic processes! are important. If the applied volt-
age is smaller than 2\v0 /e and the temperature is equal
zero, the six allowed transitions of this type are the on
described in Fig. 1a. Here we see that only elastic tunne
processes and tunneling processes in which the vibronic
gree of freedom absorbs one vibronic quantum are allow
and, as a result, the rate equation for the distribution func
of the energy level populationP(n,t) has the form:

G21] tP~n,t !5P~n,t !1~x1
2 1x2

2 !~n11!P~n11,t !

2~11n~x1
2 1x2

2 !!P~n,t !,

where G52pT0
2n/\ and n is the density of states in th

leads.
It is straightforward to solve these equations and fi

that the solution exponentially fast approaches the stable
lution P(0)51 and P(n)50 for all n.0. As a result, the
dimensionless average extra energy excited in the vibro
subsystem,

E~ t !5 (
n50

`

nP~n,t !, ~3!

goes to 0.
If the applied bias voltage is increased above the thre

old value Vc52\v0/e, we instead get the allowed trans
tions described in Fig. 1b, i.e., two absorption processes h
changed into emission processes where the energy qua
\v0 is transferred to the vibronic degree of freedom. The
transitions lead to the following equation forP(n):

G21] tP~n,t !52~11x2
2 1~n11!x1

2 !P~n,t !

1x2
2 ~n11!P~n11,t !1P~n,t !

1x1
2 nP~n21,t !. ~4!

One can find from this equation that the time evolution of t
exited energy is given by the formula:

E~ t !5
x1

2

x1
2 2x2

2 @exp~G~x1
2 2x2

2 !t !21#, ~5!

i.e., energy is continuously pumped into the mechanical s
system, which is strong evidence that the low exited regi
is unstable if the bias voltage exceeds the critical valueVc .

en
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Furthermore, it is necessary to remark here that for this c
we thus have a linear increase in the energy as a functio
time even whenx1

2 approachesx2
2 .

As the excitation of the vibronic subsystem increas
multi-vibronic processes become important. They give rise
an additional dissipation which saturates the energy gro
induced by the single-vibronic processes. As a result,
system comes to a stationary regime which is character
by a significant level of excitation of the vibronic subsyste
To demonstrate this we will now expand our analysis
taking into account electronic transitions accompanied by
emission or absorption of two vibronic quanta~two-vibronic
processes!. To describe such transitions one has to take i
account second-order terms inb† andb in the tunneling part
of the Hamiltonian~2!. As illustrated in Fig. 2, these term
will generate four processes in which two vibrational qua
are absorbed by the electron during the tunneling ev
There is also a renormalization of the elastic channel com
from the inclusion of these terms. Now the equation for
distribution function of the energy level population has t
form:

G21] tP~n,t !5nP~n21,t !2@«n21~a2«11!n

11#P~n,t !1a~n11!P~n11,t !

1«~n11!~n12!P~n12,t !50, ~6!

where we have introduced the constants«5(x1
4 1x2

4 )/4x1
2

anda5x2
2 /x1

2 .
To find the stationary solution of this equation we intr

duce the generating function:

P~z!5 (
n50

`

znP~n!,

wherez is a complex number inside the unit circle. Rewr
ing Eq. ~6!, we find the equation forP(z)

«~z11!]z
2P~z!1~a2z!]zP~z!2P~z!50.

FIG. 2. Illustration of the second order case where elastic tunneling
inelastic tunneling exchanging two or less vibrational quanta are inclu
The level of the dot is equal to the chemical potential and the bias voltag
set so that 2\v0 /e,V,4\v0 /e.
se
of

,
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.
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The solution to this equation is

P~z!5expS 2E
1

z

dz8
a2«2z8

«~z811! D
3H E

z0

z

dz8 expS E
1

z8
dz9

a2«2z9

«~z911! D C1

«~z811!J ,

whereC1 andz0 are constants. Since the probabilitiesP(n)
are positive and normalized, the sum(n50

` (21)nP(n)
5P(z521) converges absolutely. This is true only forz0

521. The second constantC1 can be determined from th
normalization condition P(z51)51 to be C1

5«2g/*21
1 dx exp((12x)/«)(x11)g21, where we have intro-

duced the constantg5(a2«11)/«. Therefore the final ex-
pression forP(z) is

P~z!5
C1

«

expS z21

« D
~z11!g E

21

z

dz8 expS 12z8

« D ~z811!g21.

~7!

We can now calculate the average energy excited in the
monic oscillator, which is just]zP(z) calculated atz51,

E5
1

2«
~21C12«g!. ~8!

One can show thatC1(«) decays exponentially a
exp(2const/«) when «→0, so for small« we get E5(1
2a)/2«1O(1).

To see how the energy pumped into the harmonic os
lator affects the charge transport we calculate the curreI
through the system in units ofeG. For voltages belowVc the
current is only mediated by the elastic channel and is t
I 51/2.

For voltages in the range 2\v0 /e,V,4\v0 /e the cur-
rent can be calculated to leading order in« as

I 5S 1

4
~x2

4 2x1
4 !1x1

2 x2
2 DP9~z51!

1~x12x2!2P8~z51!11. ~9!

In Fig. 3 we have chosen a set of numerical values a

d
d.
is

FIG. 3. The current as plotted as a function of the bias voltage~solid line!.
The current makes a jump as the non-elastic channel is openedV
52\v0 /e. We have also plotted~dashed line! the current as a function of
voltage for the high dissipation limit, where the harmonic oscillator goes
the ground state between tunneling events.
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plotted~solid line! the calculated current as a function of th
bias voltage. For comparison we have also plotted~dashed
line! the current as given in the high dissipation limit, whe
the harmonic oscillator goes to the ground state between
neling events. It is clear that the current is much greate
the regime characterized by a high level of excitation th
the regime of low excitation.

In conclusion, we have studied the fully quantized m
chanical motion of a single-level quantum coupled to t
voltage-biased electronic leads. We have shown that abo
certain threshold voltage the energy accumulated in the
chanical subsystem increases dramatically.

We have also shown that second-order inelastic tun
ing events are enough to stabilize this pumping of ene
Finally the current through the system was calculated, an
was found that the development of the mechanical instab
is accompanied by a dramatic increase in the current.
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A theoretical study is made of the nondissipative current of a two-dimensional degenerate
electron gas in a planar quantum wire with a parabolic confining potential in a magnetic field
perpendicular to the plane of the wire. With the aid of a solution of the equation of the
density matrix an expression for the nondissipative conductivity in a magnetic field of arbitrary
strength is obtained. It is found that the conductivity has metallic properties and the
quantum Hall effect should not arise in a wire with a parabolic confining potential. At high
magnetic fields the expression for the nondissipative conductivity corresponds to the ‘‘classical’’
one. At low fields the conductivity is directly proportional to the first power of the magnetic
field strength. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943540#
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1. INTRODUCTION

There have now been many theoretical papers devote
the study of the Hall effect in quantum wires~see, e.g., Refs
1–10!. Quantum wires~QWs! of different geometry and with
different types of confining potentials have been studied
Refs. 9 and 10 this problem is considered for electro
states in the presence of a nonuniform magnetic field. A
rule, the confining potential considered is either a quant
well4,7 or a parabolic potential.2,3,5,6The energy spectrum o
an electron in a QW in the presence of a transverse magn
field has been studied in Refs. 11 and 12 for such model
the confining potential as a potential well with an infinite
high barrier and a barrier of finite height and also for a pa
bolic potential well. The case of a parabolic potential in t
presence of an unrestricted magnetic field was considere
Refs. 9 and 10.

The magnetic moment and other thermodynamic qua
ties for a QW in a transverse magnetic field for a parabo
confining potential were investigated in Refs. 5 and 13. T
parabolic potential model is popular because it leads to
exactly solvable problem. Furthermore, a parabolic poten
can be fully implemented in a real quantum wire.

In Ref. 14 it was noted that a QW with a wide parabo
confining potential could be made with existing technolo
Wires having a parabolic well over 1000 Å wide were fa
ricated. A feature of the parabolic potential model as oppo
to the quantum well model is that the influence of the bou
aries of the QW is felt by all electrons regardless of th
distance from the boundaries. This is not the case for
model of a quantum well with infinite walls at high magne
fields, when the magnetic length is much smaller than
width of the well. In such a case the influence of the bou
aries is felt only by those electrons found in a narrow la
with a width of the order ofl near the boundaries of th
wire. Thus the Hall current in a wide planar wire will b
practically the same as in a two-dimensional film witho
confinement.

Our goal in this paper is to investigate the nondissipat
current of degenerate two-dimensional electrons confined
a parabolic potential in a planar wire in the presence o
5381063-777X/2005/31(6)/3/$26.00
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magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the wire.
Despite the extremely simple statement of the proble

the authors do not know of any published solutions exc
for Ref. 15, where the Kubo formulas were used to obtain
expression for the nondissipative conductivity for a syst
consisting of independent parabolic wires. In the present
per the nondissipative current in the QWs in the presenc
a transverse magnetic field is studied using the solution
the equation for the density matrix.17–20

2. NONDISSIPATIVE CURRENT

We consider a two-dimensional degenerate electron
in a planar QW. They axis is chosen along the length of th
wire. In the direction of thex axis the motion of an electron
is confined by a parabolic potentialmv0

2x2/2 with a fre-
quencyv0 (m is the effective mass of the electron!. A mag-
netic fieldH is directed along thez axis, perpendicular to the
plane of the wire. In an external magnetic field the electri
current causes a redistribution of charge near the edges o
wire, creating a Hall fieldEx . If the width of the wire is
much greater than the de Broglie wavelength, then the e
tron density inside the wire~in the electric field! remains
practically unchanged21 ~although the redistribution o
charge far from the edges of the wire has been taken
account in some papers1,6,7,22!. We shall assume that th
fields Ex and Ey are uniform. The inclusion of the electri
fields will be treated as a perturbation.

In the absence of electric fields the spectrum of the e
tron and its wave function are well known:

Ea5\vFn1
1

2
1

1

2
S v0

vc
D 2S x0

l̄
D 2G , ~1!

where a5(n,x0) is a set of quantum numbers,n
50,1,2,..., x05 l̄ 2ky /b is the position of the center of gy
ration of the electron,ky is the y component of the wave
vector of the electron,vc is the cyclotron frequency,b5(1
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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1v0
2/vc

2)1/2, andv5(vc
21v0

2)1/2. The quantityl̄ is related

to the magnetic lengthl 5(h/mvc)
1/2 by the relation l̄

5l /b.
For a vector potential chosen in the formA5(0,Hx,0)

the electron wave function is written as

wa5
1

ALy

xa~j!exp~ ikyy!, ~2!

xa~j!5
Hn~j!

A4 p
A e2j2

2nn! l̄
,

whereLy is the length of the wire,j5(x2x0)/ l̄ , andHn(j)
are Hermite polynomials.

The current density in the direction of they axis is ex-
pressed in terms of the density matrixra8a as follows:

j y~x!5 (
a,a8

j aa8
y ra8a . ~3!

In the general case the matrix elements of the curr
density jaa8 , expressed in terms of the wave functionsca

andca8 , are

jaa852
i ueuh
2m

~ca8¹ca* 2ca* ¹ca8!2
e2

mc
Aca8ca* .

~4!

Since it will turn out that the density matrix elemen
corresponding to the nondissipative current in the repres
tation of the wave functions~2! are diagonal with respect t
the quantum numberx0 , it is sufficient to determine only the
elements

j n,n85 j
~n,x0!~n8,x0!

y .

Taking Eqs.~2! and ~4! into account, we obtain

j n,n852
ueu
Ly

@~b221!vcx02 l̄ vcj#xn8~j!xn~j!. ~5!

Using the method proposed by Arora in Refs. 17–
one can obtain the following expression for the matrix e
ments of the density matrix in the zeroth approximation
the scattering:

ra8a5 f 0~Ea!da8a1ueuExl̄ ^a8ujua&
f 0~Ea8!2 f 0~Ea!

Ea82Ea
,

~6!

where f 0(Ea)5 1/exp(Ea2h)/T11 is the equilibrium Fermi
distribution function, andh is the chemical potential corre
sponding to the equilibrium state forEx ,Ey50.

For the matrix elementŝa8ujua& we have the following
relation:

^a8ujua&5F S n

2D 1/2

dn21;n81S n11

2 D 1/2

dn11;n8Gdx0 ,x
08
.

Substituting~5! and~6! into ~3!, we obtain the nondissi
pative current density
nt

n-

,
-

j y~x!52
e2l̄

Ly
(

n,n8,x0

@~b221!vcx02 l̄ vcj#

3F S n

2D 1/2

dn21,n81S n11

2 D 1/2

dn11,n8G
3xn8~j!xn~j!

f 0~Ea8!2 f 0~Ea!

Ea82Ea
Ex .

To obtain an expression for the total nondissipative curr
Jy we integrate the above expression overx and sum it over
n8. Taking into consideration thatEn11,x0

2En,x0
5\v, we

obtain

Jy52
e2Ex

mvcLyb
2 (

n,x0

~n11!@ f 0~En11 ,x0
!2 f 0~En,x0

!#.

~7!

Let n0 be the number of filled subbands. In the case
high degeneracyf 0(En011,x0

)50. Taking this into account
we obtain

(
n,x0

~n11!@ f 0~En11,x0
!2 f 0~En,x0

!#52(
n,x0

f 0~En,x0
!

52N,

whereN is the total number of electrons. It follows from~7!
that the expression for the nondissipative current takes
form

Jy52
e2NEx

mvcLydb2 .

Taking this last expression into account, we obtain
following expression for the elementsyx of the conductivity
tensor

syx52
e2

h

1

11
v0

2

vc
2

n, ~8!

where the electron filling factorn52pnel 2, and the density
of the two-dimensional electron gasne5N/Lyd. Using the
known symmetry propertiessxy52syx , we obtain an ex-
pression that agrees with that given in Ref. 15.

3. CONCLUSION

Using the usual definition ofv0 in the parabolic confin-
ing potential model, we define the Fermi levelh as

h5
mv0

2~d/2!2

2
.

Using this definition, we obtain from Eq.~1!

Ea

\v
5n1

1

2
1b2

h

\v S x0

d/2D
2

. ~9!

Sinceb2.1, it follows from Eq.~9! that the Fermi levelh
always intersects some subband at the pointsux0u,d/2. This
means that free states always exist above the Fermi le
and consequently the conductivity has a metallic prope
Thus in this case the quantum Hall effect should not arise
a QW with a parabolic confining potential.
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The value of the magnetic field depends either on
value of the parametervc /v0 or on d/l . The characteristic
magnetic fieldHc is defined by the relationd.l . Fields
H,Hc are considered weak. Ford5100 Å one can estimate
that Hc>10 T. It follows from Eq.~8! that in a weak mag-
netic field syx;H. At high magnetic fieldsv0 /vc!1, and
the conductivity~8! corresponds to the ‘‘classical’’ one.

In closing, the authors thank Prof. F. M. Gashimzade
fruitful discussions of this work.
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Low-temperature anomalies of the physico-mechanical characteristics
of pseudoamorphous titanium nickelide

A. S. Bakai, V. V. Brik, V. M. Kuzmenko, M. V. Lazareva,* I. M. Neklyudov,
Ya. D. Starodubov, T. P. Chernyaeva, and V. M. Gorbatenko
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Ukraine
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A study is made of the structure, mechanical properties, and electrical resistance of crystalline
and pseudoamorphous~obtained by rolling at 300 K by 50 and 90%! titanium nickelide
in both the initial state and after annealing to different temperatures in the interval 513–893 K.
It is found that the resistivity of polyamorphous Ti–Ni exceeds 200mV•cm, falls off
monotonically with increasing annealing temperature, and has a minimum in the low-temperature
region 4.2–50 K (Tmin517– 19 K). In the temperature interval 4.2–20 K a nonmonotonic
temperature dependence of the ultimate strength of polyamorphous Ti–Ni is observed which
increases with increasing degree of deformation by rolling of the investigated material.
The results are analyzed. It is conjectured that the observed anomaly of the temperature
dependences of the ultimate strength and resistivity are due to low-temperature polyamorphism of
the pseudoamorphous Ti-Ni in the temperature interval 10–20 K. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943541#
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INTRODUCTION

Titanium nickelide@a titanium-nickel alloy of an equi-
atomic composition~Ti–Ni!# possess a shape memory effe
and is a reference material for the study and practical us
this effect.1,2 In recent years, along with intensive investig
tion of the shape memory effect, superelasticity, and su
plasticity of this material in the crystalline state, papers
porting the preparation of Ti–Ni in amorphous an
amorphous-crystalline states have appeared.3–10 It has also
been established that Ti–Ni is amorphized by irradiatio3

Amorphization is also achieved by strong plas
deformation.4,5 It is of significant interest to study the prop
erties of Ti–Ni in an amorphous state in which the sho
range order does not extend more than 3 nm.

The goal of the present study was to investigate
structure, electrical, and mechanical properties of deform
titanium nickelide in the temperature interval 4.2–77 K a
the change of the structure after annealing in the range 5
873 K.

MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Studies were carried out on samples in the form of fo
that had undergone annealing at 723 for 1 hour (c-Ti–Ni).
Then these foils were rolled at room temperature by 50
90% (d50-Ti–Ni and d90-Ti–Ni, respectively!.

The samples for electron microscope and electron
fraction studies were prepared by jet polishing. Structu
studies were done on a JEOL JEM-100CX electron mic
scope at room temperature both in bright-field and dark-fi
images in reflections of the most intense diffraction ring.
5411063-777X/2005/31(6)/4/$26.00
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In the electron diffraction studies two methods we us
to obtain the diffraction patterns of the samples: microd
fraction from a region 1mm in diameter, and micro-beam
diffraction, which permitted obtaining the diffraction patte
from a region 0.1mm in diameter. Thus a general idea of th
structure of titanium nickelide in the annealed and deform
states was obtained, and a detailed study of individual lo
regions was done.

The resistivity measurements were made by the fo
probe method in the temperature range 4.2–77 K and
temperature above 293 K.

The temperature dependence of the ultimate stren
was investigated under tensile testing at a rate of«̇
>1023 s21 at temperatures in the range 4.2–77 K on t
apparatus described in Ref. 11. The mechanical testing
done on slab-like samples 0.2 mm thick for the initial sta
and 0.1 and 0.02 mm for the 50% and 90% deform
samples, respectively. The width of the samples was 1.
mm, and the length of the working part was 15 mm.

STRUCTURE OF TITANIUM NICKELIDE IN THE ANNEALED
AND DEFORMED STATES

Titanium nickelide, which in the annealed state has
intensively twinned monoclinic martensitic structure~Fig. 1!,
when deformed at room temperature by 50–90% acquire
two-phase structure~in respect to both the level of dispers
ness and the phase state; Fig. 2!.

The microstructure of Ti–Ni in the initial (c-Ti–Ni state
and the microdiffraction pattern corresponding to it are p
sented in Fig. 1. The microdiffraction pattern from regions
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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mm in diameter consist of individual reflections and disco
tinuous arcs.

The deformed material has a completely different str
ture ~Fig. 2!: on the bright-field images of the structure o
can see a continuous gray background without regular
distinct interfaces~the amorphous componentd-Ti–Ni),
against which microcrystallites 3–15 nm in size~occasion-
ally as large as 25 nm! appear in the form of darker or lighte
segregations, and the microdiffraction patterns exhibit rat
bright diffuse rings of the microcrystalline component.

According to its state,d-Ti–Ni can be classed as a con
glomerate structure in which microcrystallites of size 3–
nm are immersed in a medium with a less perfect amorph
matrix consisting of structural elements not greater tha
nm in size.

To determine the structural state ofd90-Ti–Ni ~the su-
perscript here denotes the degree of deformation! the struc-
ture of this material was investigated after each step of
restoration by isochronous annealing at temperatures of
573, 593, 637, 723, and 873 K at a rate of 1–3 K/min a
cooling to room temperature at the same rate. These stu
showed that heating to 513 K produced no substantial cha
of the structure except for an inverse martensitic transfor
tion in the regions of the monoclinic martensite. AtT
;573 K the crystallization process apparently begins
zones with different degree of disperseness appear in
structure~Fig. 3!.

It is seen in the figure that at such an annealing temp
ture the intense formation of a single-crystal austenitic str
ture occurs, with a crystallite size of 5–30 nm. The ma
structural component is the high-temperature phase~bcc!.
When the temperature is increased to 673 K the degre

FIG. 1. Microstructure of Ti–Ni in the initial (c-Ti–Ni) state ~a! and the
corresponding microdiffraction pattern~b!.

FIG. 2. Microstructure~a! and microdiffraction pattern~b! of titanium nick-
elide deformed by 90%~the arrow indicates the halo from the amorpho
component!.
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homogeneity increases, and crystallization extends over
most the entire volume of the material. After annealing
637 and 673 K the grain size is 30 and 51 nm, respectiv
the rhombohedral phase has become the main compon
and at a temperature of 723 K the process of crystalliza
of thed90-Ti–Ni is practically complete. When the annealin
temperature is increased further to 873 K the grain s
reaches;70 nm, and the main phase is monoclinic marte
site.

ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

Measurements of the resistanceR of d-Ti–Ni were
made in two temperature intervals: 298–673 K~Fig. 4!, and
4.2–50 K ~Fig. 5!. Measurements at high temperatures p
mit observation of the characteristic temperature depende
of the resistance for disordered alloys and also to estab
the boundaries of the temperature interval in which the cr
tal structure of Ti–Ni is restored on annealing. As to t
low-temperature behavior of the resistance, it is sensitive
structural features and structural rearrangements, when
scattering length on phonons exceeds the scattering lengt
structural inhomogeneities.

These studies have shown that as in amorphous me
obtained by the methods of quenching of melts and cond
sation of metal vapors, thed90-Ti–Ni samples have a high
resistivity r (.200mV•cm).

FIG. 3. Microstructure of deformed titanium nickelide after annealing
595 K and cooling to room temperature.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of 9
deformed titanium nickelide; I is the crystallization region.
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Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the r
tance ofd90-Ti–Ni in the temperature interval 298–673
on heating at a rate of'3 K/min. The resistance decreas
slowly with increasing temperature from 298 to 516 K
account of relaxation processes in the amorphized matri
the sample. An abrupt change of the slope of the tempera
dependenceR(T) at T'573 K attests to a process of cry
tallization of the amorphous component of the sample.

The temperature interval of crystallization
'573– 673 K. AtT.673 K the resistance begins to grow
i.e., the heating curve emerges with a positive tempera
coefficient of the resistance~TCR!. The letters on theR(T)
curve in Fig. 4 indicate the places where the heating w
stopped and the measurement~shown in Fig. 5! of the resis-
tance of thed90-Ti–Ni samples was made in the low
temperature region.

As is seen in Fig. 5, for the deformed samples~curve1!
a rather narrow peak and a deep minimum of the resistan
observed in the 17–19 K region. On a subsequent raisin
the annealing temperature to 513 K~curve2! the position of
the minimum remains practically unchanged; when the te
perature of the preliminary annealing is raised to 593 K
depth of the resistance minimum decreases significantly,
it is is shifted to lower temperatures by 6–8 K~curve3!. On
a subsequent increase of the temperature to 693 K the m
mum on theR(T) curve vanishes completely. This sugge
that this mechanism owes its existence to the amorph
componentd-Ti–Ni.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the resistance ofd90-Ti–Ni in the re-
gion 4.2–50 K; curves1, 2, and3 correspond to resistance measuremen
where the heating was stopped~Fig. 4, pointsB, C, andD).
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF TITANIUM NICKELIDE
IN THE INTERVAL RANGE 4.2–77 K

Figure 6 shows the deformation curves of the sample
the initial state (c-Ti–Ni), and after deformation by rolling
the strength increases noticeably but plasticity is absent
the hardening coefficient is decreased somewhat.

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the
mate strength of the samples in the initial state and a
rolling by 50 and 90%. It is seen that the ultimate strength
4.2 K of the deformed material is almost twice its initi
value. The initial material has a maximum in the regi
12–19 K, while the deformed samples have a minimum
this same interval, the depth of the minimum increasing w
increasing degree of reduction by rolling, equalling 250 a
800 MPa for the samples rolled by 50 and 90%, respectiv

The character of the destruction of the samples is a
different: the samples rolled by 50% at 4.2 K fracture at
angle of'45°, while after rolling by 90% the fracture of th
samples occurs simultaneously at two places with the for

,

FIG. 6. Deformation curves of Ti–Ni samples in the initial state~1, 2, 3! and
after a 50% deformation by rolling at 300 K~4!.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the ultimate strength for the in
Ti–Ni sample~1! and for samples rolled by 50%~2! and 90%~3!.
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tion of a ‘‘corrugation’’ on the edges of the crack; this ma
be due to the occurrence of a localized plastic deformatio
microvolumes of the samples. We call attention to the f
that in the temperature interval 10–20 K the temperat
dependence of the resistance also exhibits a minimum of
resistance for the deformed samples.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

As a result of these studies it has been established
the behavior of the resistance of highly deformedd-Ti–Ni
on annealing is similar in character to the change of
resistance for amorphous materials obtained by the meth
of quenching of the melt and condensation on a c
substrate.12,13 On heating at a rate of 3 K/min~Fig. 4! in the
temperature interval 298–516 K the resistance slowly
creases. This temperature interval corresponds to the sta
irreversible structural relaxation, which is confirmed by ele
tron microscope studies mentioned above and by return m
surements ofR(T). Further increase of the annealing tem
perature to 573 K leads to a sharp drop of the resistanc
crystallization of the material occurs~see Fig. 3!. An
austenitic structure is formed, with a crystallite size of up
30 nm. The high-temperature bcc phase becomes the m
structural component. When the annealing temperature is
creased to 673 K the degree of homogeneity increases
crystallization extends practically through the whole volum
of the material. After annealing at 637 and 673 K the gr
size is 30 and 51 nm, respectively, and the rhombohe
phase is the main component, and at a temperature of 72
the crystallization process ford90-Ti–Ni is complete. Upon
further increase of the annealing temperature~to 873 K! the
grain size is;70 nm and the main phase is monoclinic ma
tensite.

The most remarkable feature of the low-temperature
havior of R(T) for d90-Ti–Ni is the presence of a narrow
~with a half-width less than 10 K! minimum at T'17 K.
Here the resistivity has a high value;200 mV•cm, which
corresponds to the Ioffe–Regel limit, according to which t
scattering length is comparable to the interatomic dista
~see Refs. 12 and 13!.

The resistance minimum in Fig. 5 can have several
planations. A mixed amorphous-crystalline state
d90-Ti–Ni and its annealed~at temperatures below the tem
perature of complete crystallization! modifications are the
most probable cause of the appearance of the minimum
theR(T) curve. In this case the minimum of the temperatu
coefficient of resistance is the result of a competition
tween the negative TCR of the amorphous phase14 and the
positive TCR of the crystalline phase. Therefore with d
creasing concentration of the amorphous component du
annealing of the samples the temperature and depth of
minimum decrease, and after completion of the crystalli
tion the minimum vanishes. The negative TCR of the
high-resistance amorphous alloys is usually attributed
quantum corrections to the Boltzmann conductivity, taki
into account the effects of weak localization and electr
electron interaction.15
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One can also assume that forT<20 K a process of
polyamorphous transition begins in the amorphized com
nent of titanium nickelide, with the appearance of a mo
resistive phase, which leads to an increase in the resist
of the sample. The structural rearrangement in deform
Ti-Ni is suggested by the substantial softening of the samp
in the temperature interval of the observed resistance m
mum. The proposed restructuring should occur in the am
phous component, since the behavior described is abse
the annealed titanium nickelide. Qualitatively the picture
sembles the phenomenon of low-temperature deforma
polymorphism, which has been observed on a number
deformed single-component metals,16 with the difference,
however, that in the present case this phenomenon is
served in an amorphized alloy.

We note that low-temperature polyamorphism has
cently been observed in oriented glasses based on C60 fuller-
ite doped with various gases.17 The nature of the polyamor
phism is discussed in that same paper. If our assumptio
low-temperature polyamorphism of the amorphized al
Ti–Ni is confirmed by further structural and thermodynam
studies, it will be possible to conclude that this phenomen
is inherent to many disordered systems.

*E-mail: mlazarev@kipt.kharkov.ua
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June 3, 2005 is the 75th birthday of the experimen
physicist Prof. Viktor Nikitich Grigor’ev, DSc Phys/Math
The scientific activity of Prof. Grigor’ev is devoted to bas
research in the field of quantum liquids and quantum cr
tals. He played a part in the discovery of quantum diffus
in crystals, which has become widely known and ackno
edged throughout the world. His pioneering research on
kinetics of liquid and solid helium has been awarded
State Prize of Ukraine in Science and Engineering. In rec
years he has obtained new fundamental results on the k
ics of nucleation and phase separation in quantum mi
crystals.

Grigor’ev’s scientific achievements are reflected in
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numerous papers and conference reports and in the
monographs and handbooks he has co-authored. His
birthday finds him in the flower of his creative force an
scientific activity. He holds a high reputation in the scienti
community, and his work is often cited. A talented scient
and admirable person, Prof. Grigor’ev collaborates activ
with young colleagues and passes on his experience to th
he has served as an advisor to many Candidates of Scie

We heartily congratulate Viktor Nikitich on his birthda
and wish him good health, success in his scientific ende
ors, and inexhaustible creative energy.
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